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News In Brief
Some payments to city were never
deposited, Princeton mayor says
PRINCETON, Ky. (AP) — Princeton officials are puzzled
about thousands of dollars in uncashed checks issued to the city
that date back six years.
The checks, totalling $39,078, were never deposited and were
discovered recently, said Mayor John Williams.
"I've never heard of holding back money and not depositing
it," Williams said. "It's usually the other way around — you have
money that's out and nothing to account for it."
Williams told the City Council this week that 210 undeposited
checks began to surface in September after Diana Knox assumed
duties as the city's new finance director.
Ms. Knox came across several letters from insurance companies asking why checks issued to the city had not been cashed.
A search of finance office files turned up similar letters and
then the undeposited checks.
City officials have since been able to collect about $16,000 that
was owed, Williams said, adding that other collections may be
difficult because some of the checks were issued by out-of-state
companies or companies that have since gone out of business.
"I don't believe we'll collect over $25,000 of the money,"
Williams said, adding about $500 has been spent already tracking
down the payments. "There'll be some point in time when it really won't be productive for us to pursue it any further." '
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City OKs land purchase, tourism budget
The Murray City Council approved the purchase of about
'One acres of land on the north
and northeast sides of the city
cemetery during regular session
Thursday.
The two tracts were purchased from Howard and G.T. Brandon for $30,000 and from Bob
Melugin for $40,000. Funding for
the purchase will come from the
cemetery's perpetual care fund.
In addition to allowing expansion of the cemetery, the acquis-

tion will allow the city to close
Seventh Street which runs
through the cemetery and has
provided access to those tracts.
Also Thursday, the council:
Approved a $40,200 budget
for the Murray Tourism Commission and the reappointments
of Paul Dailey Jr., Tim Miller
and Mrs. Bonnie Jones to that
panel.
r• Approved a resolution naming the access road to the city's

B) the Associated Pres.

WASHINGTON — Leaders of the Catholic Theological Society
of America attacked the Vatican's punishent of theologian
Charles Curran and said some of the reasoning in the decision
was "a dangerous novelty." "Removing him from his teaching
post is incomprehensible on professional grounds, unjust in the
singling out of this one scholar from many of his peers with
similar opinions and indefensible in the light of traditional
understanding of what a theologian rightfully does," they said.
WASHINGTON — Navy Secretary John Lehman was not
speaking for the Reagan administration when he called for
economic sanctions against New Zealand for its anti-nuclear
policies, the State Department said. Spokesman Charles Redman
said Thursday the State Department has no intention of
punishing New Zealand.
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6 shopping
days to Christmas
Forecast
Tonight: Partly cloudy.
Low in the mid to upper 20s.
Light wind.
Saturday: Mostly sunny.
High again from 40 to 45.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for partly cloudy skies Sunday through Tuesday.

wastewater treatment plant
C.C. Lowry Drive in honor of the
long-time city councilman.

staff member to act in
behalf.

his

Set Thursday. Jan. 15, 1987
at
7:30
p.m. as the time for an
Approved recommendaappeal hearing requested by
tions from the Murray Planning
Commission to amend the city's•former city fireman James
Spann. who was fired recently
zoning ordinance. One Of those
after
pleading guilty to a felony
recommendations changes the
charge in U.S. District Court.
zoning on property in the 1100
block of Story Avenue from
Adjourned until Monday,
residential to highway business .Dec. 22, at 12:15 p.m. at which
use. The other will allow the city
time ordinances ordered dray:Tengineer-planner to designate a
hy the council will be read.

Collins nominated
for UK presidency

Elsewhere...
WASHINGTON — Congressional investigators, after three
weeks of probing secret arms sales to Iran and the funneling of
the money to the Nicaraguan rebels, say they still are not sure
what happened to the money, who approved its transfer and even
how much money is involved.
WASHINGTON — CIA Director William J. Casey, described as
"doing well" after removal of a cancerous tumor from his brain,
should be able to resume his duties at the helm of the nation's spy
agency, doctors and CIA officials say.
MARINETTE, Wis. — American mercenary Eugene Hasenfus,
who spent two months in a Nicaraguan prison for running guns to
rebels, returns to his hometown, grateful to be able "to step on
American soil again."
MOSCOW — The Soviet Union's 16-month-old unilateral
moratorium on nuclear testing will end with the first American
explosion of 1987 because continuing it threatens their national
security. U.S. sources say the first test is expected six weeks
from now in the Nevada desert.
MOSCOW — Tass reports "parasites" rioted in the streets of
Alma Ata after the Kremlin replaced the Central Asian
republic's long-time leader with an ethnic Russian. The report is
believed to be the first of riots in the Soviet Union that ever has
been published by official media.
NEW YORK — Two giants of American high technology, AT&T
and IBM, have announced plans to slim down in the face of slack
business, reducing their work forces by more than 37,000.
WASHINGTON — Sorry, consumers: after the lowest inflation
rates in two decades, prices are going up again.
MOJAVE, Calif. — Voyager pilots Dick Rutan and Jeans.
Yeager pass the halfway mark in the 25,000-mile non-stop trip
around the world, completing what flight officials regarded as
one of the most dangerous legs of flight.
TUALATIN,Ore. — Unemployed Pets, 20 dogs and 20 cats used
as tasters for the company that produces Blue Mountain pet foods
will be out of work Jan. 31 when a new owner takes over Blue
Mountain's Tualatin plant.

( I It11111 I)( Ill

Gov. Martha Layne Collins

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP —
Gov. Martha Layne Collins said
today she had "no intentions of
serving as president of the
University of Kentucky" and
does not expect to be offered the
job, anyway.
"I'm not actively seeking it. I
am not a candidate, do not plan
to be a candidate, did not request that anyone recommend
me as a candidate," Collins said
in a news conference.
Her comments followed a
report today in The CourierJournal that Bob Davis, Collins'
secretary of public protection
and regulation, acknowledged
nominating Collins to the search
committee that is seeking a
replacement for UK President
Otis Singletary, who retires
June 30.
Davis, who was Collins' top
aide when she was lieutenant
governor from 1979-83, said he
believed she was "the ideal person" for the job. He said he
nominated her "out of my concern for UK and her. I thought,
and I still believe, that she's the

Ideal person."
-I've worked for five college
presidents, so I have a pretty
good idea of what one should
be," said Davis, who was a
longtime basketball coach at
Georgetown College and Auburn
University.
"How are you going to find
anybody with any more influence than a former governor?" Davis told the newspaper
"I didn't know he had done it
until I read the story today,"
Collins said, referring to the
nomination by Davis
She said she considered it -a
canpliment," but also a moot
point.
"I have no intentions of serving as the president of the
University of Kentucky," she
said. Asked if she would take the
job if it was offered. Collins added: "I don't expect that to happen. I'm sure they've got applications from hundreds of people all over the state.'
She also said the search corn(Cont'd on page?)

Sakharov out of exile, Bonner pardoned
MOSCOW t AP) — Authorities today announced the end of nearly seven years of internal exile for Nobel Peace Prize laureate
Andrei Sakharov, and said his wife Yelena Bonner's conviction of
slandering the state is set aside.
Deputy Foreign Minister V.F Petrovosky said Sakharov had
asked permission to return to Moscow from the city of Gorky,
where he has been restricted since January 1980, and that he
could resume an active life of scientific research.
He said Mrs. Bonnerordered confined to Gorky since 1984, was
granted clemency. Gorky is an industrial city 250 miles east of
Moscow that is officially closed to foreigners.
"Both Academician Sakharov and Mrs. Bonner can return to
Moscow," Petrovsky told a news conference. "And Academician
Sakharov can actively join the scientific life of the Academy of
Sciences." Academician is a title of prestige for members of the
academy.
Sahkarov, 65, a physicist who helped develop his country's

Hospital building
projects are moving
'ahead of schedule'
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board was advised by
administrator Stuart Poston last
night that the 1988 building program on the north side of the
hospital is "moving well-ahead
of schedule."
The addition, which includes a
new front entrance, out-patient
surgery, physical therapy and
administrative quarters, is expected to be ready for use by
April or May of 1987. It was
originally scheduled to be completed by the fall of next year.
Other construction projects on
the hospital campus are in the
early stages, Poston reported. A
new parking lot on the south side
of the hospital is expected to be
graveled next week which will
ease some of the parking problem created by the construction of a new medical arts

-hydrogen bomb, has been one of the Soviet Union's leading
dissidents. He was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1975 for his
work in behalf of human rights and disarmament. Authorities did
not allow him to go to Oslo to receive it, and his wife accepted it
on his behalf.
Sakharov was nabbed in a Moscow street by the KGB security
police on Jan. 22, 1980 after publicly criticizing the December
1979 Soviet intervention in Afghanistan and immediately flown to
Gorky. Sakharov has never been charged with any crimes nor
stood trial.
Mrs. Bonner, 63, was sentenced to five years internal exile in
Gorky after being convicvted of anti-Soviet slander in August,
1984. Her arrest followed a meeting with a U.S. diplomat in
Moscow in which she handed over a letter proposing that she be
given refuge in the U.S. Embassy while Sakharov went on a
(Cont'd on page?)

Starting on a good note

building.
Foundation work on the second medical arts building at
the complex has recently gotten
underway. Weather conditions
during the winter months will affect the progress of that
building, Poston said.
In other business the hospital
board of commissioners:
• Gave routine approval of
privileges for the medical staff
and approved a new set of
medical staff bylaws in keeping
with the recommendation of the
joint commmission on
accreditation.
,• Was advised that SemmesMurphey Clinic of Memphis will
provide a neurologisl each
Thursday beginning in fanuary
to serve as a consultant to local
physicians.

Members of the Board of Directors for Campus Lights 1987 at
Murray State University met recently to prepare for the show's
50th annual production. Band director Dean Smith of Mascoutah,
(seated) discusses an arrangement with (from left, standing) Karen Hester, assistant director, Evansville. Ind., and B.J.
McGibney, choir director, Greenville.
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CIA Director Casey
reported as 'doing well'
following cancer surgery

Authorization of funds stymies officials
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
elusive money trail from the
Iran arms sales has Congress
stymied over who authorized the
funneling of funds to
Nicaraguan rebels, what
became of the money and even
how much was involved.
After three weeks of intensive
probing behind closed doors and
in public, congressional investigators admit they are left
with more questions than
answers.
The Senate Intelligence Committee ended its preliminary in-

Marshall man
found shot
The Kentucky State Police is
Investigating the death of a Marshall County man found shot to
death in the Land Between the
Lakes last night.
According to KSP Information
Officer Chuck Robertson, the
victim's body was found at 11
• p.m. along Ky. 109 in Lyon County by two Livingston Co. men.
The body was located about 4.2
miles south of Grand Rivers.
Identification of the victim,
estimated to be about 35 years
old, is being withheld pending
notification of family members.
Robertson said he apparently
died of gunshot wounds to the
head and that the time of death
is uncertain. An autopsy was being performed at Western Baptist Hospital today.

vesugauon Thursday after 91
hours of testimony from 36
witnesses. The House Intelligence Committee planned to
continue today with Attorney
General Edwin Meese III.
Judicial officials said the
naming of an independent
counsel who could clear up some
questions through a criminal investigation may come today,
although FBI security checks
may delay things.
Two members of the court
that names the counsel said a
number of willing candidates
had been disqualified because of
potential conflicts of interests
since so many U.S. officials may
be investigated in the broad
probe.
As the week wound down,
many details about the case,
which has spawned the most
severe crisis of the Reagan
presidency, remained shrouded
in mystery.
Even the amount of the diversion is unclear. Congressional
sources say Meese
overestimated the sum ,when he
told the nation on Nov. 25 it was
as high as $30 million. The
Washington Post reported today
that one congressional source,
who asked to be unidentified,
said the figure may be $4 million
or $10 million.
Meese, the Post said, based
his original calculations on one
hypothetical transaction and
simply multiplied it by four, the
number of arms shipments he
believed had occurred.
William J. Casey, the CIA
director who was to have told

VETERAN DRILL
SERGEANTS CAN COMMAND
EXTRA INCOME.

Congress more details about the
case, remained hospitalized
after undergoing nearly 54
hours of surgery for a cancerous
brain tumor. Doctors said he
should be able to resume his
duties, but one expert said his
long-term prognosis was
uncertain.
Despite the information gaps,
which may be filled only by
special House and Senate investigative committees next
year, some of those involved in
the probe said they were able to
reach some conclusions.
Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt.,
called the arms sale and the
siphoning of_profits to the Contra
rebels a "foolish venture" and
"a national tragedy" that had
discredited U.S. anti-terrorist
policy and weakened foreign
policy, particularly in the Middle East.
"I am convinced that the
heart of the Iran initiative ...
was(swapping) American arms
for American hostages," Leahy,
vice chairman of the Intelligence Committee, said in
summing up the panel's work.
Sen. David Durenberger, RMinn., the committee chairman
said it was clear that arms had
been sold to Iran at a price
which would produce a profit,
that part of the profits went to
investors and that part went into
a Swiss bank account intended
for the Contras.
"It was sort of a marriage of
convenience between a country,
the United States...and a group
that was interested in making
some money on the sale of arms.
And that's the story of this whole
thing," he said this morning on
ABC's "Nightline."
But he said there remained no
hard evidence the money actually went to the Nicaraguan
rebels.
"All the money could be sitting in a Swiss bank account as
far as we know," he said earlier.
In other developments:
—President Reagan asked the
Senate Intelligence Committee
to compile for him a detailed
report of its three weeks of hear-

ings on the Iran-Contra affair so
he can inform the nation about
what has been uncovered.
— White House spokesman
Albert Brashear indicated that
Reagan has not ruled out taking
the unusual step of appearing
before a congressional committee to testify but added, "It's
still very hypothetical."
—In San Jose, Costa Rica,
Alfonso Robelo, a leader of the
Nicaraguan rebels or Contras,
told The Associated Press only a
small portion of the Iranian
arms sale profits were diverted
to his forces, and that most of
the money probably went to
middlemen in the form of commissions. Robelo offered no proof to support his allegation.
— Unidentified administration
sources,cited in today's editions
of the Los Angeles Times, said
the Contras received more than
$10 million in military aid last
year, and much of that was from
the profits of U.S. arms sales to
Iran.

Murray tobacco
sales released
A total of 96,294 pounds of
Type-35 air-cured tobacco were
sold on at the loose leaf floors in
Murray Thursday for an
average price of $114.29 per hundredweight, a Western Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers
Association spokesman reports.
Of the tobacco sold yesterday
at Growers Loose Leaf Floor
and at Farris Loose Leaf Floor,
21.68 percent went into the
government pool at an average
price of $89.49 per hundredweight in the last trading`in
Murray before ChriStrrias.
"The top price yesterday was
$158, but there wasn't much of
it," Association president Will
Ed Clark said.
He added that the dates for
one more regular sale and a
clean-up sale for Type-35 aircured will be annouced later.

Sakharov...
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"paducah's
MOST INTERESTING STORE"
come see — you'll agree
1906 Rob Royce Saver Ghost

1912 Simplex

1914 Priem Henry

1910 Model T Ford

(Cont'd from page 1)
hunger strike.
After Sakharov went on several hunger strikes, she was allowed to visit the United States and Italy for six months beginning in
December 1985 to undergo eye and heart operations. She returned to Gorky in June.
Mrs. Bonner said that in return for the Soviet permission to
make the trip, she agreed not to make provocative statements in
the West.
There was no word today on whether the decision to allow the
Sakharovs to return to Moscow carried a condition that they not
meet with foreigners or engage in dissident work. It was also not
stated when the couple would leave Gorky.
Petrovsky said Sakharov's request to return to Moscow had
been granted after examination by "relevant authorities" including government agencies and the Academy of Sciences.
Sakharov had never been expelled from the academy although he
was stripped of his state awards.
It has been assumed that his scientific prestige afforded
Sakharov of some degree of protection from prosecution. Other
prominent dissidents and human rights activists such as Yuri
Orlov and Anatoly Shcharansky were sentenced to long prison
terms. Orlov, now in the United States, and Shcharansky, now in
Israel, weren.eleased in prisoner exchanges with the West.
Presumbably, Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev agreed to
Sakharov's return to Moscow.
"The fact was taken into consideration that academician
Sakharov has spent considerabale time in Gorky," Petrovsky
said. But he gave no other reason for the decision.
There had been unconfirmed reports on Thursday that
Sakharov might be allowed to leave Gorky. In Newton, Mass.,
Mrs. Bonner's daughter, Tatyana Yankelevich, said before the
decision was confirmed that the couple would appreciate returning to Moscow because they would be closer to good hospitals for
treatment of their ailments.
Today, Mrs. Bonner's son, Alexei Semyonov, said in Westwood,
Mass. that he had no immediate comment on the report. "We
want to make sure before we do anything," he said.
In Washington, White House spokesman Ben Jarratt said there
was no immediate comment.

CIA headquarters in suburban
WASHINGTON (AP) — CIA
Director William J. Casey, Langley, Va.
"The attending physicians andescribed as "doing well" after
ticipate that Mr. Casey will be
removal of a cancerous tumor
able to resume his normal acfrom his brain, should be able to
resume his duties at the helm of
tivities," the statement said.
the nation's spy agency, doctors
But it didn't say when and it addand CIA officials say.
ed that doctors wouldn't have
However, medical experts say
final reports on an analysis of
he will probably have to undergo
the tumor until next week.
unpleasant radiation and
"The operation was performpossibly drug treatments. And
ed without complication and Mr.
one doctor says his long-term
Casey is in stable condition and
prognosis may not be as bright
doing well," said the generally
as his short-term prospects.
positive statement, which CIA
Casey, 73, underwent nearly
officials helped draft.
5% hours of brain surgery
Thursday, resulting in removal
Casey's boss, on the other
of a tumor "from the inner side
hand, sounded less upbeat. ,
of the left brain, the area
President Reagan, in a staterelating to movement and sensament issued at the White House,
tion of the right side of the
said he and his wife Nancy were
body," according to a statement
"deeply distressed and concernfrom Georgetown University
ed" over the news, adding, "Our
Hospital.
thoughts and prayers are with
"A preliminary examination
Bill and his family."
of the tumor revealed a lymCasey's health problems come
phoma, which appears
during a hectic period for
treatable," the statement said in
himself and the administration
the first official word on what
concerning the sale of arms to
was wrong with Casey, who was
Iran and the transfer of profits
rushed to the hospital Monday
to the U.S.-backed Contra rebels
after suffering a brain seizure at
In Nicaragua.

Some 27,400 may lose jobs,
corporate giant announces
WASHINGTON (AP) — AT&T
said Thursday it will set aside
$3.2 billion in the last quarter of
1986 to pay the costs of reducing
its size, and eliminating as
many as 27,400 of its 321,000
workers.
About one-third of the money
will be severance pay for
workers losing their jobs,'AT&T
said. The job cuts involve about
8 percent of AT&T's work 'force.
Other costs would cover
streamlining operations or consolidating facilities, a reduction
in the value of various assets
and inventory, and changes in
depreciation.
The money charged against
fourth-quarter earnings will be
put in a special account to pay
those costs as they occur, AT&T
said, causing a net loss for the

Youngsters are
object of new
ATV campaign

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Consumer Product Safety Commission today called on the
makers of off-road recreational
vehicles to stop marketing their
products to youngsters.
(Cont'd from page 1)
The commission concluded an
mittee "should be allowed to do
18-month investigation of the
their
job."
dangers of all-terrain vehicles
Four of the five UK trustees on
by criticizing industry safety efforts and calling for higher stan- the search committee are up for
dards, improved warnings and reappointment or replacement
by Collins. Although she would
better rider training.
All-terrain vehicles have not say whether she intended to
grown sharply in popularity in replace any, Collins said she
recent years, and accidents in- was "not going to tear up any
volving them have claimed 559 search committee."
lives since 1982. There were
The search committee, which
85,900 injuries related to ATV
accidents treated in hospital also includes faculty and student
members, has accepted applicaemergency rooms last year.
tions from individuals interested
Concerned about this rising
toll, particularly affecting in the post, as well as nominayoung people, the commission tions from educators and others.
Davis, who described himself
called on manufacturers of the
vehicles to stop marketing their as a friend of the governor, said
products designed for people he did not tell the governor he
nominated her and that he
under age 12.
couldn't
remember when he subIn addition, the commission
also said it would write a letter mitted the nomination, by letter,
to the association representing to the committee.
manufacturers of all-terrain
He said he sent the nomination
vehicles stating its displeasure
to the committee "for what it
at the slow progress in developwas worth. I said in the letter
ing a voluntary safety standard. that I didn't know whether she
was interested or not."
Davis was the second Collins
Cabinet secretary to endorse the
governor for the UK post.

Wrinkle Cream Great Success
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fourth quarter.
Investors appealed to take the
announcement in stride. AT&T
stock fell 37% cents a share to
$26.87% at midmorning on the
New York Stock Exchange.
Trading in the stock had been
delayed past the opeing bell
because of the announcement.
The estimated $3.2 billion
charge against earnings will be
one of the biggest in U.S.
history, although not as large as
the $5.5 billion charge that
AT&T took in the fourth quarter
of 1983 to prepare for the
breakup of the Bell System.
After taxes, the company said,
net income for 1986 is expected
to be reduced by $1.7 billion or
$1.63 per common share . Net income will not be known until
profits are tallied in January,
but the company said it expects
to show a small profit for the
year.
Last year's earnings came to
$1.37 per share.
AT&T said more precise
details will not be available until
It closes its books in January
1987.

Collins...

Natural Resources Secretary
Charlotte Baldwin, in a letter to
the editor in Thursday's Lexington Herald-Leader, said Collins' "demonstrated administrative leadership and personal commitment to educational improvement" qualified
her for the post.

Clarification
Jimmy W. Colson, Route 4,
Murray, Martin Chapel Road, is
not the same person listed in an
arrest story Thursday.
CROWDS ARE COMING INTO DEPARTMENT STORES across the country for the exciting wrinkle cream. EB5. developed by
Pharmacist Robert Heldfond He is pictured above in a JCPenrvey cosmetic department showing his cream
It's an exciting story of a pharmacist who developed
a v. rtnkle cream for w hich w omen all mer the countrv
are clamoring for
Robert Heidi-on(' is making cosmetic history w ith
his EB5 Cream His dream since Phamiac% School has
resulted in a w rankle cream w hich is enio% ing record
sales in department stores and is praised %ery highl%
among cosmetic mans and customers
Research lab tests show that h% daily use of 1.135
Cream. morning and night. facial lines around the
eyes. orikthe forehead, and around the mouth are
smootheY1 housands across the county-% are so pleased
to find that EB5 is 5 creams in one jar . EB5 Is a

wrinkle cream, a day and night cream, a moisturwer.
an eve cream, and a make-up base. all in one.
Pharmacist Heldiond EB5 Cream is greaseless and
leaves the skin sob. velvety and younger looking. It
contains Liprogen and other effective ingredients.
It ou are concerned about your skin appearing to be
aging too quickly. hurry and find some EB5 Cream.
One 4 0/ far lasts for months and is sold with a
[none)-hack guarantee.
Note EB5 Cream is available ill Murray Ky ai JCPenney Store
Chestnut Hills ShODO.ncl Center 759-1100

JCPenney

Read the
want ads daily
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Royko Says

By Mike Royko

If only...
Modern men can 0t deal with poker
If only...
How many times in your life
has that simple phrase already
come to mind. More often that
most of us would like to admit.
Generally, the consequences
of "If only..." can be rectified.
This is not always the case
where driving and drinking or
drugs are concerned.
Our nationwide campaign to
end the senseless slaughter by
Impaired drivers is making
headway. But the effort of impaired driving remains
horrendous.
Year in and year out, impaired driving levies a
gruesome toll on our nation.
Over the past decade some
250,000 people lost their lives in
alcohol-related crashes, one
death every 20 minutes. Last
year nearly half of the 43,800
auto deaths in this country were
alcohol-or drug-related.
At this rate more than half of
us in this country will be involved in an alcohol or drug-related
crash sometime in our lifetime.
Especially tragic is the impact of drunk-or drugged driving
on those with so much yet to
give.-

For those age 16 to 24, drunk
driving represents the leading
cause of death. Although this
age group accounts for only 20
percent of the licensed drivers in
this country, they are involved
in 42 percent of all fatal alcoholrelated crashes.
Safe driving coincided each
year with the season when
families and friends of all faiths
make a point of being together.
As we approach this special
holiday time, don't place
yourself in a situation that you
will regret.
Watch what you drink. Serve
or ask for nonalcoholic drinks. If
others are concerned about you,
listen to them and don't drive.
By the same token, be willing to
stop your friends or family
members from driving if they
are in no condition to do so.
Do everything in your power
to be sure that your own special
circle 113 not diminished by loss
or injury. Don't be afraid to
show you care, where impaired
driving is concerned.
Don't wake up the morning
thinking, "If only..."

Commonwealth Comment
By Michael D. Ward

Is the Supreme Court supreme?
U.S. Attorney General Edwin
Meese has raised quite a controversy by his recent attacks
upon the United States Supreme
Court.
Criticism of our country's
highest tribunal is nothing new.
However, Meese's remarks
have extended beyond the usual
criticism and has questioned the
underlying authority of that
court as having the power to
make laws for this country.
He hints that while a Supreme
Court decision may be binding
upon the litigants within the
case which it has decided, that
decision may not be binding
upon all citizens.
The Attorney General is
engaging in wishful thinking and
should know better.
Courts make practically as
much law in this country as the
fifty-one legislatures.
Our appellate courts, of
course, not only interpret the
U.S. and various state constitutions and statutes, but also apply
what we call the common law.
In doing all of this the courts
rely upon the principle of stare
decisis. That principal
establishes basically that courts
in their decision making process
will turn to what superior courts
have done in the past on same or
similar fact situations. With the
Supreme Court being the most
superior of all, their decisions
are going to be followed in most
instances. Therefore, our
Supreme Court does make law
and it does become binding upon
all citizens once a decision is
made.
Of course, many times, even
the United States Supreme
Court will reverse itself and hold
contrary to what it has held in
the past. This perogative to
change its mind is a vital and
Important part of the judicial
system. Times change. We as a
people grow and learn. Consequently, we should not be
enslaved by the decisions of the
past.
The greatest example of this
need to change are the decisions
in the area of race relations. The
Supreme Court of the United
States in 1954 determined that
the principle of "separate but

equal" was simply a myth; that
in reality separate was inherently unequal. Therefore it overturned a previous decision
allowing segregation.
But while our appellate courts
have the flexibility to change the
law, the inferior courts should
be bound to those decisions until
that new direction is stated. To
do otherwise, as Meese seems to
suggest, would bring chaos and
lack of continuity to our judicial
system. Our adherence to
precedence in our courts
establishes stability and predictability to our laws. If there is
anything that is needed in our
cduntry today it is more — not
les* — predictability in regard
to people's rights, privileges,
and standing.
There is great wisdom and
fairness of the procedure of
stare decisis. For instance, an
underprivileged Hispano in a
small Texas border town is entitled to the same protection and
restraints of the United States
Supreme Court decision as a
wealthy Wall Street executive in
New York City over 1500 miles
away. The concept of equal
justice would be tremendously
undermined unless all the inferior courts of this country
were obliged to be bound by the
supreme law of the land.
That doesn't mean that we
have to always agree with the
decisions of the U.S. Supreme
Court. and we are well aware
that these nine mortal judges
are not immune from human error. The falacies of bad interpretations will eventually raise
the questions once again to the
highest courts of this country so
that bad law can be corrected.
The best that we can do is to
assure ourselves that our very
best people are being placed on
the Supreme Court of the United
States. Then we must place our
trust that these people will make
rational, wise and fair decisions.
To suggest that these decisions
are not the law of the land and
binding on all citizens simply
because we disagree with them,
as our Attorney General seems
to suggest, does nothing to
enhance law and order in this
country.

The poker sharks of Las Vegas
are scratching their heads over a
stunning development in their
series of world championship
tournaments.
One of the big-money tournaments has been won by a
woman. And in another, a woman
finished in fourth place.
Because poker, at least at the
shark level, has always been a
male-dominated game, the professionals are asking why women
are suddenly becoming a force.
I think I know the answer. In
fact, I saw the change coming
years ago and the success of
women in this tournament just
proves that I was right.
Having played poker most of
my life, I've noticed that fewer
and fewer men under the age of
40 know the game. And those who
do play are easy marks.
There are two reasons for this.
First, this country ended the
military draft. Young men were
no longer forced to serve two
years in the Army. Or to rush off
and join the Navy or Air Force to
avoid sleeping in a foxhole.
The barracks used to be where
a young man learned to play
poker. The instructors were

And when the game ended,
they'd count their winnings and
kindly offer to lend their penniless victims enough to buy
smokes and beer until the next
pay call. At 10 percent interest.
Unless he was compulsively
stupid, a young man eventually
learned not to draw to inside
straights, not to let his Adam's
apple jiggle when he was concealing a full house, and to politely
decline free snorts from a Tequila bottle passed around by
somebody named Tex.
Beginning with World War II,
through Korea, during the
peacetime draft of the 1950s and
early '60s, and into the Vietnam
years, the military produced
several generations of poker
players. They ranged from the
competent to the expert, from
tpose comfortable in a kitchen
nickel-dime game, to those who
could hold their own at pot limit
in a tavern basement.
Then the draft was ended. And
millions of young men no longer

spent those formative years sitting around a footlocker, wondering whether Serge really had that
fifth spade in his down cards.
Instead, they stayed home and
ingested strange herbs and spices
and turned their energies to
revolution — mainly, the sexual
revolution.
Then came another social
development that discouraged
the playing of poker. The modern
American male fell madly in love
with his own body.
It began with jogging. Then
came such games as racquetball.
And this led to fascination with
Nautilus and other muscle.
building devices.
There were even young men
who joined aerobic dance classes,
the dears.
Those who panted, grunted and
sweated -justified their labors by
saying things like: "My body is
a temple; I must not desecrate
it."
But what they really had in
mind was: "Hi, my name's Brad.
Do you come here often? Really?
My place or yours?"
A physical fitness obsession is
In total conflict with the playing
of poker. To play poker, you must
be willing to sit in one place for
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hour after hour, until the Saturday dawn creeps through the window. You must be willing to sit in
a smoke-filled room and eat midnight meals of salami and Swiss,
plckles and beer. That's not the
ideal training routine for building
more attractive pees and lats.
Then there are the video games
and the home computer. These
are what many young men, who
in another age would have been
learning poker, now play with. A
pity. Some of the gifted hackers
who use their computers to break
into banks, swindle credit-card
companies, and change the
grades of an entire graduating
class, would have been talented
players of Texas Hold 'Em.
So the recent success of
women in professional poker
doesn't mean that women are
becoming better players. There
have always been some skilled
female players. But they're being noticed now because there
are fewer and fewer good male
players.
It's all because the draft ended.
And as time passes, poker will be
a game pland only by a few old
coots in small-town American
Legion halls.
The rest of the country will be
sitting in front of the TV set or jiggling a video game.
It's a depressing thought. So, if
you want to see poker remain as
part of our culture — the game of
the Old West, the Army barracks
and the tavern basement — then
join me in trying to save it.
Write to your congressman and
tell him to change the law so your
kid will be drafted when he's 18.
Really, it will help make him a
well-rounded person

Looking Back
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Business Mirror

By Marybeth Nibley

Lack of knowledge is deficit for U.S. firms
NEW YORK(AP) — It often is
said the world is getting
smaller, particularly the financial world.
To a lot of Arlerican business
managers, however, the world
beyond the borders of the United
States remains a big unknown, a
consulting firm says.
"Everyone seems to recognize
the vital need for American
firms to expand internationally," said Peter F. Meder of Egon
Zehnder International, a
management consulting and executive search firm.
"But what we found is that
most U.S. companies haven't
really made the kind of commitment to global thinking that they
should," Meder said.
The long-simmering debate
about America's competitiveness and productivity
heated up this autumn when
Reagan administration officials
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usually Southern-born career
non-corns who were patient,
understanding and willing to
pluck a young recruit of
everything but his teeth.
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engaged in some "business
bashing."
Deputy Treasury Secretary
Richard Darman had harsh
criticism, unusually so for an
administration that has
befriended private enterprise.
Besides blasting some executives for worrying more
about golf scores than balance
sheets, he said "corpocracies"
— entrenched corporate
bureaucracies — were sapping
economic strength.
And, in a speech to a Japan
Society conference in New York,
Darman had this to say about
the tendencies of U.S.
businesses: "Much of corporate
America remains parochial, and
knows far less about other
cultures than foreign managers
know about us."
In a similar vein, Commerce
Secretary Malcolm Baldrige
needled American business people for being shortsighted in
their global view, which he says
has aggravated the country's
trade troubles.
Frustration that the country
has taken so long to turn the corner on trade partially provoked
the bitter words.
The criticism this fall occurred as calls grew louder for protectionist legislation aimed at
stemming the flood of imports
into the country. The U.S. trade
deficit, expected to reach an unprecedented level of about $170
billion in 1986, has been a powerful drag on economic activity.

The Zehnder consulting firm,
starting with the assumption
that U.S. corporations have
some ground to cover before catching up with foreign rivals who
already operate on a global
basis, commissioned a survey to
find out how senior U.S. business
executives felt about the
subject.
An independent polling company contacted 100 executives of
corporations that rank among
the 500 largest industrial and 500
largest service corporations in
the United States. All the contacted companies have at least
one foreign subsidiary.
More than 60 of the executives
said the most difficult hurdles
facing U.S. corporations competing abroad were not related
to financial matters or trade
barriers but to "the failure of
American management to seize
opportunities (overseas
already available."
Almost all the executives said
their companies' ability to compete against foreign firms was
essential to their companies'
long-term success. But few of
them had specific policies intended to enhance their abilities
to meet foreign competition.
Zehnder advocates nurturing
"transnational" executives. To
do that, companies should provide bonuses, faster promotions,
attractive living arrangements
or superior benefits for
employees willing to live outside
their native countries.

WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's address and phone
number must be included for
verification. The phone number
will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible
and should be on topics of

general interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any lettet
and limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071.

Ten years ago
A special feature story and
pictures about Nathan B. Stubblefield, inventor of radio, is
published today. The story was
written by Dr. L.J. Hortin.
Mr. and Mrs, Frank Hargis
will observe their 50th wedding
anniversary on Dec. 25.
Wanda Rolfe„ daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Rickman and a
senior rehabilitation major at
Murray State University, has
bee selected to be included in the
1976 edition of "Who's Who
Among American Colleges and
Universities" from Murray
State.
Robert Hopkins, Virginia
Todd, Wendell Yearry, Bill
Adams, Randy Adams and Tom
Pinkston are pitured with deer
taken while hunting.
Twenty years ago
Alan Weatherly, son of Mr.
and Mrs. James R. Weatherly,
and Jimmy Ramer, son of the
Rev. and Mrs. Lloyd W. Ramer,
were presented For God and
Country awards of Boy Scouts of
America at a ceremony at First
United Methodist Church.
Dr. A.H. Kopperud has been
named chairman of Business
and Industry Committee for 1967
March of Dimes Campaign in
Murray.
Donnie Gale Easley, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Easley,
and Bobby Dwain Bazzell, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Bazzell,
were inducted into the Army in
December draft call of Calloway
County, according to Mrs.
Gussie Adams, chief clerk of
Local Board No. 10 of Selective
Service.
Leslie Jean Clark, daughter of
d Mrs. Larrie Clark. is a
mern,b r of
ncert Orchestra at
Ball
niversity. Muncie,
Ind.
Thirty years ago
Dark fired tobacco sales will
open here on Jan. 7. according to
Holmes Ellis, manager of
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. W.C. Cashion, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. T.C.
Paschall, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Mardis and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Crump.
Guy Billington has won an all
expense paid trip to Bermuda in
a contest, sponsored by
Cherokee Insurance Co., one of
the companies he represents at
his insurance agency. He and his
wife plan to take the trip in May.
Guthrie Churchill sang special
numbers and led in group singing with Mary Florence Churchill as pianist at Christmas party held by Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the Eastern
Star.
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MURRAY TODAY
'Hopping John' recipe listed
F.\\k)RFFES
By NANCY BliAL
Better Bums sad °animas
Void LBW,

If you eat Hopping
John on New Year's
Day you'll have good
Lick, says an old
Southern custom. As for
he unusual name of this
ctish. no one knows for

sure how or where it
originated.
Hopping John
1 cup dry black-eyed
peas (6 ounces); 6 cups
water; 6 slices bacon,
cut up, or 4 ounces salt
pork, diced; 4 cups
water; tit cup chopped
onion; 1 stalk celery,
chopped (
cup); 14
teaspoons salt; 1,4 to
teaspoon ground red
pepper; 1 cup long grain
rice

( 25%
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(Cards, Giftware & Decorations
(Excluding Edibles)
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Rinse dry peas. In a
large saucepan or Dutch
oven combine peas and
6 cups water. Bring to
boiling. Reduce heat;
simmer 2 minutes.
Remove from heat.
Cover; let stand 1 hour.
(Or soak peas overnight
in a covered pan.) Drain
peas and rinse.
In same saucepan
cook bacon or salt pork
until crisp. Drain, reserving about 3 tablespoons
fat. Add peas, 4 cups
water, onion, celery,
salt and red pepper. Br-

ing to boiling. Cover.
Reduce heat; simmer 30
minutes. Add uncooked
rice. Cover and simmer
about 20 minutes more
or until peas and rice
are tender; stirring occasionally. Makes 8
se%rvings.
Nutrition information
per serving: 197 cal., 9g
pro., 33 g carbo., 3 g fat,
5 mg chol., 506 mg
sodium. U.S. RDA: 20
percent thiamine, 10
percent niacin, 11 percent iron, 11 . percent
phosphorus.

Two newborns and
dismissals named
Two newborn admissions and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Thursday, Dec. 18, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Harris baby girl,
parents, Theresa and
Billy, Rt. 2, Box 212,
Buchanan. Tenn.;

GREAT GIFT IDEAS
STILL AVAILABLE AT...

Met I 11111/011
BE A R CENTER
OPEN NIGHTS

Gorham baby boy,
parents, Lori and John,
1415 Hillwood, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Bessie Swain,
Murray Manor, Murray; Conrad DePriest,
607 Elm St., Murray;
Jessie Willoughby, Rt.
4, Murray; Mrs. Shirley
Hurt, 1004 Olive St.,
Murray;
Elwood Brown Sr., Rt.
1, Hardin; Miss Lisa
Culver, Box 119, Hardin; Miss Kristin
Mathis, Rt. 1, Hardin.
Mrs. Caroline Brannon, Box 1236, Paris,
Tenn.; Miss Carrie Bell,
Rt. 6, Paducah;
Larry Hastings, Rt. 6,
Paris, Tenn.; Lucas
Denhart, 1005 Olive St.,
Murray;

Anniversary reception on Dec. 28
Mr. and Mrs. Ellwood
Brown Sr. of Rt. 1, Hardin, will celebrate their
golden wedding anniversary on Sunday,
Dec. 28.
A reception, hosted by
their children, will be
from 2 to 4 p.m. in the
Community Room of the
North Branch of
Peoples Bank, Murray.
The couple requests
that in place of gifts,
guests bring a single
silk rose to be made into
an arrangement of
friendship to commemorate the occasion.
All relatives and
friends are invited to
attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Brown
were married on Dec.
23, 1936, by the Rev. J.I.
Sturgis at Metropolis,
Ill. Their attendants
were Curtis and Reba
Mohler Tidwell.
Mrs. Brown, the
former Gladys Mohler,
Is the daughter of the
late Samuel Mohler and
Florence Anderson
Mohler.
Mr. Brown is the son
of the late W.H. Brown
and Marg Newsome
Brown. He is a retired
farmer and painter.
They are the parents
of one daughter, Mrs.
June Norwood and her
husband, Jim, of
Kirksey, and one son,
Dr. Ellwood Brown Jr,
and his wife, Sharon, of
Murray.

DAILY BARGAIN MATINEES
Dec. 20 thru Jan. 4•Cheri & Cin'e
All Seats $2.00
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STARTS
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The Hustler isn't what he used
to be. But he has the next best
thing. A kid who is.

the Color
of Ntoneu
PAUL
NEWMAN
TOM CRUISE
TOUCHSTONE F ILMS

7:15, 9:30 ONLY•NO MATINEES

EDDIE MURPHY IS BACK
IN ACTION

CHILD
• PARAMOUNT PICTURE

(1:30, 3:30) 7:00, 9:00,
1%10 PASSES

It's Down To Earth & Funny...
You Don't Have To Be A Trekkie To Love It
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R
NO PASSEW(1:30, 3:50) 7:00, 9:25

GIVE ENTERTAINMENT
THIS YEAR
GIVE
•MOVIE MONEY
•VIDEO MONEY

Both Available At
Cheri & Cin'e
11 a.m.-10 p.m.

THE VOYAGE HOME

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

(1:30, 3:45) 7:00, 9:20
HELD OVER•MATINEES ONLY
SAT. 12/20 Utru SUN. 1/4

STEVEN SPIELBERG presents

AN AMERICAN

7:00 p.m.-10 p.m.
• UNLVERSAL
PICTURE

TAIL

Their five grandchildren are Mrs.
Melanie Paulsen and
her husband, Mark,
Modesto, Calif., Mrs. Jo

Square and round
dancing with music by
Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at

Friday,Dec. 19
Lynn
Rink.

Grove

Roller

————
Entertainment will be
from 8 p.m. to midnight

Beth Robertson and her Reidland, and Gina
husband, Joe Pat, New Brown, Lexington. A
Concord, Terry Brown, great-grandson is
Louisville, Tim Brown Travis Brown of
and his wife, Melinda, Reidland.

Friday,Dec. 19

Saturday, Dec.20

at Murray Moose
Lodge. This is for
members only.
————

Dance with music b:
Night Shift will be fron
8 p.m. to midnight a
Murray Moose Lodge
This is for member:
only.
—— ——
Murray Transi
System will run a bus to
day. For informatiot
call 753-9725.

Basketball games between varsity boys and
girls will be between
Calloway High and Muriiustun
ray High at Calloway
County High School at 6
p.m.
————
Couples bridge wit'
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U. Florence Hensley an(
Mary C. Lamb a:
Kevil Center, South 10th
Bring the family out this Sunday
Street Extended, hostesses is schedule(
for our Patriot's Buffet from
at 7:30 p.m. at Oak*
Mayfield.
Country Club.
11:30 a.m. until 2 p.m. Serving:
————
————
Saturday,Dec.20
Murray State Univer
Roost Beef
Memorial Baptist
Fried Chicken Breast Filets
Church Youth sity Lady Race*
Deep Fried Mushrooms
Christmas Party and basektball team wil
Progressive Dinner will play Evansville at
Spinach Casserole
p.m. in Racer Arena.
start at church at 5:45
Buttered Corn
————
p.m.
Lima Beans
AA and Al-Anon wil
————
Scalloped Potatoes
meet at 8 p.m
a'
Murray Single ConTossed Salad w/homemode dressings
American
Legior
nection will go caroling.
Fruit Bowl
For information call Building, South Sixtt
Cottage Cheese
and Maple Streets.
Dick at 438-2174 or MarSliced Peaches
tha at 759-4940.
Creamy Coleslaw
————
Events in Land Bet
Green Pea Salad
ween the Lakes will in
Congealed Salads
elude Christmas Tree
Homemade Rolls
We Specialize Cutting with permits
ob
Strawberry Coke
tamed at North an(
Ii
Blueberry Cake
South Welcome Station:
Coffee, Tea or Soft Drink
and Golden Pond Visito:
65.30 Adults &
Center from 9 a.m. to 1
62.30 Children under 12
p.m.; Christmas Bir(
Count starting a
Woodlands Nature
Center at 6:15 a.m.
————
Sunday, Dec.21
Diners Club/Cart Blanche
Alcoholic*
U.S. 641 South—Murray
753-0910
Anonymous will have
closed meeting at 4 p.m
at American Leglor
Building, South Sixtt
and Maple Streets. Foi
Information call 73-0061
762-3399, 753-7764 oi
753-7663.
————
Annual Famil3
Christmas Party will be
at Murray Moose Lodge
which will be open fron
noon to 5 p.m. This is fof
members only.
————
Woodmen of Work
Youth Lodge will have
another gift wrapping a
— 1 Night stay at the beautiful Kenlake
K-Mart from 1 to 8 p.m
Lodge
For information cal
—Candlelight steak & lobster dinner for 2
753-2319.
— Admission into dance where you will be
————
partying with Z100 Jam Factory(a sound
Open house Ii
& light show)
celebration of 104th bir
—Hats & fun makers will be provided.
thday of Quint T. Gule
will be from 2:30 to •
p.m. at Universit:
Branch of Bank of Mur
ray. Guests are re
Limited space available so make
quested not to brim
your reservations now
gifts.
474-2211
_
Open house will b
from 2 to 5 p.m. in par
soilage of Sinking 'Bp/
ing Baptist Church.
————
Hwy. 94E
Aurora
4742211
(Coned on page 6)
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Boston Tea Party
Holiday Inn
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Mr. and Mrs. Ellwood Brown Sr.

Coming community events listed
Friday. Dec. 19

LET US ENTERTAIN YOU
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Jo Burkeen, editor
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Kenlake's
New Year's Eve
Bash

New Year Eve Package

$70 Per Couple

KENLAKE STATE
RESORT PARK
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Couple will be marriedl for 50 years
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
E. Walker of Rt. 1, Dexter, near Kenlake State
Park, will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary with a family
dinner.
Hosts for this special
occasion will be their
children and
grandchildren.
Mr. and Mrs. Walker
were married on Dec.
26, 1936, at Shiloh in the
northeastern part of
Calloway County. Frank
Bratton officiated at the
ceremony.
Mrs. Walker, the
former Zula Lovett, is
the daughter of the late
Robert D.(Bob) Lovett
and Mabel Kirland
Lovett.
Mr. Walker is the son
of the late John B.
Walker and Eliza Smith
Walker.
Both Mr. and Mrs.
Walker are retired
employees of Kenlake
State Resort Park.
Their two daughters
are Mrs. Sue Rose and
her husband, James, of
Murray and Mrs. Judy
Mathis and her husband, Tommy, of
Aurora.
Their four sons are
Gerald Walker and his
wife, Rose, Joe Walker
and his wife, Janette,
Ronnie Walker and his
wife, Wanda, and Billy
Walker, all of the Murray area.
Mr. and Mrs. Walker
have 10 grandchildren
and eight greatgrandchildren.

A View
from Abroad
By Stacy Overbey
CHRISTMAS AWAY
FROM HOME
As I write this, Christmas is
less than two weeks away; yet
there is nary a Christmas tree to
be had. I suppose I could go into
the woods and chop one down
myself, but I'm not inclined to
do such. And Santa Claus has
already come to the children in
Zurich — hey, what's going on?
Such is the experience of a holiday in a foreign country.
This time of year, more than
any other, is a time of reasserting and perpetuating traditions.
I have discovered that as I get
older, my own family's traditions become increasingly more
cherished. So, since I will not be
at home this year, I decided to
establish my cultural heritage
on this side of the Atlantic.
However, I'm a bit
disoriented. Having no "official" beginning to the
Christmas season (as
Thanksgiving is not celebrated
here), the Swiss started the
commercial process around the
first of November. Store window
displays, tree trimmings, wrapping and ribbon4 gift
catalogues: all showed up much
earlier than I'm accustomed to.
With such a lengthy preChristmas period, there is not
the excitement (tension?)
created by the American approach (whereby everyone is
out of the starting gate at once,
at 8 a.m. the Friday after
Thanksgiving). Here, one's anticipation tends to wear a bit
thin by the sixth week or so.
The first thing I wanted to do

Mr. and Mrs. Lowell E. Walker

DATEBOOK

to create a Christmas-y feel was
to put a tree up. Since I haven't
been at home for several years
to help my mother with the
decorating of our tree, I was
really looking forward to carrying out this custom. But, as I've
already lamented, trees are not
being sold yet.
The European tradition is to
set up and decorate the tree all
on Christmas Eve. I've been
assured that very soon
evergreens will begin sprouting
from street corners and parking
lots and you can be sure that I'll
be one of the first customers.
I was quite surprised to see
Santa Claus on Saturday, Dec. 6.
He comes to Switzerland on this
date and tells the kids both the
good and the bad things they've
done during the year and
rewards them with fruit and
nuts and reprimands them with
a bunch of switches (they get
both, for children are never
either all good or all bad).
This tradition relies on advance information from parents
and a vast network of men in red
robes who can be hired via agencies. Or perhaps a student or a
friend without children will do
the favor.
These reflections on tradition
h ave aroused some
homesickness and made me
think about other things that I
miss. Movie popcorn, for example; bagel's with cream cheese;
good pizza; garbage disposals;
sonieone at the supermarket to
bag my groceries; large
refrigerators; no-smoking
restaurant sections; Mrs.
Fields' chocolate, chip cookies;

Class will be Monday

GAs plan Sunday event
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and, of course, the English
language.
I have been learning German
from Day One here, and doing so
has enriched my experience
greatly. I feel encouraged by all
that I can already read and
speak, but many frustrations
remain.
Even simple daily tasks are
now challenging lessons. My
vocabulary does not yet include
all the words I need when looking for something like carpet
spot remover or cornstarch or
cloves. I first must translate my
shopping list into German so
that I'll recognize the thing
when I see the label. Then, at
home, I struggle with the directions on the package. Needless
to say, a dictionary is always at
my side.
The same goes for recipes;
although all my recipes are in
English, I must convert the
measurements (weight.
volume) to the metric system to
be sure to buy the right amount.
When cooking, I have to convert
temperatures from Fahrenheit
to Celsius. In this case, a
calculator is the necessary tool.
I didn't realize what a constant effort all this is until I went
to London a couple of weekends
ago. There, naturally, I could
understand what people around
me were saying; I could read
the billboards and the advertisements; I could follow the
news on the radio; and I could
communicate myself without
having to use only the simplest
words in order to make myself
understood. What a relief!
Despite these difficulties, or
perhaps because of them. I still
find living in Europe very exciting. The newness stimulates
my senses and really keeps me
on my toes.
I am sure that by the time you
read this, I'll have a beautifully
decorated Christmas tree in the
living room. I will still be expecting Santa Claus on the 24th. And
I'll be wishing y'all a "Frohe
Weihnachten!"

•
The GAs of First Baptist Church will have
their Christmas event on Sunday, Dec. 21, at 5
p.m. This will include caroling and a pizza party.

Special viewing planned
A special program,"Christmas at Georgetown
College," will be presented by local ACTS Television on Channel 43, Cablevision. This half-hour
show can be seen at 7:30 p.m. tonight (Friday),
at 9 p.m. on Saturday and at 1 p.m. on Sunday.
Officials of ACTS Invite and urge the public to
see this special show.

Youth dinner Saturday
The Youth of Memorial Baptist Church will
have a progressive dinner on Saturday, Dec. 20.
The group will meet at the church at 5:45 p.m. to
go In vans to the home of Leigh Ann Carter for
appetizers. The group will return to the church
for the main course. Then the youth will go to the
home of Stacey Paschall for dessert. The evening will conclude with a party at the church.

Mark A. Paschall here
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Paschall of Rt. 4, Murray,
announce the adoption of their son, Mark Austin.
He arrived at the Paschall home on Sept. 16,
1986, and final adoption papers were signed on
Dec. 17, 1986. He is now 11 months old. The
mother is the former Laura Sills. Grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Billy M. Paschall of Murray
and the Rev. and Mrs. Terry Sills of Benton.
Great-grandmothers are Mrs. Clara Paschall
and Mrs. Myrtle Vandyke of Murray and Mrs.
Trentie Sills of Paducah.

AMVETS plan party
AMVETS Post 45 Ladies Auxiliary will have its
annual Christmas party for some 50 children and
their families at 2 p.m. on Sunday, Dec. 21, at the
post home on Highway 79 at Paris Landing.
Gifts, candy, cookies, refreshments and a visit
from Santa Claus are planned. Post 45 is giving
$500 for 50 food baskets and the women's auxiliary is donating $500 for gifts for the baskets.
Another $100 has been donated by an auxiliary
member. The auxiliary will prepare the baskets
which will include ham or turkey. Any members
wishing to help are being asked to contact Maxine Starks at the post home.

A Cesarean Birth Class is scheduled at 7 p.m.
on Monday, Dec 22, at 7 p.m. in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The class pepares parents for cesarean birth
whether anticipated or unexpected. Nancy Orr
R.N. is teacher for the class. To register call
753-5131, ext. 14-1, or 753-6821.

Party- planned Saturday

Dedication on Sunday

Halleh Rae Entekhabi will be honored at a part
En celebration of her first birthday on Saturday.
Dec. 20, at 6 p.m. Family and friends are invited
to attend. The strawberry care-bear cake will be
made by Halleh's aunt. Jill Morris of Murray,
and her dress by her maternal grandmother.
Mrs. Bob (Wanda) Mlles of Murray. Halleh is the
daughter of Parviz and Sheila Entekhabi of 1203
Poplar St., Murray. She has one brother, Aaron
Pasbrig, 11. Her grandparents are Bob and Wanda Miles of Murray, Kenneth Morris of
Belleville, III., and Akbar and Hazhat Entekhabi
of Tabriz, Persia.

The new Kosair Children's Hospital will be
dedicated in a ceremony at 2 p.m. on Sunday,
Dec. 21, in the lobby of the hosital, 231 East
Chestnut St., Louisville. It is the only full-service
children's hospital in Kentucky. On Monday,
Dec. 29, the first patients will be moved into the
hospital. Patients in critical care areas will be
moved on Tuesday, Dec. 30. The $45,000,000
structure will be devoted entirely to the care of
this region's children without regard to race,
religion or ability to pay

Court of Honor Monday
A city-side Eagle Scout Court of Honor will be
held Monday, Dec. 22, at 7 p.m. at First Christian
Church. The Eagle charge for the two scouts to
attain the Eagle badge will be by Judge James
Lassiter. This will be for Troop 77 of First Christian Church and Troop 45 of First United
Methodist Church The public is invited to
attend.

Open house on Sunday
Open house at the parsonage of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church will be Sunday. Dec. 21, from 2 to
5 p.m. The pastor, the Rev. Eddie Young and his
wife, Pat, invite members and friends to attend
the open house.

CHRISTTflHS
Giovannia Mastai
Ferretti was elected
Pope Pius IX in 1846,
and his 32-year reign
was the longest in papal
history.

Need Ceramic Tile? Ask Janie!

HOOVER
SALE!

For your good friendship
throughout the year. we offer
our most festive wishes for a
season filled with lots of cheer.
Have a wonderful times

HOOVER®
SPIRITTM

essence
••

Portable-Canister
Vacuum
•

qt
• Big 4-inch
disposable canister
bag
wheels
•24000 RPM • Handy
Dual/Stage topside
Motor/Fen switch
system
• Dual-edge
cleaning

The Perfect Gift
•
otaa%••

6,00

Sugg. Retail

•
•
•
.• 0,

,
•

$99.95

:‘

sto9'15

We have most any type you need.
*Many styles, sizes and colors in stock.
*We can special order any type you want.
*We have grout, adhesives & the right tools
for you to do-it yourself & save.
Replace that cellophane-wrapped waxy fruit with
wonderful delicacies—jams, mustard, sauces and
confections to warm a holiday buffet or fancy
Downey cakes and coffees for a cozy evening at
home. Choose your own assortment and we will
arrange it in a pretty basket with a bow

SANTA'S
ATTIC
Downtown Murray

Treas Dowitcentere
Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
al%

WARD &
ELKINS

Open 7 Nye A Week
Your Complete Hama Building Supply Center
*Other Loostions — Benton & Lake City, KY*
„4•
0

Downtown
On The Square
733-1713
Murray

The Place
Southside Manor
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bright kids' On the other hand, could
he be overwhelmed by the first-grade
work' Most 7-year-olds' minds wander; that's a wonderful part of childhood that we adults tend to forget. I
suggest that your grandson's parents
Peter
ask for a meeting with the teacher to
Gott, M.D.
establish what is going on. Then the
grownups can more effectively deal
with the problem of concentration, if
a problem exists.
Incidentally, high doses of vitamin
B-6 can cause liver damage.'riboflaYin deficiency and nerve disorders.
DEAR DR. GOTT — I'm 83 and my
wife thinks I work too long in hot, huDEAR DR. GOTT — My grandson, mid weather. I do not work after 1
7, is in the first grade. He's a sweet p.m. I do perspire freely and
am
and willing boy. but his mind wanders soaked with sweat when I come in.
Is
in class. Would vitamin B-6 help his it normal for someone my age to
concentration?
sweat this much, or am I overdoing
DEAR READER — It would not, it?
unless his diet is deficient. I'd pay
DEAR READER — Sweating is a
more attention to what is happening way that an active person gets
rid of
in the classroom than at the dinner ta- body heat. Perspiration is not necesble Does his teacher make the class- sarily a valid indicator of whether
you
work interesting? Is your grandson are overdoing. If you are used
to hard
bored' Is he being "mainstreamed" in physical work and if you use good
a school where attention is lavished judgment —_ such as stopping when
on poor learners rather than on the you are tired — I don't believe that,
at

Vitamins won't
solve everything

Boone-Smith vows are solemnized

83, you have to slow down. Listen to
what your body is telling you, and
have a relaxing shower after work.
DEAR DR. GOTT
Last'week we
Miss Tamara Lynn
bought a hamster, and it bit me on the
Boone and Ensign
finger. The teeth went all the way in
and it bled a lot. The hamster died 48 Joseph Anthony Smith
were married on Saturhours later. Our local health department said it does not run rabies tests day, Nov. 1, at First
on caged animals. I'm still worried. Is Christian Church.
Dr. David Roos perthere anything I should do?
DEAR READER — Domestic formed the ceremony at
caged animals ordinarily do not carry 3 p.m.
rabies. However, healthy animals do
Music was presented
not die 48 hours after biting someone. by Gary Galloway,
If the health department won't check organist, and
Mrs. O.B.
the animal for rabies or other contaBoone Jr., soloist.
gious diseases, ask your veterinarian
The bride is the
to perform an examination (which
can be done even if the animal has daughter of Mr. and
been dead for several days). It's im- Mrs. James Boone of
portant,to determine if the dead ham- Murray. Parents of the
ster was infected with a disease that groom are Mr. and Mrs.
could affect you. The veterinarian Leon Suminski of
can advise you.
Albany, N.Y.
Dr. Gotes new Health Report on
The altar of the
MENTAL AND EMOTIONAL ILL- church
was adorned
NESS describes the different types of
with an arrangement of
illnesses and the treatments availapricot daisies, shrimp
able.
colored alstroemaria
and coral gerbera
daisies, flanked by
candelabra.
The bride was given in
marriage by her father.
She wore her mother's
wedding gown of ivory
slippered satin fashioned princess style. It had
a fitted bodice featuring
an oval neckline of anNEW YORK (AP) —
tique lace. The full skirt
Television host Phil
ended in a chapel trian.
Donahue plans to tape
Long sleeves tapered to
some "Donahue" shows
points over the wrist.
in the Soviet Union early
Her fingertip veil of
next year and feature a
French illusion cascadSoviet audience and
ed from a circlet of
guests.
fresh roses and
The shows will be
stephanotis. She carried
taped in Moscow, its
a cascade of champagne
first foreign location in
roses, stephanotis and
Its 19-year-history, acEnglish needlepoint ivy..
cording to a news
Mrs. George Well- at the Murray
Woman's
release Thursday.
inghurst of Lexington Club House.
They will be taped
was the matron of
The bride's table was
Jan. 22-31 for broadcast
honor. She wore a tea overlaid
with a white
in the United States
length dress of pale pink cutwork
cloth.
It was
Feb. 9-13 and in the
silk jacquard with ecru centere
d with a large
Soviet Union later.
lace collar. Her bouquet floral
arrangement of
The tapings will inwas of pink coral
gerbera daisies,
volve use of interpreters
alstroemaria and white apricot
daisies and
and there will be no
roses.
shrimp colored aistroe
Soviet restrictions on
Don Jarka of Chicago,
meria flanked by
topics or audience selecIll., served as best man.
candles in silver
tion, said the release,
Ushers were Anthony
holders.
which did not specify
Boone and Howard
Silver appointments
who the guests would
Boone, brothers of the
were
used to serve the
be.
bride.
guests.
A reception followed

IT'S BEGINNING TO n Donahue
will tape
LOOK A LOT LIKE
,0
+or ••••

50% STE
Murray Store Only
In Stock Merchandise
Sale Starts Dec. 15th thru 24th

La DiAmondnique
Downtown
Ct. Square above English SOle
759-4573

ECNIZ thePowerfaPro-OualityNternativej
arg fir
m

EEC/ID
Fist from the start

CVARISIM
For Dad
Just In

'Time

,
4..

Time-saving ECHO blowers
make outdoor clean-up a breeze!
• Americas `aver.te --rids powered alt.ernat:,.e
to rokes and brooms
•' leaves clippings dirt light snow
• .'-rwe,ght 'Nell balanced, no cord
• iLJsive Pro fire.- electronic ignition
'ix easy starts
• Quiet presicr 2 stroke engine

%moo
Model PB 210E
Regular list $169.95
Dollar sawigs

PRICESA

-20.00

$149.95

//ECM
First from the start"

Model 280 EVL
• lightweight design under 8 lbs
• rugged 27 9 cc engine
• features 12" bar

ONLY
1 3999
Reo

..0.99

Model GT200CE
Weed/Grass Trimmer

Reg. $179.95

SAVE $40

90 Days Same As Cash

•21cc-2 cycle engine
•Semi-automatic bump
feed cutting head
'Trims both grass
light weeds

3995

ALL SEASON'S
Lawn & Leisure Inc.
205 N. 4th Murray

753-4110

shows in
the Soviet

rs. Joseph Anthony Smith

Events... (C,ont'd from page 4)
Sunday, Dec. 21
Christmas cantata
will be presented at 6
p.m. by Choir of Grace
Baptist Church.
————
Christmas cantata

Sunday, Dec.21
will be presented at 11
a.m. by Choir of Hazel
Baptist Church.
————
AMV E TS Post 45
Ladies Auxiliary will

Hostesses for the
reception were the
following:
Mrs. Bill Furgerson,
Mrs. Wells Purdom Jr.,
Mrs. Rob Ray, Mrs.
Walter Apperson, Mrs.
Jo Crass, Mrs. Fred
Wells, Mrs. John
Gregory, Mrs. Charles
Homra,
Mrs. Hal Houston,
Mrs. Tommy Alexander, Mrs. Hunt
Smock, Mrs. Don

Keller, Mrs. O.B. Boone
Jr., Mrs. John Neal Purdom, Mrs. Charles Shuftett, Mrs. Bill Fandrich,
Mrs. Tommy Carroll,
Mrs. Mary Jane Littleton, Mrs. Ken Harrell, Mrs. John McCage,
Mrs. Virgil Harris, Mrs.
Buddy Buckingham,
Mrs. Tom Emerson,
Mrs. James Sullivan
and Mrs. C.H. Hulse.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Smith are now residing
in Lauderdale, Miss.

Sunday, Dec.21
Sunday, Dec. 21
Monday,Dec.22
have its annual Christmas caroling and
Games are scheduled
Christmas party for pizza prty at 5 p.m.
at 7:30 p.m. at Murray
some 50 children and
————
Moose Lodge. This is for
their families at 2 p.m.
Monday,Dec.22
members only.
_
at post at Paris
City-wide Eagle Scout
Cesarean Birth Class
Landing.
Court of Honor for Boy
————
Scout Troops 77 and 45 will meet at 7 p.m. in
GAs of First Baptist will be at 7 p.m. at First private dining room of
Murray-Calloway CounChurch will have a Christian Church.
ty Hospital.
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Churches announce programs, sermon topics for Sunday
Various churches in
the city and county have
released information
concerning their services on Sunday, Dec.
21, to the Murray
Ledger & Times as
follows:
————
Sinking Spring
The Rev. Eddie
Young, pastor, will
speak about "The End
of Fear" with scripture
from Luke 2:10 at 11
a.m. service at Sinking
Spring Baptist Church.
Lowell Key will serve as
deacon'of the week.
The Church Choir will
sng —Tell the Good
News" with Max
McGinnis as director,
Laura Paschall as
organist and Sharon
Furches as pianist.
The Youth will present a Christmas program, "Gift Wrap
Please," at 7 p.m.
service.
Sunday School will
start at 10 a.m. and
Church Training at 6
p.m. Open house will be
at the parsonage from 2
to 5 p.m. Sunday.
Russell Chapel
The Rev. Marvin L.
Napier, pastor, will conduct worship services at
9:45 a.m. at Russell
Chapel United
Methodist Church. He
will be assisted by
Dorothy Brown,
Richard Woos and
Hollie Alderdice.
Church School will
start at 10:45 a.m.
Palestine
Palestine United
Methodist Church will
have worship service at
11 a.m. with the pastor,
the Rev. Marvin L.
Napier, as speaker. He
will be assisted by
Stanley Duncan, Fay
Childress and Glen
Jones.
Church School will
start at 6 p.m.
Goshen Methodist
The Rev. Calvin
Clark, pastor, will speak
at 11 a.m. service at
Goshen United
Methodist Church. He
will be assisted by Ted
Glevias.
The Church Choir,
directed by Robet
DeSimone, will sing
"How Sweet the Sounds
of Christmas" with Pat
Brunn and Tracy Beach
as accompanists. The
Children's Group,
directed by' Debbie
Woods, will sing some
Christmas songs.
The church's
Christmas event will be
at 6 p.m.
Immanuel Lutheran
Special children's
worship will be at 10:30
a.m. at Immanuel
Lutheran Church. The
theme will be "Love
Came Down" with
Joyce Milbrath, Sunday
School superintendent,
as director.
Participating in the
worship will be the Sunday School children, the
Immanuel Adult Choir,
Rick Douglas Richard
Rutledge and the Rev.
Clarence Helmich,
pastor.
First Presbyterian
The Rev. Thomas
Schellingerhout, pastor,
will spak about "Make
Room for Mystery"
with scripture from
Luke 2:7 at 10:45 a.m.

service at First
Presbyterian Church.
The Choir will sing the
anthem, "Were You
There On That
Christmas Night" with
Daniel Craig as director
and Susan Chamberlain
as organist.
Church School will
start at 9:30 a.m.
Poplar Spring
The Rev. Chester P.
Culver, pastor, will
speak about "The First
Christmas Service" at
11 a.m. service at
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church. He will be
beginning his third year
at the church.
Phillip Garrett will
direct the music. The
Choir will sing "0 Little
Town of Bethlehem"
with Hazel Brandon and
Carol Kelly as
accompanists.
The annual Christmas
program, "Journey to
Bethlehem," will be
presented at 6:30 p.m.
with Mr. Garrett as
director.
Sunday School with
Marty Futrell as director will start at 10 a.m.
Hazel Baptist
The Hazel Baptist
Church Choir will pesent a cantata, "A King
Is Come," at 11 a.m.
service. Gene Orr Miller
will direct.
The Rev. James T.
Garland, pastor, will
speak at 6:30 p.m. service. The annual
Christmas fellowship
will follow.
Sunday School with
Jackie Wilson as director will start at 9:45
a.m. and Church Training with Charles Overcast as director will
start at 5:30 p.m.
Grace Baptist
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe,
pastor, will speak at
10:50 a.m. service at
Grace Baptist Church.
Oralee Elkins will serve
as deacon of the week.
The Choir, directed by
Leland Peeler with
Dwane Jones and Anita
Smith as accompanists,
will sing "Who Do You
Think."
The Grace Choir will
present a Christmas
Cantata, "Come To the
Manger" with Joe
Chaney as narrator at 6
p.m.
Sunday School with
James Rose as
superintendent will
start at 9:45 a.m.
Seventh and Poplar
John Dale, minister,
will speak about "Gift
Giving and God" with
scripture from II Corinthians 8:1-5 at 8:30 and
10:40 a.m. services and
about "The Apostate
Church" with scripture
from Revelation 3:14-22
at 6 p.m. service at
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Assisting will be Jerry
Bolls, James Lee Harmon, Roger Garner,
Tim Weatherford,
Walter Mehr, Ron
McNutt, Kritt Allbritten, Rudy Tripp, Larry
Pea, Johnny Bohannon,
Denny Jones Jr., Jerry
Ainley, Max Walker,
Gerald Coles, Glen B.
Gibbs, Jerry Fulton,
Connie Burton, Ray
Karraker and Tim
Weaver.
Bible classes will
start at 9:50 a.m.

FROM THE
/ PLATTER
EE PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK
By James H. Cain

1. The cost of living is the difference between
your net income and your gross habits.
2. A hpsband should tell his wife everything he
is sure he will find out, and before anyone else
does. Dewar
3. Coach: A fellow who is always willing to lay
down your life for his job.
4. Life is a matter of ups and downs, keeping
appearances up and expenses down.
5. I know a fellow who's as broke as the Ten
Commandments.
6. A smile is a curVe that can set a lot of things
straight.
7. Economy: The art of spending mone
without getting any fun out of it. Economist: A
man who states the obvious in terms of the
Incomprehensible.

Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor, will speak
about "Why Can't
Everyday Be Like
Christmas?" with scripture from Luke 2:6-14 at
11 a.m. service at
Memorial Baptist
Church. Starkie Colson,
deacon of week, Ben
Yoo and Fred Stalls will
assist.
Milton Gresham,
minister of music, will
direct the music with
Margaret Wilkins and
Brenda Hart as
accompanists.
Ben Yoo will sing a
solo, "He Was Born to
Die," and the Sanctuary
Choir will sing
"Everlasting Light."
The Music Ministry
will present the Adult
Ensemble in a
Christmas concert at 7
p.m.
Sunday School will
start at 9:40 a.m. and
Church Training at 6
p.m.
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Glynn Orr,
pastor, will speak about
"Responding to the
Christ of Christmas"
with scripture from
Matthew 2:1-12 at 10:50
a.m. and 6 p.m. services
at Westside Baptist
Church.
Tommy Scott will
direct the music. The
Church Choir will sing
"Mary's Little Boy
Child" at morning hour.
Beverly Stephens will
sing a solo and Shana
NOrsworthy wW play a
piano solo.
At 6 p.m. the
Children's Choir will
sing along with a duet
by Shannon Williams
and Amy Jones.
Sunday School will
start at 10 a.m.
Coldwater Baptist
The Rev. George
Culp, pastor, will speak
about "Babylon
Destroyed and Rejoicing in Heaven" with
scripture from Revelation 19:6 at 11 a.m. service and about "The
King's Return" with
scripture from Revelation 19:11-16 at 6 p.m.
service at Coldwater
Baptist Church.
David Landis will

direct the music with
Marge West and Jennifer Culp as
accompanists.
Sunday School will
start at 10 a.m.
First Methodist
The Rev. A. Nowell
Bingham, pastor, will
speak about "What's In
A Name?" with scripture from Matthew
1:18-25 at 10:50 a.m. service at First United
Methodist Church.
Bruce Chamberlain
will direct the Chancel
Choir as members sing
the anthem, "0 Sing
Noel" with Bea Farrell
as organist.
Church School will
start at 9:45 a.m.
University
Charley Bazzell will
speak at 8:30 and 10:50
a.m. and 6 p.m. services
at University Church of
Christ.
Assisting will be Ernie Bailey, Sherrill
Gargus, Hamp W.
Brooks, Steve Combs,
John Nanny, Max
Cleaver, Mack Harris,
Barry Grogan, Danny
Claiborne, Jeff Dunman, Keith Hays, Leroy

Eldridge, Richard present a Christmas
Smith, Tony Thompson, cantat. "Sing and ReDavid Smith, David joice" with Dr. Truman
Thompson, Kim Wallis, Whitfield as director
Charles Williams, Webb and Kathy Erwin and
Caldwell, Tommy Reid Tommy Gaines as
and Kennie Colson
accompanists.
Bible classes will
Assisting will be Mr.
start at 9:45 a.m.
and Mrs. Phil Lithile,
First Baptist
Darrel Clark, Phil LidDr. Greg Earwood, die, Larry McClain and
pastor, will speak about Tany Barnes.
"The Gifts of the Magi"
First Christian
with scripture from
Dr. David Roos,
Matthew 2:1-12 at 10:45 pastor, will speak about
a.m. service and about "How Odd of God to
"Wise Men Still Seek Choose Mary?" with
Him," a dramatic scripture from Luke
monolgue at 7 p.m. ser- 1:26-36 at 10:45 a.m. service at First Baptist vice at First Christian
Church.
Church.
Assisting will be the
A trio of Faye Austin,
Rev. G.T. Moody and Lynn Griffiths and
Richard Crouch, deacon Margaret Boone will
of week.
sing "A Star Shone
The Adult Choir will Bright" with Gary
sing "Carol Medley" at Galloway as organist.
morning service. Wayne
Assisting will be Faye
Halley, minister of Austin, Alison Burton,
music, will sing a solo Laura Davis, Marie
and the Youth Choir will Forrester, the Larry
sing "We Are the Nixon family, Mike
Reason" at evening ser- Holton, Johnny reagan,
vice.
Bill Griffiths, Dean
South Pleasant
Caldwell, Helen CampThe Choir of South bell, Ruth Daughaday,
Pleasant Grove United Ra.ylene Gagel, Vicky
Methodist Church will Holton and David

Poynor
Marlin's Chapel
The Rev. BW Hart,
pastor, will spak about
"Completion" with
scripture from Luke
1:28-38 at 9:30 a.m. service at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist
Church. The Choir will
sing "Beautiful Star of
Bethlehem."
The church will have
a potluck supper and
Christmas program led
by Linda Carter at 5
p.m.
Good Shepherd
The Church Choir will
have a processional to
the 11 a.m. service of

Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church while
singing "0 Holy Nigh"
with Nancy Hart as
soloist.
The pastor. the Rev
Bill Hart, will speak
Sunday School will start
at 10 a.m.
The UMYF will go
caroling at 3 p.m

Mother of two
will do babysitting in my home.
Weekdays only.
Preferably two
years old and
older.
753-8217

Off THIS
VOL AY SEASON
NWITH PEACE,

ali our CuStOmers
a b:c,

Make her
Christmas
perfect
with a
TAPPAN
MICROWAVE
and DISHWASHER

Murray
Salvage Inc. ,

Paint Plus

Hwy. 641 South
753-1596

306 E Mom
Murray
759-4979

.„,
1
66
110
.
1

El•

Valtda
3 Piece Suits
Reg. $1.-Ci
NOW $8995
(36 Short-50 Long)

Corduroy Sport Coats

3995

c
Reg. 8-0
NOW $
(36 Reg — Si' Big & 1'A11)

Ties
Reg '10

5

Belts
Reg

$85°
Leather Coats

NOW

$

Reg. '150

Guess what you're getting
for Christmas.
When the paper and ribbon is cr t ht.t1 ,or
around the tree and the big cm(on mai let din
hits you, then what did you really get tor
Christmas? You shopped until your feet ached.
you cut your finger while wrapping gifts. you
sued up too late and got up too earls to unwrap
a tie you'll never wear, a blouse that won t fit and
a toy that's already broken What did you rcall%
get for Christmas,
Well, maybe the shopping was dime in the
wrong place. A big supply of love, hope and faith
are available at the Christian Church (Disciples
Christ) The service is inspiring And satistat non
t
is guaranteed Everyone can atiord it And
want to return it It can he used es erx dav and
improves with time
Oh yes — we re also open on stind.is s

NOW

NOW $8995

Wool Slacks
50
NOW $24
(30-5.4)
Dress Shirts
$ 1 395
(1.41/2-20)
Sweaters
FROM $ 1 350-$ 1

UM
'WV
;t09,111,
11,11,;i,
, ,,,.;,,

750

*Come hv and
register for the tallest
Christmas ,titocking,
8' chock full ()f t()%•,.
to he given awav
December 2.-ird.

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

Clark Clothing
Murray

Ky. 121 By-Pass
---;
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Tigers unravel Lakers, 50-23
By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
Most coaches would
be extremely satisfied
with a 50-23 shllacking
of a county rival and a
5-0 record, but Murray
Middle School coach
Rick Fischer does not
think his team has
reached its potential
quite yet.
We weren't converting early,'' he said.
"We did a good job with
the press, but in the
beginning we weren't

getting the points."
points than anyone,
The press is the over- scoring 22.
whelming aspect of the
"I didn't get off to a
Tiger attack, according
really good start, but as
to Calloway coach Stan
the game went on and
Waller, who saw his our press worked more I
team out-scored 20-7 in
started hitting my
the fourth period of last shots," Chaney said.
night's loss.
"He's going to be a
"They just have an, super, super player for
exceptional press," us, all over," Fischer
Waller said. "Two times said. "The best thing
the press really effected
about him is that he
us and they rattled off never settles for second
six points each time."
best. He works hard all
The Tigers' Willis the way."
Chaney rattled off more
John Burkeen added

12 for Murray and Chris
Dill had nine.
Michael Boyd led
Calloway with 10 and
Travis Turner scored
six.
We thought Boyd did
a super job for them
working the boards,"
Fischer said. Calloway
out-rebounded Murray
22-19.
"Our kids never get
over the pressures of
this game," Waller said.
"We just played nervous the whole game."

Lady Lakers down Murray
11. CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
Winning basketball
games can be a difficult
thing to do. And
although the final score,
23-17. was not very
close, Calloway County
Middle School earned its
win over Murray last
night.
We had to play our
best to win." Lady
Laker coach Peter
O'Rourke said. "They
are very big inside."
Calloway carried an
11-5 lead into the second

half, but Murray ran of
five straight points to
cut the lead to 11-10.
However, Lisa Scalf
hit her last shot of the
third quarter and Ann
Paul canned a jump
shot to open the fourth
as Calloway out-scored
the Lady Tigers 10-7 in
the final period.
Scalf also had six rebounds and four steals.
The Lady Laker'
moved to 2-2 and Murray fell to 1-4.
• "We just have trouble
breaking a press," Mur-

ray coach Audrey
Brown said. "Our girls
just don't think. I think
Pete's girls wanted it a
little more."
Calloway had to call
off its press when Susan
Lax ran into foul trouble, allowing Murray to
battle back in the third.
However, O'Rourke put
the pressure back on
and Lax responded,
scoring 12 points to lead
all scorers.
The Lady-Lakers also
had to deal with the lack
of offense from Pam

Bucy, who had scored 14
points in her last outing.
However, Bucy was injured early in the second half and only
managed four points
against Murray.
"I'm proud of the way
they didn't quit,"
O'Rourke said. "They
gave us a full game."
Colette Jones pumped
in all of Murray's seven
fourth-quarter points,
but it was not enough as
Calloway pulled away
for the win. Jones led
Murray in scoring with
eight.

FBI to investigate Gooden c-ase
TAMPA, Fla. (AP ) —
The FBI is investigating
the arrest of New York
Mets pitcher Dwight
Gooden to determine if
his civil rights were
violated during a brawl
with police last
weekend.
Larry Curtin, a
spokesman for the Tampa office of the FBI,said

Thursday he had no indication of how long the
probe may take to
complete.
"We're going to do it
as quickly as we can,
but also we want to do a
thorough job," Curtin
said.
Meanwhile, plans
were announced for
Gooden to appear at a

news conference this sal' the news conafternoon at the office of ference was not called
his agent, Jim Neader, to announce a
in St. Petersburg.
compromise.
Attorneys have been
Gooden, Sheffield and
meeting this week in an
three
note by Clay Walker
others were 8.reffort to reach a settlement on the charges -rested after the pitcher Willis Chaney nails a jumper for two of his 22 points as Murray Middle School
downed Calloway, 50-23.
pending against the was stopped for a possi- The Lady Lakers, however, won their contest with Murray, 23-17.
ble traffic violation and
Meta pitcher, but Rick
Counts, of Neader allegedly fought with
Sports Management, police officers.

Howser to return to K.C.

Car Life Depends
on Car Care

WHY
PAY
MORE?

take advantage of these Special Value
Coupons to get your car into tip-top
shape for fall & winter
fix it up before it lets you down

Use These Coupons the Entire Month of December

RUDOLPH-GOODYEAR-WHIRLPOOL
753-0595
721 S. 12th, Murray
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Special

—Due To Rapid Expansion—

• Protect tires and improve vehicle
performance
• Inspect and rotate 4 tires
• Check Suspension & steering systems
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BRAKE SERVICE

Install new
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Hours: M-S 10-4, Sun. Noon-5

$400

Includes most
US cars. imports
& light trucks
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"It's really something
to have that thing looking you right between
the eyes and knowing
that if you don't come
out of this operation,
things are going to be
pretty bad," Howser
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night. It's really
Howser, 50, wore a
thrilling."
golf cap over his shaved
head and looked much
Two days after
thinner than when he
managing the American
guided the Royals to the
League to victory in last
1985 World Series title.
July's All-Star Game,
In his first meeting with
Howser, who had seemreporters since falling
ed confused at times
ill last summer, he said
and was suffering from
he had received more bad headaches, was exthan 14,000 cards and amined by doctors
letters from throughout
One week after the
the world.
All
-Star Game, he
"It's amazing how
many friends you underwent a three-hour
have," said Howser, operation in which docflanked by his wife, tors discovered a maligmother-in-law and nant, golf ball-sized
Royals General tumor on the left front of
the brain. Fearing they
Manager John
might damage healthy
Schuerholz. "I've heard
brain tissue, surgeons
from everybody from
else in. But I feel like I the commissioner of removed only part of the
tumor.
can do it. I feel I can do baseball to the people
the job."
who mop the floors at
Then, in an operation
two weeks ago in Loa
Angeles, cancer-killing
cells were injected into
the area.

Hitching Post Gifts

OIL, LUSE & FILTER
Protects Moving Parts
$999

improve Handling Boost MPG
Increase Tread life

By DOUG TUCKER
AP Sports Writer
KANSAS CITY, Mo.
— Dick Howser, declaring that "every day is a
fight," says two operations for a malignant
brain tumor have not
changed his plans about
managing the Kansas
City Royals next year.
"It will be Dick
Howser's decision," he
said Thursday in a news
conference. "But I don't
want to put myself in a
position where I jeopardize my health. What
happens if Dick Howser
can't manage?. You
know what they'll do.
They'll bring somebody

5";ee,

$

A
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Country living et Its best. Excellent retire-

12'3,52' etaidle on appres. 1 ewe lot.
2
Possible OVelter financing. $0,020.

ment home or investment opperitrulty.
Priced to sell et 019,000.

Reduced vibration
Balanced wheels smooth your ride
help promote long, even tread wear

Ems COUPON EXPIRES 12/31/86 mini
rmommoommmon COUPON mmemmemmm
I Transmission Maintenance
2 11111 home and 7 ewes with ewes. 2'4
tencieble. Mutt see to appreciate. Priced In
the 310's.

$2999
Drain & refill with permanerg antifreeze
Also thorough check of belts & hoses
Imo COUPON EXPIRES 1
11111111
.1

NEW LOCATION

Double mobil* keine with echiltIon.
Wasted ea S lets le Goggle Mellow. Possible owner &tenting $17,900.

"You Can Feel At Home With Us"
Recommended by auto manufacturers every 25,000 miles
We replace filer and pan gasket-clean pen and add new fluid
MIN

COUPON EXPIRES 12/31/86

Imo

Wilson Real Estate & Property Management
753-3263
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Isholtiple Lletleip Sorylee

302 S. 12th St.
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McCray's daughter suffers tumor
HOUSTON (AP) — weeks ago.
The five -year -old
April, who lives in
daughter of Houston Louisville with her
Rocket Rodney McCray mother, had no symphas a malignant brain toms of the illness until
tumor and has a 10 per- several weeks ago when
cent chance of recover- her preschool teacher
ing, the father says.
sent home a note in"That's not great," dicating some kind of
McCray said. "But I'll problem with keeping
take 10 percent over her balance.
zero. As long as there's
A doctor's appointthe slightest chance, ment was made but then
I'm going to believe, I'm the child suffered an atgoing to hope, I'm going tack during the
to pray."
Thanksgiving weekend
His daughter April is while at her grandtaking radiation mother's house.
treatments at M.D.
Several days later,
Anderson Hospital in doctors had located the
Houston, considered one tumor, which is located
of the finest cancer at the stem of the brain,
research facilities in the an area that makes it
country. The diagnosis Inoperable.
was made about three
McCray said he learn-

learning Morris, thP
winningest pitcher of
the 1980s, is willing to
sign with New York for
one year and let an arbitrator decide his
salary.
"He (Moss) thinks it's
a can't refuse offer,"
the Yankees owner added. "I'm just going to
have to make the judgement myself on the
basis of what I'm trying
to do with my ballclub."
Morris and Moss met
with Steinbrenner for
just over an hour. They
also gave him several
proposals the Minnesota

ed about the problem in
the Houston doctors
"They pay me a lot of
a phone call from his
have not built up any
money to go out there
sister.
false hopes.
and perform every day
"At first I said, 'No,
"The doctors told us
In practice and every
they've got to be that there haven't been
night in the games and I
wrong,"' the former any new breakthroughs
can't ignore that
University of Louisville In the last several years.
obligation."
basketball star recalled. So first they're going to
McCray said he tries
"I said there had to be a try radiation and, then,
to see April as much as
mistake, that there was maybe chemotherapy,"
he can: but her treatno way she had anything he said. "Meanwhile,
ment and medicine
that wrong with her.
we just sit and hope.
makes her sleep a lot
"ff you looked at her, She's a real fighter."
"There's only so
you'd never know it," he
The small forward, much time you can
said. "Oh, she had colds who also has played
spend sitting there, watand things, just like any both backcourt positions
ching her lying in bed
other kid. But nothing 80 far this season for the
and wondering why it
that would have Rockets, tries to not let
had to happen to her,"
prepared you for the crisis affect his
he said. "I spend time
something like this."
game.
,,wishing that there was
Missing one game,
"I'm a professional something that I could
McCray returned to and I can't let do to help
her and hopLouisville to bring his something in my per- ing that no
matter what
daughter back with him sonal life get in the way happens, she
won't ever
for treatment. He said of my job," he said. suffer through
any great
pain."

Twins rejected earlier
this week. The one-year
deal was not offered to
the Twins.
Steinbrenner said he
would review all of the
packages and not rush
into a decision. No more
face-to-face meetings
were scheduled, but
Moss said he expected
to next hear from the
New York owner later
today.
If the Yankees can't
reach an agreement
with Morris, whose
career record is 144-94
in nine seasons with the
Detroit Tigers. Moss

said he and his client
will talk to the
Philadelphia Phillies or
California Angels next.
"We haven't decided
which one," Moss said.
Morris said the proposal to allow an arbitrator to declle his
salary for one year was
not made to the Twins
because "I feel my impact with the New York
Yankees would be very
much more positive
than it would be for one
year with the Minnesota
Twins."
The 31-year-old right-

Walker takes over as Sports Editor
Kent Brown, former
Sports Editor, has
returned to his home to
be the Publisher Assistant at the "Harrodsburg Herald" in
Harrodsburg, KY.
Clay Walker, a 1988
graduate of Murray
State University, has
replaced Brown as

Sports Editor.
senior year.
Walker, 23, worked as
He worked as a sports
a student intern at the writer for the "Tribune"Metropolis Planet" in Courier" in Benton
the summer'of 1985.
before moving on to the
"Ledger and Times."
Walker was a staff
"I'm very pleased
writer for one year at about the opportunity
"The Murray State here, to say the least,"
News" before advanc- Walker said. "It's good
ing to Sports Editor, his to get back to Murray. I

Z.,

feel very at home here."
"We are pleased to
have Clay Walker to fill
the position of Sports
Editor and we request
your patience and
cooperation as he begins
his coverage of all
sports in the local
area," Walt Apperson,
the publisher, said.
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Morris, Yankees working out deal
TAMPA, Fla.(AP) —
Free-agent Jack Morris
and his representative,
Dick Moss, arrived in
town with an offer they
think New York
Yankees owner George
Steinbrenner will find
hard to refuse.
Today, they could find
out if it was irresistible
enough to put Morris in
Yankee pinstripes for
1987.
"Dick Moss is a
supreme salesman.
Everything he brings to
me is a can't refuse proposal," Steinbrenner
said Thursday after

FRIDAY, DECEMBER le, late

hander has said he will
not negotiate any further with the Tigers,
who have retained the
right to re-sign him
through Jan. 8. The
Tigers have Offered
Morris $1.25 millioh for
each of the next two
seasons.

For health
insurance
with oldfashioned
personal
attention,
see me.
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NBA STANDINGS
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Tturoday's Genies
Atlantic Divisioa
New Jersey 94. New York 93
Chicago
W LPct.GB
97. Indiana 88
Boston
Milwaukee 104, Atlanta 96
16 7
696
Philadelphia
Sacrament
13 10
o 117, L A Clippers 113
565 3
Washington
LA Lakers 131. Portland 115
II 12
478 5
New Jersey
5 19
Washington
208 1111
128, Golden State 110
New York
5 20
Seattle 114. Houston 100
200 12
Central Division
Friday's Games
Atlanta
ill
Batton at Philadelphia
fi
750 —
Milwaukee
San Antonio at Detroit
17 8
680 1
Detroit
Utah at Cleveland
12 8 600 4
Chicago
12 11
522 54 Denver at Dallas
Indiana
Seattle at Phoenix
11 13
458 7
Cleveland
Houston at Portland
10 1.2
455 7
WESTERN IIVNIFERENCE
6y's Games
Midwest Divisioa
InclUina at New York
Dallas
San Antonio at Atlanta
15 8
652
Utah
14
8
636
tos Detroit at Philadelphia
Denver
Utah at Chicago
11 13
458
Houston
L.A. Lakers at Dallas
9 13
409 51
San Antonio
Boston at Milwaukee
7 16
304
Sacramento
Golden State at Denver
7 17
292
Pacific [Wiliam)
Washington at L.A Clippers
L A Lakers
Phoenix at Sacramento
18 5
783
Golden State
14 10
583 4k9
Sy'.Games
Portland
15 11
577 441 Indiana at Cleveland
Seattle
I. A Lakers at Houston
12 10
545 51
Phoenix
Washington at Portland
12 12
500
I. A Clipper,
Golden State at Seattle
4 19
174 14

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main

759-9888

Bring this coupon in for
$5 off any of these jobs
'Muffler & Tailpipe Installed
•Combination Front End
Alignment & Tire Balance
Or
'Set of 4 Shocks Installed
'Offer Goog Through Dec 31st 1986

Gerrald Boyd's Auto Repair
& Service Center Inc.
414 S. 12th St.

753-1750
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Murray Tigers roar behind
defense, pure shot of West
By DAVID
STEPHENSON
Sports Writer
Before the season
started this year for the
Murray High School
boy's varsity team,
Coach Cary Miller knew
that the attitudes and
desires of his players
would determine the
strength of the Tigers.
He has not been disappointed so far.

MURRAY TIGERS- (1 to r, standing) Doug Helmick, Michael Thompson, James Payne, Mark
Whitaker, Jim Hornbuckle, Mark Miller, Bruce Thurmond and Johny Blanton.(Kneeling) Joe Chaney,
Jason Hunt, Chris Jackson, Mark West, Rodney Skinner, Justin Crouse and Mitchell Fulton.

"As far as the amount
of effort the players put
forward, this is one of
the hardest working
groups I have ever
had," Miller said of his
Tiger team, now 3-4 on
the season. "They
realize what they lack in
experience they are going to have to make up
In desire."
With the loss of one of
the region's leading
scorers from last year's
squad, Stanley

Rutledge, Murray
realizes they are going
to have to adjust to the
players this year.
"Every team is different," Miller said.
"Every team takes on
Its own idenity. They
have different people
with different skills."
Mark West, the
leading scorer on this
year's Tiger team
averaging 16 points a
game, believes MRS
will have a successful
season. "This year's
team is typical of a Cary
Miller team," West said
about his coach." "He
knows how to get the
best out of his team. He
will adapt the offense to
the players he has to
work with."
"Our rebounding,
passing, and free throws
aren't as good as we
would like, but it is still
early in the season,"
Miller said "T like that

we are playing with
more confidence than
we had earlier in the
season. We will improve
as the season
progresses."
The Tigers have
recorded wins this
season over Trigg County, Fulton City, and St.
Mary,and have dropped
games to Paducah
Tilghman, University
Heights, Hickman and
Marshall County.
Senior Rodney Skinner is the second leading
scorer on the team, hitting 49 percent of his
field goals and 92 percent of his free throws
for an average of 11
points a game. Mark
Mther follows Skinner
averaging 9 points a
game.
Murray has won the
district title for the past
two years, and they
know they are going to

have to improve
throughout the season to
have a chance at the title this year. "The play
of the sophomores will
determine the outcome
of the season this year,"
West said. "We would
like to win the district
for the third straight
year, but we are going
to have to work."
—The attitude of the
players this year is very
good," Miller said of his
players. "They are
developing good work
habits, and they realize
that the harder they
work, the better they
are going to get, and
they want to improve.
The kids are working
hard and, more important than their hard
work and their desire to
improve,. they are out
there enjoying the
game, and that is what
we want."

Lady Tigers look to rebuild
with extremely young team
thinking about being
freshmen. But in the
last few games, the girls
started playing as a
team and started realizing their weaknesses,
and they tried to adjust
by playing too hard," he
said.
With a 2-3 record to
date, Harrell is optimistic about the remainder of the season.
We have a great deal "We could be
3-2 right
of enthusiasm with the now," Harrell
said.
younger girls,!'.,Harrell "Against St. Mary, we
said. "Hgprefullk-----ttas missed a
great deal of
will generate some good free throws, and we are
things later on down the going to have to start
road."
scoring from the line."
The Tigers have five After four games, the
freshmen on this Tigers are shooting 50
rebuilding squad, 1Percent from the free
something Harrell looks t throw stripe.
at with mixed emotions.
Adversity for the
"In the first game, the Tigers does not stop
young girls looked good, with inexperience. Size
quick, and they were not is another obstacle the
By DAVID
STEPHENSON
Sports Writer
Having only one
senior on any athletic
team is an uncomfortable situation for any
coach to be in, yet coach
Jimmy Harrell of the
Murray High girl's varsity squad is taking it in
stride.

said. "We had a good
game against Lone Oak,
but we have not had the
intensity in the latter
two games (Carisle
County and St. Mary)."
"We have young
guards that need experience," Harrell said.
"Ann Greenfield and
Jennifer Parker, both
freshmen, are playing
quite a bit this year.
They are not starting
now, but they are playing as much as our
starters." Greenfield is
Leadership on the the second leading
squad comes from scorer on the team,
senior forward Amy averaging nine points a
Long. As a junior, she game.
lead the Tigers in reThe future for the
bounds. Long is the young Lady Tigers looks
leading scorer for the bright, according to
Tigers this year, Harrell. "We will learn
averaging 11 points a from our mistakes, and
game."We need to buUd that will make us a betup our intensity," Long ter team." he said.

Murray squad will have
to overcome. "The
tallest player on our
squad is 5-8, and many
teams in the area have
players 6-0 or 6-1," Harrell said. "We like to get
the ball and run with it,
but against taller
teams, we have a hard
time on the boards. It is
frustrating to get good
position under the goal
and have someone a foot
taller than you take the
ball out of your hands.
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Photo by Harry Allison
Danelle Alexander,
Stambaugh,
MURRAY LADY TIGERS- (I to r, standing) Ann Greenfield, Michele
Greenfield,
Yolanda
(Sittingj
Parker
Jennifer
and
Ernhart
Melvin&
Morkesdal,
Michele Jones, Karl
Jennifer Hamilton, Amy Long, Pam Prescott and Julie Bazell.

LADY TIGERS BASKETBALL
DATE
Dec 1
Dec 2
Dec 5
Dec 6
Dec 9
Dec 12
Dec 1 5
Dec 19
Jan 6
Jan 9
Jan 13
Jan 16
Jan 20
Jan 23
Jan 27
Jan 30
Feb 6
Feb 10
Feb 13
Feb 17
Feb 20
Feb 24
Feb 27

OPPONENT
Thighman
Trigg County
University Heights
Fulton City B/G
Hickman County
Marshall County
St Marty B/G
Calloway County B/G
University Heights
Fulton County B/G
Fulton City B/G
Mayfield
Heath BIG
Ballard County
Carslile County
Calloway County
Reidland
Mayfield
.
Marshall County
Graves County
Chnstian County
Hickman County
Fulton County

SITE
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home

TIME
600
6 00
6 00
6 00
6 00
6 00
6 00
6 00
6 00
6 00
6 00
6 00
6 00
6 00
6 00
6 00
' 6 00
6 00
6 30
6 00
6 15
6 00
6 00

DATE
Dec 2
Dec 6
Dec 8
Dec ii
Dec 15
Dec 19
Jan 5
Jan 8
Jan 9
Jan 13
Jan 15
Jan 19
Jan 20
Jan 22
Jan 30
Feb 3
Feb 5
Feb. 9
Feb 12
Feb 16
Feb 19
Feb 27

OPPONENT
Heath
Fulton City B/G
Lone Oak
Carlisle County
St Mary
Calloway County
Carlisle County
Reidland
Fulton County B/G
Fulton City B/G
Marshall County
Mayfield Fr B/G
Heath B/G
Graves County
Calloway County B/G
Tilghman
Hickman County
Ballard County
Marshall County
Hickman County
Mayfield
Fulton Co B/G

SITE
Home
Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home
Home
Away
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home

TIME
600
6 00
6 00
6 00
6 00
600
6 00
6 00
6 00
6 00
6 00
6 00
6 00
6 00
6 00
6 00
6 00
6 00
6 00
6 00
6 00
6 00

Take advantage whether you want to buy a home,sell a home or both.
It's PRIME TIME.

Call 753-4000

By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
What Jack Pack
doesn't know is when his
young players are going
to mature to be
tournament-tough.
What he does know is
that with a tough
schedule and raw talent,
he wouldn't bet against
it being in time for the
district tournament.
"Once they get some
more games under their
belt, they are going to be
tough to beat," Pack
said. "These young guys
haven't seen a lot of
playing time yet. Once
they get it they will be a
group of great basketball players."
However, because the
team lacks a great deal
of experience doesn't
mean it is scrambling
for wins. The Calloway
County Lakers are 3-1
heading into tonight's
clash with Murray High
School, mostly due to

the leadership of Scott
Nix.
Nix, a 5-8 senior
guard, is in his third
year as a starter and
Pack makes it clear
that, at least on the
court, Nix runs the
show.
"He's a great ball
handler, -excellent
passer, has good rangehe's very accurate from
18-20 feet. He's definitely a college prospect,"
Pack said.
However, the Lakers
would not be 3-1 if Nix
did not have a capable
running mate, whoever
it might be at a given'
time.
Senior Greg Futrell
and junior Chad Stubblefield have shared
responsibilities as the
other guard.
"We want them to be
good ball handlers. We
look for them to be able
to shoot, help us on the
boards a little and play

good defense," Pack
said. "And we want
them to run the offense
when Nix is covered.
Both of these guys are
very capable of doing
that."
The Lakers also appear to have quality
people up front,
although only time will
tell.
Six-three center Jeff
White is recovering
from a knee injury, but
appears to be progressing well, according to
Pack. He is getting plenty of help from junior
forwards Fred Jones,
6-2 and Corey Wells, 6-1.
Wells appears to
typify the Laker team,
aside from Nix, a bundle
of talent, learning the
game quickly.
"He's probably the
best leaper ever to be at
this school," Pack, in
his fifth year as coach,
said. "He has tons and
tons of talent. He's go-

ing to be a great one."
Jones, however, can
stack up with anybody
in terms of talent, according to Pack."He's a
player. With another
inch, he could make a
division I (college)
team," he said.
Added to all of this
talent are a couple of
role players who take
their jobs quite
seriously.
Sophomore Jeremy
White, Jeff's younger
brother, at 6-2, is coming into his own with a
strong work ethic and
Tim Armstrong adds
quickness to the team.
"Our transition game
is something we rely
heavily on," Pack said.
So Pack is satisfied
with his personnel, but
the team Is still coming
into its own as a unit.
Time will tell just what
kind of chemistry this
team has. Then again,
the district tournament
is not until March 5.

CALLOWAY COUNTY LAKERS- (I to r, standing) Dan Childers, Corey Wells, Jeff White, Trent Campbell, Fred Jones, Jeremy White and Dale Barrett, mgr.(Kneeling) Greg Workman, Chad Stubblefield,
Tim Armstrong, Greg Futrell, Scott Nix and Han Newton.

Calloway girls struggle for
recognition, a district title
By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
Obscurity, it seems, is
usually a problem for all
girls' sports. But for the
Calloway County Lady
Lakers, it has become
old hat.
The Lady Lakers play
in the same district as
Marshall County (ranked No. 1 in the state) and
Mayfield (No.10 ).
However, coach Rose
Ross is confident her
team is on its way into
the limelight.
"We have a good shot
at it (winning the
regional tournament),"
Ross said. "We proved
last year we can beat
Mayfield. The girls
know for sure that they
can beat Marshall
County."
CALLOWAY COUNTY LADY LAKER.S- (1 to r, standing) Ginger Billington, Cynthia Garland, Joanna
Gibbs, Christy Anderson, Marcia Grimes, Christy Darnell, Angela Woods and Eushika Payne.(Kneeling) Lisa Sanders, Stefani Barnett, Erica Muskgrow, Liz Marquardt, Tracy Banks, Hotly Cherry and
Connie Ross.

DATE
Dec. 2
Dec. 5
Dec. 9
Dec 12
Dec. 19
Dec. 26-27
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan

2
9
10
16
17
20-24

Feb
Feb
Feb
'Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Mar

OPPONENT
Fulton County
Fulton City
Marshall County
Hickman County
Murray
Calloway Co Laker
Invit Tournament
Graves County
Mayfield
Carlisle County
Owensboro Apollo
Daviess County
Superman ClassicInvit. Tournament
Murray
Fulton County
Marshall County
Mayfield
Carlisle County
Reidland
Graves County
Union County
Hopkinsville
Heath
Lyon County
District
Tournament

Big Nike Hi & Lo
SALE
3 Colors—White & Royal
White & Red
White & Natural
Nike Hi

Nike Lo

Reg. $54.99

Reg. $49.99

$3999 $3499
Sles 6' 2-1 3

The Lady Marshals
handed Calloway its only defeat in its first five
games, Dec. 9, 49-46, at

Marshall County.
At the start of the
year, Ross was not sure
what to expect. But
thanks to some
newcomers to compliment the guard tandem
of Liz Marquardt and
Erica Muskgrow, The
Lady Lakers have put
their first-year coach's
mind at ease.
"The key is that they
got in the gymn and on
the weights this summer and improved,"
Ross said.
Muskgrow is averaging 10 parts and three
assist
a game.
However, Marquardt
went down with a knee
injury after just two
games.
Tracy Banks filled in
nicely as point guard,
but, she too suffered an
injury, turning an ankle
the night Marquardt
returned.
Sophomore Joanna

TIME
6 00
8 00
8 00
6 00
8 00

Home
Home
Away
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Home

DATE
Dec 1
Dec 5
Dec 9
Dec 11
Dec 15
Dec 19
Jan 5
Jan 9
Jan 12
Jan 15
Jan 19
Jan 22
Jan 29
Jan 30
Feb 3
Feb 5
Feb 6
Feb 9
Feb 12
Feb 16
Feb 19
Feb 27
Mar 5-7

6 00
8 00
8 00
6 00
6 00
6 00
6 30
6 OC
6 00
6 00

Gibbs has been a key addition, averaging six rebounds a game coming
off the bench.
Joanna has really
been a surprise for us,"
Ross said. "She does an
excellent job of scoring
Inside and getting
rebounds."
The most responsibility, however, lays on the
shoulders of Christy
Anderson and Christy
Darnell.
Anderson is leading
the team in scoring,
averaging 12 points a
game and is tied for the
lead in rebounds gathering six each time out.
She has proven time
and time again she can
play with the best
centers in the state,"
Ross said. "And the
most impressive thing
about her is that she
hasn't had to sit out a
minute because of foul
trouble or fatigue."

OPPONENT
Caldwell County
Fulton City
Marshall County
Trigg County
Graves County
Murray
Graves County
Mayfield
Paducan Tilghman
Massac County
Carlisle County
St Mary
Hickman County
Murray
Marshal County
Carlisle County. Mayfield
Futton County
Lone Oak
Heath
Todd Central
Hickman County
District
Tournament

Darnell is scoring 11
points a game and,
along with Gibbs,
Anderson, Muskgrow
and Connie Ross is avering six rebounds.
"She really typifies
the character of this
team. She plays hardnosed defense and takes
it to the hoop hard."
Ross said.
The Lady Lakers have
all of the tools needed to
send them to the state
tournament, but so do
two other teams in their
district.
However, Calloway
County hosts the district
tournament and
regionals are at Racer
Arena, which doesn't
exactly have Ross
grumbling. The road
will still be a tough one
for the Lady Lakers, but
obscurity has never
been an easy thing to
overcome.

SITE
Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home
Home
Away
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away

TIME
b
6 30
6 -

6 30
6 30'
600
6 30
6 00
5 30
6 OD
6 00
6 DC
6 39
6
6 3,,
6 30
6 30
6 00
6 30

Starter, Alternator, Generator Service
Complete Parts-Machine Shop & Radiator Service
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Ask about our 24 page
Special Christmas Catalog!

1203 Chestnut

Murray
Murray Ky.

753-4424
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Coach suing Herald-Leader over article

Deatt,

By Abigail
Van Buren

AIDS Sufferer Warns Women
To Fear More Than Pregnancy
DEAR ABBY: I am a 21-year-old
woman who was recently diagnosed
as having AIDS. I started having
sex at age 15 and have had too
many partners to know who I
contracted it from. I have never
used drugs or had a blood
transfusion.
At the urging of several boyfriends. I went on the pill so I
wouldn't get pregnant. I didn't
know that I could get something far
worse than that.
Anyone who is having sex, unless
you have been in a long-term
monogamous relationship, please
listen to me. When you sleep with
someone, you are also sleeping with
cuer.Notac that person has been with.
Are you willing to take that risk?
Abby, please print this. I want
your readers to know that going on
the pill or using another form of
birth control other than tecondom
can be giving yourself a death
sentence You have to be very stupid
these days to have sex without a
condom.
Its too late for me, although my
parents and I still pray for a cure.
hut miiyhe this letter will save other
Ti t.s
BARBARA H.. QUEENS, N.Y.
DEAR BARBARA: You and I
will never know how many
lives will be saved because you
wrote as you did. In a recent
column I said, "Who is absolutely safe? Only couples•who
-always use a condom, unless
they are in a long-standing
monogamous relationship."
I should hate stated that
there are no "'absolutes," that a
condom alone cannot be considered "absolutely" safe. However. with proper uye and the
additional use of a spermicide
containing Nonoxyno1-9, one
can reduce the chances of infection from the AIDS virus.

and she was terribly ashamed, but
wondered if she should write anyway. The other was from a bride
who asked how long was considered
OK to wait before writing thank-you
notes for her wedding gifts. She said
she thought she had read in your
column that the bride had a year.
(You replied, "No way, not in my
column!")
Abby, here's the situation: My
husband and I had agreed that I
would write the thank-you notes for
gifts from my friends and relatives,
and he would write ihe thank-you
notes for his. Well, mine were
written a long time ago.
I hope this makes your column so
the anonymous clipper will know
that the Mrs. wrote all her thankyou notes, but the Mr. obviously did
not.
NOT GUILTY IN ELGIN
DEAR NOT GUILTY: Let's
hope the anonymous clipper
sees this. Then what happened
to the overdue thank-you note
will no longer be a

DEAR ABBY: That lady from
New Mexic-o who resented workmen
who asked to use her bathroom
facilities sure did burn me up. I have
a message for her: If the plumber
who comes to repair her toilet isn't
good enough to use it, fix it yourself?
PLUMBER'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE: Read on for a
reader who waxed poetic on the
subject:

DEAR ABBY:
That housewife who begrudged
her latrine
Is the stingiest we've ever seen
She deserves some compunction
And a bladder dysfunction
Then she might be less high and
pristine.
SYLVIA SWAIN RUMMEL,
DEAR ABBY: I have been marFULTON, MO.
ried for six months. Today I received :In anonymous typewritten
* * *
note that read: "Hope to hear from
you soon.- The envelope was addressed to "Mrs. R - S -." The
(Problems? Write to Abby. For a
scroler enclosed two Dear Abby
personal, unpublished reply, send a
clippings. both concerning brides self-addressed, stamped envelope to
who had not sent thank-you notes Abby, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood,
tiff their wedding gifts.
Calif. 90038. All correspondence is
hie writer said a year had passed confidential.)

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - A former assistant basketball coach at
the University of Pittsburgh has sued the
Lexington Herald Leader, claiming the
newspaper defamed
him in an article about
Improper recruiting in
college basketball.
Reggie Warford also
named as defendants
Herald -Leader
reporters Michael York
and Jeffrey Marx,
Editor John S. Carroll
and the paper's parent

signed Miller and that recruiting series when it
Miller "would benefit was published and refrom that raise also," mains certain today.
"One of the basic
the suit said.
Warford has denied he beliefs of this country is
made such an offer to that a newspaper has a
Miller. On Oct. 30, 1985, right to print the truth,
Miller, who chose to at- even when the truth is
tend Western Kentucky unpopular," he said.
Attorney Larry
University, was quoted
in the Herald-Leader as Roberts, who filed the
denying he made the suit on Warlord's
statement to the behalf, refused any further comment on it.
newspaper.
The article was part
The article was based
The article has caused
on tape-recorded inter- of a two-day series that
him "to be denied
views with Miller and won Marx and York a
Pulitzer Prize for inemployment and
Warlord.
In the suit, Warlord vestigative reporting.
employment opporThe article, along
said the newspaper
"failed to make any with a number of others,
reasonable inquiry or was included in a
investigation into the reprint that was
vegetables were up 1.5 month, an increase truth or falsity of the distributed in January
percent. Beef, poultry, reflecting the end of contents of the article." of this year to members
fish and eggs rose 0.6 manufacturer financing
In a statement, Car- of the NCAA. It was the
discounts on 1986 roll said the newspaper reprint that was the acpercent.
The price of new models.
was certain of the ac- tual target of Warlord's
Used car prices fell curacy of its basketball suit.
automobiles increased
0.9 percent in 0.1 percent after rising
November, after a 0.8 at that same rate in
percent rise the October.
For the first 11 monprevious month.
Automobile financing ths of 1986, the CPI has
FOR MEN
charges, up 4.9 percent, increased at an annual
Cologne by Gucci, Polo & Gray Flannel
rose for the second rate of 0.9 percent.
Wool Scarves by Pendleton
company, Knight Kidder Inc.
The suit, filed in
Fayette Circuit Court on
Thursday, said Warford
had been "damaged in
reputation, community
standing and prestige,
and he has suffered
humiliation, and
physical and emotional
distress, embarrassment and anguish of
mind."

tunities, and to lose
wages in his occupation
and profession," the suit
said.
The suit did not
specify the amount of
damages being sought.
The suit stems from
an article published on
Oct. 28, 1985, and
reprinted in January
1986.
In the article, Steve
Miller, a heavily
recruited forward from
Lexington, was quoted
as saying that Warford
said told him Warford
would get a raise if he

Consumer price up by 0.3 percent
WASHINGTON (AP)
- Consumer prices, led
by increases in food and
new automobile costs,
climbed 0.3 percent in
November, the government reported today.
The increase in the
Labor Department's
Consumer Price Index,
equivalent to an annual
rate of inflation of 3.3
percent, followed a 0.2
percent rise in October.
Economists generally
predicted that inflation
In 1987 would return to
the 3.5 percent to 4 percent range that had
prevailed before energy
prices tumbled last
winter.
Because of that
decline, inflation at the
consumer level for the
past year has registered
a meager 1.3 percent the lowest 12-month inflation rate since the
early 1980s.
Gasoline prices, down
2.4 percent in October,
fell again in November,
but more modestly, 0.6
percent. Heating, oil
prices declined 1.3 percent after a 1.4 percent
fall the previous month.
Food prices were up
0.5 percent, after climbing 0.3 percent in October, with increases
registered across a wide
range of products.
Grocery store prices
were also up 0.5 percent,
following a 0.4 percent
increase the month
before. Restaurant
meals showed an identical 0.5 percent hike
after rising 0.2 percent
in October. Fruits and

Last Minute Gift Ideas

Largest Selection of Wicker In This Area!

NEW INVENTORY!
Large King Chairs Only $2995
(Compare Elsewhere at $69.95)

Gloves by Gates & Isotoner
FOR LADIES
*Isotoner Gloves & Slippers
*Flannel Gowns by J. Christopher
'Sweatshirts by Swatch

Wicker 3-Shelf sirs

FOR BOYS

Cabbage-Patch Size
Wicker Chair $8"

*Shirts & Sweaters
by Polo, Alexander Julian & Guess

*jeans by Guess

(Good Thru Sunday Dec. 21st)
*Largo Wet-Hon of
sholvos, tab'', & choirs

Open Thurs., Fri., Mon. & Tues. 'til 8, Sun. 1-5
VISA-MC-DISCOVER
FREE GIFT WRAPPING

Discount Wicker &
Plaster Crafts
(Inside Uncle Jeff's)

Ritakingliam
9-0 Chestnut St

Hwy. 641 S.

IFW

Only A Few Days Left!
For Our Interest Rates As Low As
as

3.9%

-0046301aw4Pst•

This holiday season,

Complete Their Education
and Save up to s525.
Unprecendented low interest rates are back again at Porker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury!
For a limited time, you can now finance your new Ford Escort, Mercury Lynx or Escort EXP for as low as 3.9 percent interest through the
Ford Credit Company with approved credit.
There's a good selection of each vehicle for you to hoose from.
A complete line of all other Ford, Lincoln and Mercury vPIticles also
in stock.

Hurry! Offer expires January 4, 1987
See 'em today while these
Low interest rates
FORD
Ford Motor
still apply!

The power to be your best"'

Credit
Company

MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main Street

•Tis the season to complete your kids education by giving them an
Apple® II, the computer-of-choice among educators nationwide. Because for
a limited time, you can save on the Apple 11c-the compact version of the
same computer used in most schools.
We call it "Apple Pays Half.- You'll call it a bargain. Because when
you purchase a qualifying Apple tic Basic System* from an authorized Apple
dealer, Apple pays half of up to $500 on Apple branded peripherals and
software. That includes a printer, a disk drive, a modem and more.
But that's just the beginning. You'll also receive an Apple® Care Kit
filled with valuable 3M computer accessory products. This kit, valued up to
$75, is yoursfree.
Plus you'll receive $200 in special coupon offers from leading Apple
software developers. Which means now's the time to buy programs from the
world's largest software library. You
save money-while you enhance
your kids' learning skills.
So, complete their educationwithout depleting your budget. Hurry,
*as,
offer expires January 10, 1987.

753-5273

211 Broadway
Paducah
442-9726

COMPUTER SOMME

516 Main St.
Murray
759-4803

Murrrny, Ky. 42071

Have you driven a Ford lately?
'Certain

restrictions appl%

ksk for details 4ifie and the Wok kg, are

rem/ere,/ trademark cf Appk Common hic

111.
kothorved

IFIUDAV, DECEMBER 18, UM
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Fishing line
Our water conditions their schedules but they
changed quite a bit after catch fish.
the heavy rainfall we
Dutch Vanderford and
recieved last week.
Nicky Ryan caught 26
We didn't get as much fine crappie
by bouncing
as they did in Alabama jigs along the drdp off at
and Tennessee, however eighteen feet.
and that's where rainfall
Gene Spillman and
affects the fluctuation on Steve Owens also took
Kentucky Late most of advantage of the perfect
the time. The lake came Tuesday and boated 68
up near summer pool beautiful slabs. They
again, but it didn't stop also caught their fish by
the crappie from biting. casting and
still fish jigs
We have had some around the 18 foot level.
classic fishing days and
Darrell Vanvector,
many local anglers have Gray Lewis, Bobby
taken advantage of Tyree and Don Baxter
them.
fished jigs on the north
Willie Jackson and end of the lake and had
Loyd Hasty made a cou- some big ones, between
ple of trips during that 40-50.
time and caught a total
I fished Wednesday
of 51 big crappie on jigs. morning with Gary
They don't usually fish Lewis and Don Baxter
very long because of out of Kenlake Marina

Brit
,Houston displays the 6-point buck in killed in Tennessee (left)
and the 7-point buck he killed in
Ken cky. He is the son of Robert and Joyce Houston.

and the weather had
already
started
to
deteriorate.
We had heavy fog and
the temperature had
dropped into the 40's with
a stiff northwest wind.
However, we cast tube
jigs and roadrunners
over sunken brushpiles
and along the edges of
drop offs and caught a
few nice crapppie.
I found them to be
scattered around the
10-12 foot depth early in
the day but they didn't
respond to our jigs very
well. We missed a lot of
strikes because Gary
and Don are not used to
fishing jigs for crappie
and they didn't have the
"touch" for a light tap.
We used a variety of
colors ranging from

By Jerry Maupin

chartreuse, pink and
blue, orange, yellow to
pink and black, but the
chartreuse was the most
productive.
The high water put a
stop to sauger fishing
below the dams for
awhile because of the
discharge, but tvhen it
settles, we should have
some neat fishing.
The sauger are fat and
full of eggs which they
will drop in the next couple of months.
This is the prime time
to fill the cooler with the
best eating fish we have
in this lake.
Be careful when you
run the big lake, there is
a lot of partly subbmerged debris just waiting for
a lower unit to come by.
Happy Fishing

Success of movie transforms New Hampshire retreats
EDITOR'S NOTE —
suit, Dave, to generate
In the country that in- electricity for the
spired the movie "On cottage.
Golden Pond," a
It sits beside the
development boom is covered boathouse
transforming New Line's husband pushed
Hampshire's rustic across the ice in 1897
lakeside retreats into and lived in with the
exclusive havens for the carpenter while the cotwealthy. Old estates, tage was being built.
rental cottages and
To reach the cottage
camps are vanishing from her home outside
under the bulldozer's Boston, Lllie Parsons
blade to make room for would travel 100 miles
citified houses and north by train to Weirs
condominiums.
Beach on the western
By NORMA LOVE
edge of Lake WinAP Writer
nipesaukee, the state's
LAKE WIN- largest lake at 70 square
NIPESAUKEE, N.H. miles. There she would
(AP) — Deer came to catch a steamship to
drink this morning and Long Island, where she
left their hoofprints on rowed across a bay to
the beach where Lille Parsons' Point. The
Brown Parsons walked steamship schedule for
in solitude as a young 1898 is still posted on the
woman at the turn of the cottage wall.
century.
Line's visitors signed
Nearby stands a her cupboard door in
stormscarred wooden script now almost too
windmill with hand- faint to read. A banister
carved propellers, a made of a white birch
failed attempt by Lilie's limb, the bark darkened

41 Super Shell

by a thousand hands, offered them support up
the narrow staircase to
one of two bedrooms on
the second floor.
A while back, Lilies
three greatgrandchildren voted not
to install electricity. Doing without gives them a
better understanding of
life in Lilie's days, they
say.
Outdoor showers are
provided by gravity-fed
hose hooked to a storage
tank in a second-floor
bedroom closet'. A
12-volt battery runs the
pump used tq fill the
tank. The outhouse is a
twostaller, lighted only
by sunlight filtering
through cracks in the
plank walls.
Despite such efforts
by oldtime lake dwellers
to preserve their quiet
lifestyle, Lilie's cottage
has become an endangered species.
Spurred by a real
estate gold rush that has
pushed the price of
premium shorefront
property to $1,500 to
$3,000 a foot, developers
are filling the shores
surrounding the cot-

tages with citified exclusive havens for the
homes and row house- wealthy. Old estates,
style condominiums.
rental cottages and
Many new projects camps are vanishing
are funnel under the bulldozer's
developments, with nar- blade.
row spits of lakeside acDuring the past few
cess that widen as the years, Parsons, 61, and
distance from the shore his wife, Ginger, 61, lost
increases.
their bid to stop a 32-unit
Lakerront con- funnel condominium
dominiums priced development visible
under $100,000 are rare. across the bay from
Condominium boat slips their cottage. But that
on Winnipesaukee can defeat, and a concost $55,000. Proposals dominium development
to limit the number of on the other side of the
docks to keep lakes island that the family
from becoming clut- calls "the rape of Long
tered would put an even Island," prompted the
higher premium on creation of the Long
those few permitted.
Island Landowners
Philip Parsons, Lilies
A3sociation. It also led
grandson, remembers
to tightened controls on
playing as a boy on Long
growth along the town of
Island in the 1940s when
Moiltonboro's 65 miles
the cottages ringing the
of lacefront.
eight -mile shore
Families in other lake
numbered no more than
towns also have organiz10. Now, he guesses as
ed to fight uncontrolled
many as 200 homes on
growth.
the island have lake
Stronger than most
vistas.
and backed by old famiThe housing boom has
ly money is the Squam
begun changing New
Lakes Association,
Hampshire's lakes —
whose domain encomonce primarily retreats
passes the lake and cotfor vdcationing bluetage featured in the 1981
collar workers — into
movie, "On Golden

Pond." The association
has a special fund to
fight developments its
members consider inappropriate, but no one
considers the situation
under control.
"There are some
potential big lots and
people bite their nails a
-little," says Phil
Preston, eRecutive
'director of the
1,500-member association. "We have a sum of
money that has been
raised for that eventuality, but I'm not sure
it's enough."
The Parsonses don't
object to growth 'so
much as its visibility.
They say that rather
than nestle houses into
the landscape,
developers have
bulldozed trees and
planted grass to the
water's edge, dousing it
with fertilizer that soon
enters the water.
As many as 20,000
boaters cut wakes on the
lake on a weekend day
in the summer and that
has heightened tension
between boaters and
landowners.

Kentuckian
wins women's
slalom race
Your LI-Haul Headquarters
Hw. .641 South

753-91

LIT
CAMO
I
S
TURN., FOLK ART, A KENTUCKY CRAFTS
• ANTIQUES
• REPROD. FURN.
• COLLECTIBLES
• WE BUY. SELL, TRADE
• CALICO GIFTS
Mon.•Sat. 10 a.m. tll 5 p.m.
After Hours by Appointment

527-3471
— henton
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Cedric Benson with the 13-point. 184-pound flekl dressed buck he killed Nov.
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New 1987 Pontoon Boats
Now In Stock

AMC-Jeep-Renault Inc.
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COURMAYELTR, Italy (AP) — Tamara
McKinney won a
women's slalom race
Thursday, giving the
United States ski team
its first victory of the
season.
McKinney, the only
American woman to win
the World Cup overall title, edged Austrians
Roswitha Steiner and
Monika Maierhofer with
a time of 1 minute, 23.02
seconds for her two runs
down the Chetif track,
at the foot of Mount
Blanc.
The 24-year -old
McKinney lives in
Olympic Valley, Calif.,
but spends part of the
year at her family's
Lexington, Ky., horse
farm.
Steiner finished second in 1:23.60 and
Maierhofer was third in
1:23.66.
Four Swiss skiers and
another Austrian filled
the fourth through
eighth places, in the
race held under falling
snow.
The day was marred
by a controversy between the U.S. and
Austrian teams over illegal advertising.

aaals"%aaaliaaaaaa

Michael Phillips killed this 103-pound, five point
buck at the LBL youth hunt.

so
753-6448 40.
so so Hwy.641 North
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We install Automotive Glass
And We Also Make
Hydraulic Hoses.

'Harris Flote-Botes •Riviers Cruiser •Crest
40-50 To Choose Friss&
Super Products'
Super Dsalso
The McClurs's

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.

1 1/2 mi. on Hwy 94E., Murray, Ky.

753-6116
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Attorney general says Japanese school not unconstitutional
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — A weekend
school in Lexington for
Japanese children,
which figured prominently in the state's
competition for Toyota
Motor Corp.'s new auto
assembly plant, is not
an unconstitutional use
of public money for
private education, an attorney general's opinion
said

Counsel Kevin M. Committee
Noland of the attorney
Noe said he sought the
opinion out of concern
general's office.
The opinion, which is about whether public
not legally binding, was money was being spent
sought by state Rep. for the private educaRoger Noe, D-Harlan, tion of Japanese
who is chairman of the children.
The provision of a
House Education Committee. Noe distributed special school to keep
the opinion Thursday at Japanese children
a meeting of the interim abreast of their
joint Education classmates back home

The school, which is
being operated with
private funds by the
University of Kentucky,
is ostensibly open to any
Kentucky resident who
can pass a test for proficiency in the Japanese
language and is the
legal equivalent of an
advanced foreign language course, said
the opinion by General

HILLIARD LYONS
TOP OFF THIS
kiOlicIAY SEASON
WITH PEACE, _

-- • ._.

was part of a package of
incentives that Gov.
Martha Layne Collins
used in persuading
Toyota to choose Scott
County as the site of its
new Camry assembly
plant. The school has
been mostly closely
identified with Toyota,
but 111 also to serve
children of employees of
several other Japanese
companies that have
located in central
Kentucky.
"It would be unconstitutional ... to

utilize state facilities
and expend state funds
to provide exclusive
educational privileges
to only children of
employees of certain
foreign-owned corporations," Noland's opinion
said.
However, the only requirement for admission to the school is Kentucky residency and
successful completion of
a test for proficiency in
reading and writing
Japanese, the opinion
said.

Stock Market
Industrial Average
+2.11
Previous Close
1912.82
Air Products
371/2 +1
/
2
A.T.C.-Class A
16/
1
2B 16%A
AT&T
25/
1
2 -7/4
Briggs & Stratton
34s/4 %
Chrysler
391/s unc
CSX Corp
301/2 -1/4
Dean Foods
29% WIC
Dollar General Store 131AB 13%A
Exxon
72 +1
/
2
Ford
57% •1
/
2
G.A.F.
391/4 +
General Motors
661,4 + 1/6
GenCorp, Inc.
75/
1
2 -%
Goodrich
45 +
WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Goodyear
I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrico
Kmart
Kroger
JCPeaney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

41/
3
4
1251/a
57 tine
19/
1
2B 191/8A
471/8 -1/8
30/
1
4 unc
757/s
52 -1
/
2
431/8 + 1/2
40%
35/
1
2 +%
691/2
45%

46%
103/8

+ 1/s
+ 1/4
5.19

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
PAT GOSSUM

753-3366

SPECIAL: Large Hamburger, French
Fries & Med. Drink

'2'9

• Special Good Dec. 15-20

Order Your Boston Butt, Pork
Shoulders & Bor-B-Q Lbs. for
Christmas Now.

Rex Camp

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q & Burgers

909 Johnny Robertson Rd.
Murray, Ky.
753-9224

Chestnut Street

Murray

753-0045

e

Frances Drake
FOR SATURDAY, DECEMBER 20, 1986'

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Try not to spread yourself too thin
socially. You'll have a better time by
staying in one place. Perceptions are
keen, but still (ton't be careless
tonight.

TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
A friend keeps you waiting or is
indecisive. Be sure to attend to a
domestic responsibinty today. Count
on your ability to be truthful, yet
tactful.

GEMINI

Concentrate on making money
rather than spending, it. Today you
could come up with profit-making
ideas. Fad-like purchases should be
avoided.

;Alp

(Sept. 23 to(Wt.22)
Your time is best spent with people
you can relate to on mental levels.
Share and exchange ideas. Stick to a
good health regimen now

4
•

vis-a

CAPRICORN

A

AQUARIUS

PISCES

map

(Feb. 19 to Mar_ 20 I
viloht
Morning hours are best for continuing with that work project or for
making business calls Later, inter
ruptions are sure to arise.
IF BORN TODAY, vi oh are adven
turous yet work well with others. At
times you suffer a conflict between
personal interests and humanitarian
inclinations. hilitics. religi(ql and law
are fields which are likely to appeal
to you. Naturally empathetic. you'd
make a good teacher or counselor
Change is often a good tonic f(ir you
as it keeps you fnom getting into a nit.
don't let a desire for financial security
keep you from taking some of the
chances that are necessary in life.

Cocaine
operators
pleading
guilty

CINCINNATI(AP) —
Five members of a
family -led cocaine
operation, described as
one of the region's
largest cocaine trafficking rings, have pleaded
guilty to federal
charges.

Four of those who
. eritered pleas Wednesday before U.S. District
Judge S. Arthur Spiegel
promised to testify
against seven defendants scheduled for trial
here Jan. 5. Sentencing
for the five was
postponed.
Assistant U.S. Attorney William Hunt
claimed the gang imported between 60
kilograms and 100
kilograms of cocaine
from southern Florida
to the Cincinnati and
northern Kentucky area
between November 1983
and August 1985.
Couriers used scheduled
airline flights and
private vehicles to ferry
the cocaine and purchase money,
authorities said.
"This was one of the
bigger ones around
here," Hunt said of the
gang.
Nineteen people were
arrested after federal
authorities on Aug. 1
unsealed a 20-count indictment returned by a
Cincinnati grand jury.
Twelve defendants, including the five who appeared Wednesday,
have entered guilty
pleas or have agreed to
plead guilty, Hunt said.

was

rb.o..wwwfaimilminigifirwwwwwworawawwwwiiiiss

VHS VCR with HQ
14-Day 2 Event
On Screen Programing
Wireless Remote

Hitachi VCR with
3 heads and HQ
14-Day, 4-Event
Wireless Remote 6349

299

95

We have
a good
selection
of quality
Boom Boxes
Perfect for
Christmas

SHARP
Linytron TV
19" Color

269

While
Supply
Lasts

All Stereos

-

tfa

(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
There's nothing wrong with the
way you express your ideas now, but
some may not be listening_ Tact and
diplomacy are needed qualities
tonight.

(Jan. 2010 Feb IS)
Think twice*. before lending that
Im>ok to t-inneirne you hardly know.
Social obligations take priority now.
Yes. you too, must not be extravagant
today.

LIBRA

4.-1111

tonight.
SAGITTARIUS

CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)

There are still some chores to be
done at home. Though you're good
with details today, you may not yet be
in a holiday mood. Social life is iffy.

•••••••

C
4E
Though some business can be done
today, it's best to do it with a clear
head. The two martini lunch is not for
you now. Watch careless spending

(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Keep your financial plans to yourself. The less others know about your
business tislay, the better! Guard
against unnecessary. expenditures.

(July 23 to Aug. 22)
What a lovely season for meeting
with an old friend. Familiar haunts
suit you best now. Avoid extravagance, but do go out for good times.

(6) HITACHI

SCORPIO
(0(1.23 to Nov. 21)

May 21 to June 20)
Partners remain your best sounding board on this day when there
could be 'possible mix-ups or fuzzy.
thinking. Together you make a good
team.

LEO

—NEW

,Nt-Tie,

Your Individual
Horoscope

VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)

NEW — AKAI

The use of tax money classes, and is paying
is not an issue, the opi- for utilities.
nion said, because the maintenance and all
university is funding the other expenses
school with interest associated with the
generated from private classes, the opinion
donations. "Normally, said.
this interest would go into a contingency fund
for emergency uses,"
the opinion said.
UK has contracted
with the Fayette County
school system for the
use of Tates Creek
Elementary and Tates
Creek Middle schools
for the Saturday

Bring the Children
fora
Visit With Santa!

Now On Sale!

We service what we sell and if your VCR
needs fixing we'll loan you one while yours
is in the shop.
Come To The

FREE
Popcorn
& Cokes
Friday & Sat.
••••••••••••••••

Rent 6

Weekend Special
Movies for $ 10, Members Get 7

Each additional movie rental only 99°
Pickup Friday, Bring Back Monday

Rent a VCR for the
weekend for only $8.95
and get a FREE Movie.

Movie Club Memberships
$5 Off this weekend.
Includes 27 Free Movies-Great for Xmas

Choose from over 2200
Movie Titles And
50 VCR's To Rent.

RENTAL',SALES

CENTER

Open til 8 Fri. & 6 Sat.

•

200 E. Main Murney 753 5201

December 18-24, 1-4 p.m.
Main Office, Fourth & Main Streets

"T"-T.Bank of Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"

al

Member FDIC
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Blue Cross change will take panel out of rate loop
The organization, the
The organization is in
largest health insurer in a difficult position
the stat4., is expected to because its competitors,
file by Jan. 1 the papers which are not required
to convert to a mutual to get prior approval for
insurance company, In- rate changes, can get an
surance Commissioner advance look at Blue
England to buy Boeing system
Gil McCarty said Cross & Blue Shield's
programs, Ellis said.
LONDON (AP) — The of the Nimrod system, Wednesday.
Although the comgovernment announced which Britain's General
The change will have pany will be able to
today it will buy the air- Electric Co. has been
little if any effect on change rates without
borne early warning developing since 1977.
rates, benefits or group
radar system made by
Opposition Labor Par- classifications, said prior approval, the new
charges will still be subthe Boeing Co., ditching ty legislators jeered and
Tom V. Ellis, Blue Cross ject to review by the
a rival British system many governing Con& Blue Shield's vice commissioner.
that has cost British tax- servative Party
president for corporate
McCarty said his only
payers nearly $1 billion. lawmakers sat in grim
communication.
under a 1988 law
duty
Speaking to the House disapproval of the
of Commons, Defense announcement.
Secretary George
The issue has sparked Average burley price up 42 cents
Younger announced the a furious debate, which
choice of the Airborne grew after General Thursday as markets close for year
Warning and Control Electric said during the
System — known as weekend it believed it LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) price, at more than $1.57
AWACS — made by the had lost the contract to — The average price of per pound on sales of
arm the Royal Air burley was up 42 cents 69,159 pounds.
American company.
The lowest price went
The decision in favor Force with the radar per hundred pounds
of Boeing, which Is bas- systems to give early Thursday as the state's to Winchester growers,
ed in Seattle, means the warning of bomb and 29 markets closed until who sold 18,428 pounds
Jan. 5 for the holiday for more than $1.44 a
Immediate cancellation missile attacks.
break, the Federal- pound.
State Market News SerState leaf farmers
O'Neal cleared of manslaughter
vice reported.
have sold more than
Kentucky growers 290.1 million pounds of
ANNAPOLIS, Md. operated the boat at an sold more than 3.7 burley so far this
(AP) — Griffin O'Neal, excessive speed, but "I million pounds of burley season, compared with
son of actor Ryan do not find it to be ter- for an average price
of more than 330.4 million
O'Neal, was cleared to- ribly excessive speed." $155.39 per hundred pounds this time last
day of boat
O'Neal testified he pounds.
year. Last year's
manslaughter in the had three beers and one
Farmers in Mt. Sterl- average price was about
death of friend Gian- drink of tequila that ing collected the highest $1.60 per pound.
carlo Coppola but con- day.
victed of negligently
Sentencing was set for Yields
on four-year treasury notes
and recklessly Feb. 27.
operating a boat.
Wednesday, O'Neal hit low level of decade Thursday
Anne Arundel County took the stand to say he
Circuit Judge
WASHINGTON (AP) since four-year notes
wished he had been the
Wolff also acquitted e one killed in the — Yields on four-year averaged 5.91 percent
22-year-old O'Neal of accident.
Treasury notes fell in on Dec. 7, 1976. A total of'
four other charges of
Thursday's
auction to $7.75 billion in notes
Prosecutor Gerald
reckless boat operation. Anders said in closing the lowest level in a were sold out of bids
Coppola, 23, son of arguments the best decade.
totaling $19.19 billion.
movie director Francis evidence that O'Neal
The notes will carry a
The average yield was
Ford Coppola, was kill- did something wrong 6.64 percent, down from coupon interest rate of
ed last Memorial Day on
was that "he lied to 6.87 percent at the last 6% percent, with each
the South River near everyone" after the auction on Sept. 30.
$10,000 in face value
Annapolis when a boat accident.
It was the lowest rate selling for $9,994.80.
O'Neal was operating
went between two other
boats and a tow line
struck Coppola in the
head.
Wolff, who presided
over a three-day, non.
jury trial, said in hanthe facilities, the knowledgeable staff and the
.,,...
We provide 4
ding down the verdict
friendly atmosphere so you can get yourself
4/
14
that O'Neal operated
the boat in "such a manin the shape you want and enjoy doing it. If
ner that endangered the
,
you're not happy with the way you look
person and property of
and feel, then stop in and let us give
others."
That offense carries a
you a free orientation to our club.
maximum penalty of 30
days in jail and a $25
fine.
The misdemeanor
manslaughter charge
carried a maximum
penalty of a $1,000 fine
and five years'
Imprisonment.
The judge said he
Olive St.
-53-0069
found no evidence that
the defendant was
drunk. He also said he
believed O'Neal

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Blue Cross &
Blue Shield of Kentucky
will make an organizational change so it can

•

raise or lower rates
without prior approval
from the insurance commissioner, say state and
company officials.

Fisn't fun,losing it hete is!

FITNESS
PLUS

Gift Certificates Available

authorizing the conversion to a mutual company is to approve a
change of name on the
company's certificate to
authority to operate in
Kentucky.
Asked if that meant
the conversion is a
foregone conclusion,
McCarty said, 'Yeah. In
fact, the law does not
permit me even to have

a hearing, but I'm going
to have one anyway
The hearing is tentatively scheduled for
Jan. 7 in Frankfort
Blue Cross & Blue
Shield wants the conversion to take effect about
Jan. 1, McCarty said.
Blue Cross & Blue
Shield insurance
policies cover about 1.2
million people

"Hooligans parasites
and other anti-social
persons made use of this
situation and resorted to
unlawful actions against
representatives of law
and order," Tass
reported today. "They
set fire to a food store, to
private cars and insulted townspeople."

Bill Settle

David Norsworthy

'Thurs., Fri. & Sat. Dec. 18th-20th

ALL YOU CAN EAT!
Boneless Fish or
Catfish Steaks
$450

E;i
"4

759-1864

LOW
PRICE
biltROVAVE OVEN

Model JE.M10E
•Wide .8 Cu. ft. cavity
'Easy to install in less
than an hour.
'Hangs from your kitchen
wall cabinets.
*Time Cooking with
5-minute timer.

1985 Celebrity Coupe

%UV

199

JUST $
'Defrost cycle.
•Voriable Power Levels.
•Woodgrain appearance.
•5-Year Limited Warranty
—Carry-In Service (Parts
& Labor). See warranty
for details.

We Have A Full Line of G.E.
And Hot Point Microwaves

$5895

90 Days Same As Cash
Up TO 24 Months Financing
Hwy 641 N.
Murray
753-4478

CAIN'S AMC JEEP L. REVW1.1
RENAULT, INC. I rieep
753-6448

Hwy 641 N.

0
11
/
1‘
/74 7- At'D
We wish you
Joy and Peace
for the
Yuletide
and throughout the
New Year

Melia Redden
Head Teller

11
Tony Murt
Assistant Banking Officer

Jemelle Jones
Loan Process°,

Janice Lester
Assistant Vice President
I Branch Manager

All your friends

at
Susan JOOOS
Customer Service Representative

Nance* Beckett
Customer Service Representative

Cr
=Ma
.0•110111
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Open 7 Days A Week

Your Complete Home Building Supply Center .6A
*Other Locations — Benton Se 'Aka City, KY*

•Every Thurs. Fri & Sat
Evening

New Spacemaker IIvm
Microwave Oven—Mounts
Under Your Wall Cabinet

Bel Air Shopping Center- Murray, KY
759-1390
61.1
AI%

$450

•V-6 •Two-Ton• •Steroo and Cassette
Tape •Cruise .Wheels 'Deck Lid Racks •1
White, 1 Gray

Whether you are a Professional Contractor or a
Do-It-Yourselfer, we're here to answer your questions
and help you with your building needs.
Maly Christmas from the Experts

Treas Dottcenter

*Includes choice of potato,
tossed salad, & French Bread

PRICE BUSTERS!

Terry Estes
Customer Service Recresentative

Charles Powell

8 oz. Ribeye

1906 Coldwater Rd.

ouster of Dinmukhamed
Kunaev, a Kazakh
member of the ruling
Politburo who had been
party leader in the
republic for more than
20 years. His replacement as party chairman
is an ethnic Russian.

Ask the Experts

Owen liorsworthy

Nameplate Family Restaurant

Tass issues unprecedented report
about riots in state capital today
MOSCOW (AP) — The
official news agency
Tass today issued an unprecedented report
about riots in the
Kazakh capital of Alma
Ata following the
removal of the Central
Asian republic's Communist Party chief.
"A group of students,
incited by nationalistic
elements, last evening
and today took to the
streets of Alma Ata expressing disapproval of
the decisions of the recent plenary meeting,"
Tass said.
The report apparently
referred to the party's
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MEMBER FSLIC

1201 Main Stroot

REPUBLIC
SAVINGS BANK
Phone: 759-1030

YOUR SAVINGS FEDERALLY
INSURED UP TO $100 000

Murray, KY 42071
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Home for the holidays
Last-minute gifts, entertaining are part of Christmas
Making up lists and
checking them twice is
the traditional way to
get ready for the
holidays this time of
year and home entertainment is no exception, according to party
consultants.
In addition to guest
lists, party hosts should
consider preparing for

the event by drawing up British-style tea
"In fact, some hosts
party
lists of supplies and ac- to a video
viewing com- even convert unused
cessories they will need, plete with
popcorn, closets and pantries into
say the experts. Ad- pretzels and beer.
bar areas, while others
v .c_e planning narrows
For cocktail parties, simply pour in the kitthe chances of you can create a bar
in chen. Any area of your
something going wrong. almost any area
of home or apartment
Festivities can range the home.
where you can mix a
from a simple cocktail
gathering to an oldReady to rock...
fashioned Christmas
carol sing, and from a

wrict wretcmsevteror wiwzkiant
t.
For A Unique Gift
:44
0 The Phone Center

753-0342

A hot new fashion doll is
stealing"center stage"

— .For almost thirty years, Barbie was the
most popular girl on the block. But now
she's starting to get a few gray hairs, and
a youngster who's more in tune with the
times is taking over her turf.
km. the "truly outrageous" new fashion'
rock 'n roll doll from Hasbro, hit the
shelves in February of this year. By June,
she was outselling "Rocker Barbie- (currently the most highly touted doll in the
Barbie line). according to industry statistics.
This marks the first time since Barbie.s introduction in 1959 that a rival
fashion doll has challenged Barbie.% monopoly status.

tech "fairy,godmother.- Jerrica is able to
mysteriously transform into rock superstar Jem. As Jem, she is the lead singer of
her own rock group called the Holograms.
Jem serves as a role model for today's
youngsters. since she becomes involved
in many charitable causes: In addition
to her work with Starlight House, her
hand — like many other contemporars.
rock groups — plays at benefit concerts
to aid the hungry. although their good
deeds are constantly threatened by a mischievous rival group called the Misfits.
Popularity. skyrockets

Extra play value
fern '.s magnetic personality, and the
Is fern just another Barbie knock-off.' goodness in her character, has attracted
"Absolutely not.- says Al Carosi. corpo- young girls from all over the country. Fan
rate vice president. marketing services. letters have arrived by the thousands
Hasbro. Inc. "Whereas Barbie is a oneOne girl from Flushing. N.Y. says to
dimensional character, km has a con- Jem: "You are my best rock star! I love
temporary appeal and an identity all her your songs! They're neat!- Other "pals"
own. We designed km with a sophisti- of Jem in St. Louis ask fern if she wants
cated personahiy, a character capable of to marry Rio. her "boyfriend"/band
meaningful relationships with others."
manager, and add:"We like your car. We
*.% sophistication. he sass. allows 'like_ how you dress up ...We like your
for greater play value "because her story two lovely names!"
line has a built-in sense of romance, adFinally, another little girl says:
venture and intrigue.- Adding to the play. "You're my best doll. I like you very
value. he says, km and the other km much.- and adds loyally.. "It will be nice
characters are the first fully articulated if the Misfits get lost." Finally, a girl
fashion dolls, with fully moveable arms, from Iowa says. simply. "I really like you
legs, wrists and torso km is also a full
lot!!!"
inch taller than Barbie.
Carosi says that a tie-in promotion
But km is "tuned into" a lot more with Nickelodeon this past summer. in
than music and fashion. km is a career which girls and boys were asked to phone
woman of the 'Ms, with a secret dual a toll-free number and sing.the km
identity. Her "real- name is Jertiva Ben- theme song to win a grand prize of a trip
ton and she runs a music company inher- to the MTV awards in New York. proited from her father. Profits from the iided added proof of fern 's popularity.
company go to Starlight House, a home "The children were able to call in on Satshe manages for runaway and homeless urday mornings only. Within eight weeks,
girls.
we received more than 375.000 phone
With the help of a holographic compu- calls — so many that our phone system
ter image named Synergy. Jerrica's high
broke down once!"

•
et *Call Divertor available which makes it
tp possible to forward calls from one location to another.
Southside Shopping Center

drink easily can be used
as a bar," advises a consultant for International
Wine Accessories, a
Dallas-based mail order
company.
"But, no, matter how
lavish or simple your

4
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Last
Minute

SALE

Christmas Ornaments
/
1 2 Price

bar, it should have a
flat, uncluttered work
surface, a shelf for
glasses, a drawer or
basket for tools and accessories, and storage
space for wines and
spirits."
If your choice for the
holiday is a tea party,
such a gathering can be
a piece of cake,
literally.
Just ask James Warren, of the Morrison
House in Alexandria,
Va., who learned the
best of British buffing
from a master butler
who was once in service
to the royal family.
"There's really
nothing to it," he confides. "We serve

assorted finger sandwiches, petit fours, and
a tea loaf which is a
light fruit cake flavored
with liqueur.
"You can, of course,
use tea bags," says
Warren, not sounding
too happy with the idea.
"But loose tea, a good
full-bodied English tea
is going to make a
superior brew."
The general rule of
thumb is to allow one
heaping teaspoon of tea
for each person and then
add an extra spoonful
"for the pot."
If Christmas caroling
is on the agenda — with
a piano as the centerpiece — the folks at
Steinway have a few

suggestions:
— Get the piano tuned
and "voiced" well
ahead of time because
the change from hot,
humid summer weather
to the cold, crisp months
of fall prompts most
pianos to lose pitch.
— Put the piano front
and center, where
guests can easily stand
around it. Whether it's a
stately grand or a
space-saving vertical,
you can always pull it
out of the corner or
away from the wall
where you have it stashed out of the way. This
will give people a
natural gathering area,
one where they won't
feel crushed together.

Maintenance helps avoid car
trouble during holiday travel
For many Americans, the holiday season brings the opportunity to visit the
homes of family and friends. Whether
the trip front your house to theirs is long
or short. everyone will enjoy the festivities most when traveling goes smoothly.
,Preventive maintenance is often the
key to trouble-free travel, and the holidays are no time to neglect your car's
routine upkeep.
Cleaning capabilities
Keep in mind that clean oil, at the correct level of your car's dipstick is the life
blood of your car's engine. Not only does
it lubricate those precision internal engine parts. it also serves as a cleaning
agent.

test, 44 percent were found in that condition.
Check oil regularly. keep the oil level
up to or near the full mark, and when buying oil, pay attention to the label on
the container. Your best bet is to select a
brand you recognize of the type specified
for your car.
A product with the SF code on the container is required for most cars. Diesel-engines and some turbocharged or
high performance engines require special
types. Check your owner's manual to be
sure.
Oil does not wear out, but its chemical
additives do. Consequently, it's wise to
change- oil regularly. for maximum protection. Every' owner's manual describes
driving circumstances which demand
more frequent maintenance. Those conditions, usually referred to as "severe
service operation." may prove to be normal driving conditions for many drivers.
A good rule of thumb. says Car Care
Council, is to change oil seasonally or
every three to four thousand miles. For
added protection, change the filter each
time you change the oil.

Because it has detergent capabilities, a
quality grade of motor oil wilt clean
harmful contaminants and grit inside the
engine and carry them to the oil filter
where they are trapped.
Surprisingly, changing the oil and filter
has become one of the most neglected
maintenance services, according to a
Car Care Council survey of auto shop
ow ners.
For more information
Beyond failure to change oil, people
are not even raising their hoods and
To receive a copy of the pamphlet,
checking their engine dipsticks as often "How to Find Your Way Under the Hood
as they should. An American Automobile and Around the Car." send 25c and a
Association survey of 5.147 vehicles in stamped, self-addressed envelope to:
sesen states showed 21 percent at least Carcheck. Car Care Council, 600
one quart low on oil. In another AAA Renaissance Center. Detroit, MI 48243.

Other Christmas Items
Including Garland, Wreaths,
Paper Products, Candles, etc

25-50%
9-8 M-F
9-6 Sat.
1-5 Sun.
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To Santa
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Youngster
says jam box
is top on list
for Christmas
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Dear Mr. Santa Claus,
My name is Allison
Haugh, I am 6 years old.
I live in Murray, Ky. I
have been a good girl so
please bring me a jam
box and some tapes to
play in it. Please bring
my sister Rachel a Baby
Talk doll, my Mom some
new clothes, and my Dad
some records and tapes.
My Aunt Janet a
necklace, Momma Dot a
new car and Granddaddy Tupy a faceting
machine.
Love, Allison

CHRISTMAS
A special time when
hearts grow warmer
greetings are
exchanged and
good will abounds.

•

May the holidays be
a joyful time for
you and your
entire family.

BEST WISHES
From your friends
at

Parker
Ford-Lincoln Mercury
701 Main Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

Agr: I HTS
“k)
1, 4N

DOWNTOWN MURRAY

Open
Monday-Saturday
Evenings
Until 8:30 p.m.

Open Every Sunday 1-5 p.m.
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Christmas tree trivia: exploring origins of a tradition
Christmas doesn't feel like a holiday
without a freshly cut evergreen in the living room Whether its a spruce. pine or
• fir. traditions of this winter holiday revolve around the tree.
Bringing a tree into the house is a custom that likely originated in western
Germany around 1500 A.D.
Introduction in America

Results of weather conditions
Alter that high point, first drought.
then overly wet conditions in the state
forced many growers out of the business.
sending Pennsylvania into a lower rank
in the top ten Christmas-tree producing
mates
In recent years. disease has also taken
a t4l on the trees and the industry. We
used to favor -Scotch pines. but needlecast diseases have reduced sonic of
the commercially grown evergreens to
"Charlie Brown Christmas trees.- The
Douglas-lir has become the Christmas
tree of choice in many Middle Atlantic
homes. but e+en the Douglas-fir can fall
prey. as Penn State researchers have
found.

Hessians brought the custom to the
United States while fighting on the side
of the British during the American Revolution. By the 1840s. a tree for Christmas
had become quite common in Pennsylvania.
In the Middle Atlantic states. native
cedar, pines and hemlock were popular.
while New Englanders used native spruces
and balsam firs.
htstl Its of disease
Begun on the many tracts of abandoned agricultural land in Pennsylvania.
Needlecast diseases do just what the
it was a growing enterprise that put name implies. All the needles except the
Pennsylvania at the top of the pack until current year's growth IA off, leaving a
a peak m 4he 1960s.
hare, brown tree. Fungicides cam combat

the diseases. hut applications must he
made w%erul times during a growing sea
son
The trees become mlected during
cool. dwily springs. hut symptoms do
not show up until eight to 10 months
later. when brown lesions appear on the
needles.
It Is one of the most pervasive problems Christmas tree growers struggle

h. and is a sy m
o k
ipt of mnsulture.
sir the practice iii growing a single trip
on a parcel of land

For The
Special Gift
For That Special
Person

We Do

GLASS
ETCHING

CH

MAMPIMEW

Leta's II
1600 Dodson
753-8282

S

...MEMORIES

URRAy
fMA

Your
one-stop
neighborhood
shopping
center for
all the Holidays!

Bel-Air
Shopping Center
Hwy. 641

a

INAIrMART

tomsVanes

Men's
Velour Shirts

Men's
Velour Robes

'Cotton & poly blends
•Assorted styles & colors
•Sizes

'One size fits all
•Reg. 17.88

'Reg. 11 96

Ladies Deluxe Velour Active Wear
Ladies Borg Robes
'Borg acrylic pile •Showl, knotch or wing
collar 'Wrap front styling •Pastels
*Medium and dark colors *Sizes S-M-I.
•Reg. 25.94

Perfect leisure comfort in this velour active wear set. Wide
selection of styles and necklines. Premium heavy weight soft
shirred velour. Fashion colors. Cottordployester blends.
*Sizes S-M-1. *Reg. 18.94

Anchor Hocking® 24 Piece
Aurora Beverage Set
/
2 ounce
•Set includes 8 each: 9 ounce rocks, 111
beverage and 16 ounce iced tea glasses •Sopphire
or crystal clear •No. 3700/128, BB700/129
'Reg. 6.97

Coleco" S.A.V.A.G.E.
Strike Headquarters
•The enemy of Rambo 'Includes guard tower with
trap door, working winch, surrounding bunker and
many play occesories •No. 0828 'Reg. 25.87

Ladies Gift Boxed Gloves
Excellent for gift giving! Warm knit gloves
with vinyl palms and backs.
'Reg. 3.66

Boys Huffy 20 Inch BMX Sigma Bicycle
••
‘,3,1 75 Inch white un directional tires •Flopch
wheel discs tor looks & aerodynamics 'New
power 110 alloy stem 'No 23906
;10 wal MN/ -1,43

Ladies Gift Boxed Knit Sets
Great selection of warm knit hats with matching
gloves. Gloves have durable vinyl palm and back
'Re'. 6.00

Lir Sport Basketball
'Built tough, it has all the color excitement and
challenge of the red basketball court *Adjustable
pole goes from 37" high up to 53", weighted
base *Complete with string, net and soft foam
basketball 'Ages 3 & up •No.678 *Reg. 14.83

Cricket Rocker
'Colonial style cricket rocker 'Podded seat
bock pillow 'Partly assembled.'No. 121
'Rag. 17.61

Plastic Table IL Chairs
'Each choir has a book storage area and a comportment for pencils and crayons 'Mode of durable, colorful poly 'Table is 131
/
2- high and 191
/
2- wide 'legs
are detachable for storage •No. 1 200 •Reg. 7.64
20 Heated Rollers

Old Tyme
Christmas Mix
•21
/
2 Pounds
'Comes in attractive pail

Model C.,20R

•20 heated rollers 'Special raised rims keeps hair from slisip.
ing *Thermostatically controlled 'Model No. C-20R •Reg.
18.83

Sale Good through Wed.. Dec. 24th
Hwy. 641 North
Monday-Saturday 9-10: Sunday 12-6

WAI:MART

VIAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY—Ma our ntenton to Now every sitvertmed rtem
n Mort However 4due to any unroreaeen reason an adverased awn es not available tor pun rmse
Wel Mart ad mum a Rem Check on reptant tor the merchant:Me to be purchased at Ste r.Vp MCP
whenevev evadable or ate sell you a sonar 4ern al a cornoarable recatehon once We ',wrw the
rept 10 ane Quantares Mastatons aC.d et New Meer°
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Men's accessories add dimension to formalwear The beauty ofreal gold jewelry is the ultimate
splurge in celebration of the'86 holiday season

Diversity
thc direiwon tor formal
Colors sui.h Js royal blue, rubs red and
wear this holiday season and thc Men". emerald green will enhalke I radii it,fl
Fashroui Assik lailtill aiOng Ith leading Had., h
Cal Paisley prints. go'
designers and manuta,tut er, re 'iii
mem, shape' and masvulme plaids i. re
mend, the follow ing .iv,essor ie. tor gilt
soiluing
ale tefleNed Illielest Iii .1•Li,
go mg
Jlent
purple satin in
"e"PCI
ith the lifOth Birthday of the tuvedo. a %valet marked pattern toi
ultimate in
the black how tie and ,unimerbund sophistkatiiiii
remain synonymous w ith eyening eleSele.i a gold or silver I lire\ bOV4lie
V2J11,e However. to ,liess up the classic and ‘l1111111CrhUnd Ii om Alm Si\ ni make
black tuvedo. add esoting new ,•010i,. the traditional !nine .o.int garde Fahriv
hold patterns and luvuriinis lahrications
riti s.e. lend to unevpe..14..d cr.mhinations

I14*' l tkF 11414.1/IFFERF:NI:lr:F1411 81.,11:1K-TIE
Fiery. a classic
black patent leather. three-elelet tie e•ening slaw for tlw num %Imo %ant. to he elegant a. %ell a. understated. Hi 111en-Eilinortil.. a member id the Men*. Fashion
k.simiat

...fill,your Christmas Bag with Bargains
at

ENGLISH SOLE
40% Savings Fall Shoes
Bandolino • Joan & David • Liz • Gloria • Bernardo
Selected Items 50% off
g_

also see...English Sole's newest feature

Chinese Laundry — The Buckler Flat —

ENGLISH SOLE

Studded open shoe with
a western beltbucklesilver on tan or silver on black.

ot silk and wool to satin and Lures.
-Simplicity is an important element in
lewelry this holiday.- says Whitney Bom.
iewelry designer for the Diamond IntOrWhen dressing up to celebrate all the
matron Center
Cull links and studs can he found in a joys of the holiday season, indulge and
variety of shapes (square. round, rectan- treat yourself to a glittering piece of gold
gular i and stones itextured gems. semi- iewelry For festise occasions. whether
precious stones and diamonds). Recap- decked out in lame, or on the casual side
ture the aura of the 1430k with antique in denim or a jeweled sweater. there is a
rewelry from Maria Buck that includes myriad of gold adornment from subdued
to daring, suitable for a day or esening.
sterling siker watches and rings.
Karat gold jewelry expresses all of the
Traditionally associated with businessw ear. suspenders are being paired things a woman wants to say about herwith lormalwear for function as well as self—it's feminine. priceless, and there
fashion. AYailable in button or clip-on are as many jewelry styles to choose
styles. suspenders conic in an array of from as there are personalities.
In fact, according to the Gold InfOrcolors and patterns.
Cole Haan otters simple black nylon mation Center. women unanimously
suspenders accented with leather tabs. agree that reid gold makes them feel luywhile Humphrey 's Leather Goods offers uriously elegant and self-confident.
To enhance the season's rich fabrics and
multiple stripes with gold hardware.
-conscious fashions, gold jewelry
Allen-Edmonds Shoe Corporation body
boasts an array of formal shoes to com- acts as a second skin, illuminating it with
plement traditional to contemporary a golden glow. For casual get-together'.. a
designs. According to Virginia Riddle, simple and understated look is preferachain link necklace
public relations director of Allen- ble. An oyersized
Edmonds. "For the utmost in formal with alternating stations of pink. green
dressing choose the plain toe patent slip- and white gold pros ides the ultimate
complement to a sporty turtleneck.
on with grosgrain how Choose a patent
An armful of bangles and krza braceplain toe lace-up. perfect for any festise
lets in a Yariety of rope. buckle and wooccasion.
hit the most exotic look. crocodile
' yen styles also carries an informal flaYor.
pumps and crested suede slippers add revealing a woman's up-to-the-minute
fashion sense and individual flair.
more diyersity to formal dressing
For some. a whimsical pair of gold
Holiday '86 oilers formal accessories
earrings projects just the right image.
that are hotter than eser before, adding
These come in a .Yariety of graphic loop.
new dimensions to formal attire.
hoop and curlicue shapes in close-to-theear or dangling styles, each striking alone
or as part of an ensemble.
On occasions calling for all-out glamour, the drama and subtlety of gold cannot be matched. One focal piece of gold
teuelry can make all the difference between pretty. and positively smashing!
For evening, the look is minimal, yet
sensational. with figure-flaunting fashions, slicked-hack hair and hold gold
accents. A slinky gooseneck or a strand
of modeled gold beads brings polish and
pizzazz to any midnight ensemble.
Worn with elbow length gloves, a
large gold ring in a classic ribbed or
modern skyscraper motif can be subtle.
if not outright sexy, when worn with .a

Make Your
Appointment
NOW!!
Beauti-Control
CoSmetits
by
Lucy Shirley
-have a
personal color
consultation
FREE!

cated and suggests chic vouture
The look for holiday •Sti oozes sell
confidence Irom head to toe. What
makes that self-assured statement better
than anything else is real guild jewelry_
It's the one essential that satisfies a woman's wants and needs to took and feel
sensational and ready to celebrate'
-

GOLD JEWELRY DAZZLES FOR 1101.1DVI'86 —'Ti" the .4.SP•11111 ID look and feel
glamourous from top-to-toe. TO dazzle at night. real gold jeiselri add. polish :mil
pizzazz to any clothing en.emble or 4wca.' . The variety of gold jeuelri stiles
mailable is a. endless a. the
a stomnan can e‘pres. her indhilltial flair. tlism.
appropriate. real gold jesselr, can be mixed or matched to complement am 111014.
Here, a glowing example of holidm glitz: 18k high!, polished ...id earrings
Michael Kondanza: I8K scalloped necklace and ribbon bracelet hi
11k fluted cuff to 1 • uge.
li is.. lot hing Its Wrii
Machin.

Eye-catching effects easy to achieve
@For those do-it-up wild holiday digs. manicure for nails and daily
moisturizing
you'll want to get down with the best of for lips are essential.
them — in glittery fashions. seductive
And, for extra pizzazz. Posner". Moismakeup and a touch of sassy hair color. turizing Lip Color and Nail Enamel
-From head to toe, sexy eye-catching ef- both in a shiny GoldUlaze -- are
the perfects are easy to achieve, when you know fect touch to keep you confident
and
how.
smooth all night long.
"With the holiday season just around
Apply one coat of Gold Glaze over any
the corner. ies time to start putting to- other shade, or use two coats alone fig
gether the party look that will make you gleaming shine.
stand out," says Belle Patterson. director
• You'll want your hair to express the
of the Beauty Center at Posner Laborato- freedom you feel—stylish and versatile —
ries. Inc.
when you're out living it up on holiday
A leading authority on hair care and nights. If you're into long, flowing tresmakeup. Posner has put together special ses, a braided strand may be just what
suggestions for the holiday season that you need.
are sure to put you in the spotlight!
Shampoo hair first and style with a
• Add sizzle to the style of your holi- blower and brush, keeping bangs on the
day wear — look for second-skin tube full, bouncy side.
dresses that are sure to turn on the heat
To create the braid, separate sections
of the season. Be bold — try one of the of the hair from the crown and intertwine
shoulderless or one-sleeved dresses that strands. Leave all remaining hair free
hug dangerously around those voluptuous and let the braid fall flirtatiously onto
curves you worked all summer to get.
one shoulder.
In wildly uninhibited colors — efectric
•Since glitter and glitz are what it's all
blue, ruby red or teal green — you'll be about, start at the top — make your hair
sure to shine as you dance the night away. the focal point! Applying temporary hair
• This holiday season when you're at highlights is just the ticket!
your sensuous best, your lips and nails
Try Posner's new Dazzle Stix and
are important assets to flaunt. A weekly comb in color only where
you want

Mon., Dec. 22

at 14200

— The Bugaboot
Black or sand suede, scalloped
tops. braided heel with fringe.

$5500

S.

simple slip of .1 dress.
One of the season's most talked about
items is the -statement- gold pin. versatile enough to embellish the lapel of a satiny duster coat, a wrapped sarong skirt
or an evening headw rap. Pins add the
finishing touch to make an outfit look
pulled together in a way that is sophisti-

21
New shipment of collars
have just arrived.

CHRISTMAS
SALE

woven into a braid, al the nape of the
neck, in strands at the temp. streaks at
the crown, or all over!
With ..olors like Blue Dazzle.. Rouge
Flambe.. Bronze Frost and Golden Shimmer. it's easy to choose the perfect
combo to accent your total look.
• With all eyes on you and your holiday fines', make sure wrir eves are as
bright and alive as they can he Start by
brushing on Posner's -Soft Paisley
eyeshadow colors. Then. team up matching shades of mascara and eyeliner in
bold vibrant colors.
Posner•s duo of Dazzle Brae Mascara
and Creamy Eye Liner Pencil in match'
• ing colors is perfect to put your eyes at
their best In colors like Electric Blue,
Teal Dazzle. Purple Flash. Blue Royale
or Midnight Black, you'll make your eves
conic aloe like never before'
To acv-.'ilt the shape irt your eyes, line
from the inner corners out on both top .
and bottom lids. To give a misty, alluring
effect. smudge the line until it's subtle
and soft
Carefully apply mascara to complete
the look Use two coats i it mascara. allowing the first coat to dry fully before
applying the second.

Shop Murray first

•

New Shipment This Week

Ladies Shoes

$ 1095

Ladies Leather

Ladies Leather

Dingo Boots

Durango Boots

'3895 '2995

•••

• Energy saver dry option.
• Rinse Aid dispenser.
• Soft food disposer.
• Sound insulation.
• PermaTuf,e,tub and door liner.
• 120°F inlet water capability.

Men's Exotic Skin Boots
Elephant, Python, Water Snack,
Lizard, Ostrich

SPECIAL

$32800

GE. We bring good things to life.
EASY TERMS—FINANCING AVAILABLE—LAYAWAYS
Low Interest Rates'
Free Warranty'
Long Monthly Payments
Fast, Efficient Service'
Home Owned
Large Inventory

MURRAY APPLIANCE
AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 East Main Street — 753-1586
Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners

...and to
all our customers,

a big 'Thanks"!

Country Jeans

Men's Dingo Boots
$3895 & $4395
Ladies Metallic Skimmers & Pumps
$ 1 395
New Shipment of Ladies Aigner Tennis
Shoes and Ladies Leather Aviva
At Our Usual Low Prices

FACTORY DISCOUNT SHOES
16th & Main

753-9419

5 mi. on 94 East
Jimmie & Cheriene
Lyons, Owners

You're
Invited
To Shop

Open Wednesday
Christmas Eve

$hoppers Mall
(Formerly Wiggins Furniture Bldg 1

2 miles North of Murray on 641

THE MURRAY LEI:KIER & TIMES
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Long-lost Santa illustration makes beautiful gift
Santa Claus has been portrayed in
hundreds of different ways through the
centuries. The celebrated American artist, Norman Rockwell, is known to have
painted dozens of Santa Claus illustrations in his time.
Most of the originals are now in museums or private collections, and many
have been reprocluced.
However, old files of the Rockwell
Society of America showed evidence of a
long-lost Santa the artist had created in
1921 for the Western Newspaper Union
syndicate. The syndicate had distributed
copies to its member newspapers for use
in their Christmas issues.
The whereabouts of the original painting was unknown, but if a reproducible
print could be found, it could be the key
to restoring a valuable link to the Rockwell heritage.
The subject was particularly appealing — Old Saint Nick thoughtfully contemplating a little girl slumbering beneath
a patchwork quilt. a Tetter addressed to
"Deer Santy Claus" tied to her bedpost.
A long search for the art began. Hundreds of phone calls were made and
exhaustive searches of archives and
libraries were conducted.
Esentually. ads were placed in midwestern newspapers. a source that had
prosed fruitful in locating missing works
in the past. Perhaps something would
turn up in newspaper morgues. Sure
enough. it did, in the little town of
Hanska. Minn.
The Hanska Herald, a family-owned
weekly with a circulation of 890 in the
farming community of Brown County.
was founded in 1901. Norman Becken,
editor and publisher, and his father.
Hans, recalled seeing the missing art in
the office vault.
The illustration was photographed just

as it had been run in full color on the
front page of the December 16. 1921.
edition of the paper — proving to the
Beckens the virtue of never throwing
anything away — and making another
Rockwell treasure accessible to the
public.
"Deer Santy Claus" is being faithfulls
reproduced in the Society's 1986 limited
edition Christmas plate by The Edwin
M. Knowles China Company of Newell.
W. Va.

In production through December 31.
the plate can be obtained from collectibles and antique dealers and gift shops
throughout the United States or through
The Bradford Exchange, the world's
largest trading center for collector's
plates.
For more information about this.
or any other collector's plate. please
write to The Bradford Exchange, P.O.
Box 390. Chicago. IL 60648 or call 13121
966-2770.
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Sorry Hon,

f..4C(14-09

they had no roses
I bought you
a diamond instead

44/ C'etirtys

A very Merry

Christmas and
a Happy
New Year

Brent
Allen
Ditching
Backhoe
and
Septic Tank
Systems

-DEER SANTY CLAUS,'" the 1986 Rockwell Society of America Christnuis plate.
features•Norman Rockwell illustration that was loot to the public for more than 50
years. The plate shows Old Saint Nick thoughtfully contemplating a little girl slumbering beneath a patchwork quilt, a note to -Deer Sant) Claus"
.tied to her bedpost.

759-1515

I Give The Gift That Gives Year Aroulted
•Perfect For Stocking Stuffers

eY
Movie & Video Mor—l"nMIT ONE CHILD
Movie &
ADMIT

Video

'Buy Any Amount You Like
'Always The Right Size & Color

Money

ONE ADULT

c-. j _

'Perfect For Any Child or Adult
VISA & MC Accepted
Open: 9-8, Sun. 1-5
Central Shopping Center, Murray

Available At:
Cheri 3-Cine 1 & 2

Good At Any Murray Theater

NIIMI11116

i1
EC0 VOLM Noia
;4105;iit".3
31N:
s

90708,9

ISEALINOTAPE
TAN or 2- x22.2
1

6
88S-

-„r2-pk.-c-celleomines

(ALS-22,C)
CLEAR , i

011040002/32113)
E 1-9 Mott BetIv.ry
(AH16045/32.116)
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TWITOUT
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ACETniiminder"

13 piece

Stands

MDT* Or Vaps

-topmerdriilcord.

4,x,,,

DRILL SET -HANDY!*

Your

. Final Cost4811

Sizes-1,,/i6"- ,
1 4"
SHAW ELECTRONICS
•THIN 5TY1.11I6 •LIQUID
CRYSTAL DISPLAY
CIMVS with E1tT3Ctia6 Wetiet

8-Dt

Solar
CALCULATOR

Over 300 fans in stock with
over 20 different fans on display

Serving You Since 1955

MURRAY
SUPPLY

Fans Starting
as low as

(6-7be-

208 E. Main

lvtAKES A
GREAT GIFT
We have the new
Hallmark remote control
Fans in stock'

(6) HITACHI

753-3361

NEW—AKAI —NEW

Light Fixtures
111.041t0011101110111

as low as

7 95
s

Hitachi VCR with
3 heads and HQ 6,
14-Day, 4-Event
Wireless Remote

34.995

••••
I

Ai.'

Many Styles Available

VHS VCR with HO
14-Day 2 Event
On Screen Programing
Wireless Remote
P7—

-

299

FREE
Popcorn
& Cokes
Friday &
Saturday

MURRAY

SHARP

Before You Buy, Check Our Quality & Price

Linytron TV

Wholesale Electric
Supply Company
206 E

Main

Murray

RENTALSALES

19" Color

269

753-8194

A

a...,

•

CENTER
200 E. Main

753-8201
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Hartman says his successor chosen but name not revealed
years, said today a successor has been chosen,
but that he could not
name the person.

MOSCOW (AP) —
L S. Amitiassador Arthur Hartrnan, who will
leave his post after five

Hartman, a 80-yearold career diplomat who
sized up four Soviet
leaders and helped

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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Previous Puzzle

44 Before
45 Manner
47 Hindu
peasant
49 Likely
51 Repast
54 Gratuity
56 The —
(Pryor film)
58 Pedal digit
59 Stuck to
62 Fondle
64 Concerning
65 Poem
66 Eye
amorously
68 Grain pl
70 Prohibit
71 Matures
72 Inlet
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29
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42

23
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10

18

17
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20

9

13

12
15

— Deer
Hunter'
20 Damp
22 Practical rule
25 Cleaning
utensil
27 Native metal
29 Electrified
particle
30 Greek letter
32 Prefix for
before
34 Not used
36 Transgress
37 Beam
39 Anglo-Saxon
money
40 Obstruct
43 Father's mate
46 Still
48 Cravat
50 Drinks
heavily
52 Chief artery
53 Dregs
55 Malay canoe
57 Old pronoun
59 Male swan
60 Room in
harem
61 Urge on
63 Rocky hill
67 French article
69 Three-toed
sloth
18

7 Periods of
time
8 Escorts
9 Confederate
general
10 Hearing
organ
11 Church
service
16 Equally

1 Shooting star
2 Guido's low
note
3 Church
bench
4 Sunset -5 You and me
6 Tattered
cloth
I

36 ':7

A U.S. diplomat who
big two yeitts of President Reagan's term or spoke on condition of
appointing a successor anonymity said it was
quickly so the new en- not Hartman's decision
voy would have enough to leave.
time to make a mark in
Hartman said during
Moscow.
a news conference at his
decision
"I left the
official residence that a
pretty much in the
successor has been
hands of the president
named, but that he
and the secretary (of
could not disclose who it
state) to make,and they
Is.
made the decision that
U.S. diplomats who
they did wish to put someone in here for a full spoke on condition of
two years and I will be anonymity confirmed
leaving, therefore, early that Jack M.atiock, a
in the new year," Hart- senior Soviet analyst on
the National Security
man said.

scholar and speaks Russian fluently.
Hartman became the
U.S. ambassador in
Moscow since October
1981 and served the
longest term of any U.S.
envoy there since World
War II.

Council staff, is most
often mentioned as a
possible successor.
Matlock, whose hardline views shocked the
Soviet audience at a
superpower conference
in Soviet Latvia in
September, is a Soviet

By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

TVA limits employee use
of agency-owned vehicles

DOWN

Cl
1.7 •:s Angeles
aller

24 i

D

prepare two superpower
summits, also said he
didn't consider his tour
a success. He did not
elaborate, but apparently was referring to the
poor state of U.S.-Soviet
relations.
The State Department
announced Thursday
that Hartman was giving up the post early
next year for unexplained personal reasons.
Hartman told
reporters today the administration had a
choice of leaving him in
the post for the remain-

I
66

68

67

69

72

71

111

'fOU WEREN

CHATTANOOGA,
Tenn. (AP) — The Tennessee Valley Authority
has limited employee
use of agency-owned
cars and no longer provides leased cars with
telephones to top
managers for business
and personal trips to
comply with a new
federal law, officials
said.
"Office managers
should ensure that the
use of lased and TVAowned :yehicles for
transportation between
the residence and
regular work location is
discontinued immediately," TVA
General Manager
William F. Willis said in
a recent memo.
The law goes into effect next March 15, but
TVA already is in
general compliance,
said John Capps, head
of TVA's transportation
branch.
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ON
KNOW 140)./..:
CUTTN THATj TO OUT A
7REE C7OWN
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LA1E-RE YA' ).DOWN..

NANCY
YOU_
'.1AC•(
DO ME A FAVOR. AND
PUT THOSE CLOTHES
AWAY %

50\9'
GrotAP
sromP

A PLACE FOR
EVERYTAI NG , AND
EVERYTHING IN
IT
PLACE,..

SUM>

erocAP
6romP
eromP

STOMP

•D

"
isfp
4
4fikabri,41.1.

In the past, government employees have
been allowed to use
publicly owned cars to
drive to work and back
home.
TVA also gave 22 unmarked, leased cars
last June to a group of
high-level managers as
an added incentive, but
the cars now are part of

TVA's 4,827-vehicle
transportation fleet,
Capps said.
—These cars will still
be used for work-related
activities," he said.
"They are now in the
motor pools here in
Chattanooga and in
Nashville and in Knoxville and possibly in
Muscle Shoals."

Amoeba conventions

2.Notoce

1 .Lega

1 .Legal

1 .Legal

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit Court, Lincoln
Federal Savings and Loan Association, Plaintiff, Case No. 86-CI-226
Versus Stephen G. Peal and wife, Rita J. Peal Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court rendered at the November 14th Term thereof 1986, in the above
cause, for the sum of Twelve Thousand Nine Hundred Fifty-three
Dollars and Twelve Cents ($12,953.12) with the interest at the rate
of $.3.05 per day from the 14th day of November 1986, until paid and
its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House
door in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder: at public
auction on the 29th day of December 1986, at 10:00 O'clock a.m., or
thereabout, cash upon date of sale, the following described property, to-wit:
A lot 60 feet north and south and 290 feet east and west, off the north
side of the following described tract or parcel of land; being a part
of the Southwest Quarter of Section 22, Township 2, Range 4 East,
beginning at the southwest corner of lot conveyed to Carrie Curd by
A.H. Waldrop; thence south with center of the Five Point Road 264
feet to a stake; thence east 429 feet to a stake; thence north 264 feet
to a stake; thence west 429 feet to center of Five Points Road, the
point of beginning.
Save and except a lot off the east end heretofore conveyed by C.H.
Beaman and wife, Eula Beaman to Bob Bazzell on April 14, 1961,
which is 60 feet north and south by 71 feet east and west and which
deed is recorded in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
In Book 112, Page 407.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale, until
paid, and having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be
prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
Successful bidder will receive possession Feb. 1, 1987.
Dan Miller,
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19'.'
Unless still in
School or College
their family group
hospital insurance
may have expired
due to age. Our
most popular Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive benefits at
reasonable rates.
For free information call:
Jerry :McConnell
Insuramp
753•4 199
hvi at

htlf11

Join Us For
Worship And
Praise
Sundays 6 p.m.
Call 753-1622
753-7217
BETHESDA
MINISTRIES
115 S. 4th St.

LY:RIZY 3031T—
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CLASSIFIEDS
1 .L•gal

1

Legal

INVITATION TO LEASE
OFFICE SPACE
The Finance & Administration Cabinet of
Kentucky desires to lease approximately
4,800 net square feet of office space to be
located in Murray, Kentucky. Space must
be available for occupancy on or before
February 1, 1987.
Responses may be made by any person
In writing on or before 10:00 a.m. Monday,
December 29, 1986. You need only to
designate the type and location of the property, the name, address, and phone
number of the property owner,and the date
of availability of the property for lease.
Lease requisition number PR-287 should be
clearly marked on the outside envelope of
each proposal submitted to Room 171, New
Capitol Annex, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
All responses received will be publicly
opened and read at the above designated
time. You will be notified by a representative of the Leasing Branch so that an appointment can be made to inspect the proposed facility.
Property must be approved by the State
Fire Marshal's office, as well as meet
OSHA and handicapped accessibility
specifications and applicable building
codes. For additional information please
contact Mr. Fred Street of the Leasing
Branch by phoning (502) 564-2461.

6. Help Wanted

Seeking full time
interior decorator
for Terry's Paint &
Decorating. Applicant must have
ability to coordinate home &
commercial decor,
have 2-3 yrs. experience in sales,
have good communication skills &
personal
references. Send
resume to
TERRY'S PAINT
& DECORATING
Southside
Shopping Center

20

Sports

Equipment

BROWNING Citori
shotgun 20 gauge over
and under Never been
fired 753-5742 before
Sp m 7p3-7816 after
5P•In

NEW WOOL
SCHOOL
JACKETS
BiaCK & Gold

FAYE'S
Open til 6:00
Next to Pagliai's

2 2 . Musical

Wanted: Cashier
preferrably with
sales experience.
Part-time and
full-time positions. Pickup application at Murray Supply. Mon.
& Tues. Dec. 22
& 23, 8 a.m.-5
p.m.

Murray Ledger & Times

28. Mobile Homes for Rent

34

NICE 2 BR trailer, near
Murray No pets Call
489-2611

ALMOST new- 2 BR,
energy efficient duplex,
in Northwood. Heat
pump & TVA insulation
for low heat bills.
Appliances furnished.
On quiet deadend
street. Call 753-7185.
FARMHOUSE, 4 bedroom, 1 41, baths, carpeted, washer dryer
hookup, double garage.
$275 month $100 Deposit.
references. Call 753-2376
after 5 pm.
ROUSE for rent 526
Broad St. Call 753-1772.
LARGE remodeled
house, 1004 Main. $325
monthly. Yearly lease,
deposit. Carpet. Central
H/A. Stove, refrigerator, freezer furnished.
Would sell. 759-12115.

30. Business Rentals

IrrTer

renbil 211 t.
12th St. 800-900 sq. ft.
Central heat & air
conditioning. Call 7531694 till 5p.m., 753-7123
lsga
aft
building at 1
& Olive, 500 sq. ft. Call
753-2967.

Red & White
Youth & Adult
Jerseys & SVveatS

VICE looking, 12 year
old, oak studio piano,
$900. Call 437-4432.
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Office space for rent
on Court Square.
$150 a month
Month-to-month
Rental.
Call 753-1916
ext. 41
32

Apts for

Rent

Houses tor

Rent

46

Homes for

Sale

53

DELUXICI bedroom, 2
bath brick home m 11
acres. 7 miles sea of
Murray. 2 car attacked
garage, ansplace, patle
k deck. Will reduce
210,000 to 199.00e If
closing completed by
12/29/86. Phone. 4345674.
47. Motorcycles

1984 HONDA 125-1(
3-wheeler, excellent
condition. Call 435-4218.
1985 HONDA 250 S)C
3-wheeler, ridden very
little, asking $1.200 Call
after 7 .m. 247-8326.
ITONDA 200X 3 wheeler
good condition. Call
435-4479 after 5p.m.
RONDA XL-128 with 436
miles. Call 753-5742
THREE bedroom
before 5p.m., 753-7816
carpeted, stove, re- after 5p.m.
frigerator, garage.
Lease, deposit, no chil- YAMAhA 175 Enduro
dren or pets. Near Un- with 1534 miles. 753-5742
iversity. Vacant. RV0- before 5p.m. 753-7816
after 5p.m.
ferences. 753-3942.
48. Auto Services
36. For Rent or Lease

Services Offered

irrigation Residential
CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING
McK•nzso, In
Call Colloct
901 352 3671 or
901 352 5704
Freon Eatunotos

Al QUALITY Plumbing Repair- remodel
Work Guaranteed
Phone 492-8846
ALL type masonry
work, block, brick,
concrete, driveways.
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations, new
chimneys or chimney
repair 25 years experience_ Free estimates. Call Charles
Barnett 753-5476

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.

53

Services Offered

GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate

REX CAMP
Backhoe and trenching service, installing city sewer,
water lines, septic
tank, lateral lines,
master plumber 30 years.

753-9224
RAMTLTON Cultured
Marble. tops- sinkspanels, custom made
vanities Free Est. 7539600.

1 & 2 BEDROOM apts.
Aluminum and vinyl
near downtown Murray.
Call 753-4109, 782-6650.
siding Custom trim
11=1:217777"Erc7
-Evn
1 BEDROOM duplex
work References
by Sears_ TVA apPIANO, Spinet, excelproved. Save on those
Call Will Ed Bailey
lent condition, perfect near Hospital and
high heating and coolstudent piano, $995. Call downtown. Deposit re
753 0689
quired. Call 436-5356 or
ing bills Call Sears
after 5p.m. 753-8824.
753-0807.
APPLIANCE
7 5 3 - 2310 for free
Office space in profesUSED organs, Ham
SERVICE. Kenmore, estimate.
mond, Baldwin, 1 BEDROOM apt. fursional building. RecentWestinghouse, LEE'S CARPET
Lowrey. Used Spinet, nished or unfurnished.
ly redecorated, utl.
Whirlpool. 25 years CLEANING For all
console, studio, Grand Low utilities. 753-3949.
experience. Parts and your carpet & upholstturn., very reasonable
pianos. Lonardo Piano 1 BR furnished apt.,
service. Bobby Hopper. ery cleaning. For a tree
near downtown. Deposit
rent. For Information cal
2 .Notice
2 .Notice
Co. Paris, Tenn.
Bob's Appliance Ser- estimate call 753-5827
required. Now availa753-2695.
vice, 202 S. 5th St. Satisfied references.
ble. Phone 438-7756.
TM Gold ugget. west T-SHIRTS, jerseys &
MGB,
Midget,
24. Miscellaneous
Business 753-4872. 436- LICENSED Electrician
side of square. sweats printed while
1 BR furnished apt.
OFFICE
building for sale
5848 I homei.
MGB-GT, Austin,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762. you waft at Faye's, next nrfrirw.
for residential and
14 Kt gold necklaces. Calf near downtown. Deposit or lease, 2000 sq ft on
Diamonds, black hills to Pattliars•
commercial. Heating
now. You may qualify 753-5365 or 753-8038.
Morris Minor
required. Now availaCourt
Square in Benton
gold, 14kt. gold chainsIf: (1)you do not have ANTIQUES
and air condition, gas
for ble. No children or pets. Ky. Call 527-0916 8am •
11. Used Parts
Instillation and repair
"We sell for less!" "We
GED or your high Christmas- beautiful Adults preferred Phone
4:30pm.
guarantee it." Jimmy
Minor Repairs
school diploma. (2) you antique oak pool
Phone 753-7203
table 438-7755.
Thompson Jeweler.
have been out of school with all accessories, 2 BEDROOM apt. 901 37. Livestock-Supplies
MOBILE HOME
Interior Work
9 months or more, (3) stained glass windows, Sunny Lane, located 2
Specialist Repair,
Detailing
IMMENTAL and
you are between ages 16 trundle bed, couch, blocks west of Big
leveling, underpinning.
Simbrah
bulls.
Per•
& 21. We are a EOE. ceiling fan, post
roofs, floors, plumbing,
office Johns. Unfurnished.
This project is funded windows & boxes, $225 rent & deposit. Call forance & semen
wiring, hur_ricane
At
tested.
Excellent
qualby the Western Ky. church pew, treadle 753-3415, after 5p.m.
straps. 759-4860.
ity.
$650
&
and
)Clip
up.
Save,
Cadiz,
Private Industry sewing machine
NEED work on your
with 753-7123.
Ky. 522-8794.
Council- JTPA. Call oak cabinet &
Salvage.
IVIMRITI-175
trees? We can beautify
1 --much 2 BR duplex. 2 BR
Per 1000
$
J.T.P.A. Out Of School more. Phone 753-1222.
new & used parts.
furnished apt. Lease & 38. Pets-Supplies
your yard by toping,
from
753-9378 between 8:30Motors for sale Open
shaping, dead-wooding or
CAMOUFLAGE Army deposit. No pets. 753
12:005 days a week.
22 MONTH old re- 6p.m.- 11p.m
&
removing dead or disfield jackets & boots. 9208 after 4p.m.
gistered female Bassett weekends 8a m -6p.m
OFFICE Assistant
eased trees
For
Jerry's Sporting Goods, 2 BR upstairs apt.
Appicant must be 6th & Walnut. Mayfield, Private entrance. Fur- hound, $125 Call 435- 474-2325.
satisfaction call the proRepair
and
refinish
Martin, TN
4238
trained and/or ex- Ky 1-247-4704.
ven professionals at
Quail, Chuckars
nished. Deposit re
furniture
587-2301
perienced in all phases COMPLETE
AKC puppies ready for 49. Used Cars
Bover's Tree Service- 753and Pheasants
53 piece quired. Water furof office duties. Word set of
Christmas
Qualified 8, experienced
0338. The competition
Toy 1965 MERCURY Comet.
Noritake china, nished_ Call after 6p.m.
processing, shorthand,
Poodles, Boston 6 cy extra good body
knows us- you should too
753-4029
753-0087.
Have choice
Rose pattern, still in box
Trir 11oliday season is accounts payable exAntique Furniture
3 BEDROOM. 2 bath, terriers, Blue-heelers, 1 and interior runs good
3
0
0
753-5261
almost here & at Pam's perience desirable. Call 436-2275
unfurnished apartment. male Chihuahua. 522- $500. Call 489-2595
Hubert Coles
Cake Hut we want to Excellent benefits. Send FIREWOOD for sale- 126 Very large and nice. 7631 (Cadiz).
AKC registered, 6 month
dress up your dinner resume and work ex- a rick delivered, $27
Walking
distance
to
Need
Antiques
An
50
ARR-ETT S Service table with a delicious perience to P.O. Box
campus_ Central gas old black German
stacked. Phone 436-5430
Center has economy homemade
641 South
1040-N
Murray,
Ky.
cake. How
heat and water paid. Shepherd. Great Xmas
Extra Car For
mufflers for $21.95 in- about
492-8714
or LPN for the_ 11-1 JUST In time for Call 753-7776
gift. Puryear 901-247-3374.
a fresh coconut,
Christmas- Go-carts
stalled. 200 N. 4th St.. carrot,
A
AKC
Few
Italian cream, shift with every Stokes Tractor,
registered
poodle
Days?
rX7RA
Weddings and
nice
apt.
for
4
InMurray, KY. 763-6001.
APPLIANCE repair
weekend off. Apply in
German
girls utilities included. puppies, males, just born.
dustrall
Rd.
753-1319.
NOTI : We buy junk pecan pie chocolate.
washersSpecial
dryers'14
Per Day
$150. Call 437-4785.
or pumpkin. person at Care Inn, 4th
batteries. Associated We use only the best of & Indiana, Mayfield, LARGE, large, large Partially furnished
refrigerators- rangesCOLLIE.
male
Occasions
16
753-2813.
Call
14' Per Mile
Battery, Hwy. 62. Cal- products & family re- Ky. 247-0200 "The 1986 selection of storage
air cond. George Hodge
FOR rent- duplex apt., 1 months old, registered.
vert 1-396-4313.
& Son, 10 Dixieland
cipes for our homemade Nursing Home of the buildings in stock for block
$50.
Call
753-6724.
from MSU camRent From Gene At
immediate delivery
Shopping Center 753cakes. So let us ease the
pus. $165 per month. ENGLISH Setter pup4669.
holiday work load- just SITTER: sitter wanted Acree Portable Call
pies,
champion
Dwain Taylor
753-1914 or 753-2649.
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
call 750-4492 or come by nights for 2 children, in Buildings, Mayfield
Have Santa
MLR -Cal apts. Nor- bloodlines, 3 females.
Factory authorized for
410 Main St.- Pam's my house. Must have Ky 502-247-7831
Chevrole
Must sell. Best offer.
t,
Inc.
thwood
Dr.
1,
2
or
3
BR.
LAST
minute
gifts. Lots
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Claus come to
Cake Hut.
references. P.O. Box
of sweats. jerseys, Now renting. Equal Call 753-0919.
Brown. Service on gas
1071, Murray.Ky.
502-753-2617
RABBIT
visit your
Dogs,
2
traIned
Housing
Opportunity
.
Jackets,
T-shirts
and electric ranges. NOTICE- formerly
WENDY S Is looking for
adults,
1
one
year
old,
759-4084.
1978
Opening
CHEVROL
of
I
Calloway
ET microwaves, dis- Joiner Tree Service now
& Murray
children and/or
bright energic people to
Caprice, 305 engine, ps, h washers. re- Colley's Tree Service.
at Faye 's- next to NICE 2 bedroom brick $200 for all. Call 436-2902.
work
part
time,
days,
West Ky.
bring their toys.
duplex, water furnished, TROPICAL bird sale, pb, ac. Great shape. frigerators. etc. Earl 14 years experience
Accepting applications P liai's- Open Ill 6p.m.
3 miles East. $195 with Parakeets- $10.95, Very clean, runs good. Lovett, 354-6956 or 753- Topping, pruning or
24 Hrs. Available
Burial Vault
Monday Dec 22 7 am to 10 OAR firewood. Also.
stump removal. Comdeposit. Call 753-1513 Quaker Parakeets- $25, Best offer
have slab wood. Phone
5341
am and 2 pm to 5 Rm.
Now ti Christmas
plete tree care Owner.
Senegal Parrott- $25, (901)247-5330.
to serve Murray
after 4 pm
753-5476.
Elroy Colley- 753-0366
16 yrs. experience
NICE one bedroom Love Birds- $35, Cock-a- 1978 DODGE Aspin 2
& Calloway County. 9. Situation Wanted O AK & hickory furnished
Al Fireplace and
for tree estimate.
apartment. teels- $70. Paradise door, slant-6 auto., PS,
Call for appointWOULD like to take care firewood for sale Call Convenient
Gas Repair, Chimney
ODD Job specialist.
When the need
to M.S.U. Kennels 753-4106.
good
PB,
tires
438-2587
Call
$550
of sick or elderly person.
ceiling fans, electrical,
Cleaning, Masonary
ment 759-9673 or
$130 month. Call 753- UNIQUE puppies 753-9181 or 753-8124.
occurs. Buy the best
O
AK
hIckory
&
Live In, 8700 per month,
plumbing, fencing. You
available for
7276
Work,
Damper,
Hood
burial
firewood,
1978
vault
FORD
Fairmont,
$20 a rick, you
753-6438.
available.
experienced, Call 527-3474
name it. I do it. You
Christmas- AKC PemNOW
Leasing,
new
haul.
437-4829
Call
ps, pb, air, AM/FM,
and Firebox Repair.
50 year warranty.
WOULD like to sit with
buy. I install
You
condo-style apartments, broke Welsh Corgies- good condition, 58,000
elderly people days. SEASONED oak slab
break. I fix Call 436males only. Call 753753-095
3
University
view,
patio,
A great Christmas idea.
miles. Must sell. Call
wood. $15 rick you haul
Call after 5p.m
2868 evenings
See display at
large 2 bedroom, ap- 7986.
convertyour old home
753-9553.
437-4829
753-7291.
PAINTING Paper
local funeral homes.
pliances,
microwave,
movies to video tape.
BILL'S
Upholstery
is
SEASONED firewood.
1979 PLYMOUTH
4 1 . Public Sales
hanging, commerical or
Quick service. ReHorizon. 2 door, hatch the place to go for a job residential. Free esOak, hickory, mixed central gas heat and air
14. Want to Buy
quiet
and
ideal
for
retired
well
asonable rates. Call 3. Card of Thanks
done If you menhardwoods- min. order- 2
back, air cond. AM/FM
timates, References 25
BUYING palets 1-100. ricks- $30/rick delivered. persons. $350 monthly.
901-642-7525 or 753-8363
radio, auto. trans. Ex tion this ad you'll get a years experience
Call 759-1964 or nights For a
after 6p.m.
full measure- call Call 753-8096.
cellent gas mileage. 10r-r discount to com- Tremon Farris 759-1987
753-7138.
NOW renting 1 & 2 BR
CARD OF THANKS
John Boyer at 753-0338.
Very good shape inside memorate our 10th SEWING Machine Reapts. at Embassy, Car.(G's for part. Any TANDY
and out Looks and Anniversary Call 753- pair All makes and
We want to express
1000 computer.
Fri., Sat.
dinal & College Farm
shape. Call 753-8087 and color monitor,
drives like new. $995. 8085
printer.
Every chid's dream
our sincere appreciaRd. Apts. Call 753-3530.
leave message.
CARPET installation. models_ Home & In
Must sell. Call 442-6279.
Call 489-2733 anytime.
am.-?
Sun.
8
&
dustrial. Bag closing
tion
to
each
person
come true! Santa is
WANT to buy raw furs VW Dune buggy. $225. NOW renting 1 & 2 BR
1980 CUTLA'SS Olds . rofessional service- machines. Also scissor
Hwy.
E.
94
apts.
who provided help &
at
repairs
Stanley
lso
Embassy,
SatisfacCarOwen
McCall 753-6215.
Supreme, good shape
available to visit
sharpening 40 yrs
dinal & College Farm
Clellan, Pulaski. Ill.
kindness to our fami4 mi. from town. but needs motor Best tion guaranteed Glenn experience. All work
W HIRLPOOL Rd. Apts.
children in your
Be
Phone
750-1247
b
be
r
Call
618-342-6316.
753-3530.
ly since the loss of our
offer. Call 436•5462
microwave oven, only
guaranteed
2 oak show cases. 2
Kenneth
CONTRACTOR- carONE bedroom ApartWANT to buy standing $4
home from 6-9 p.m.,
dressers, school bus,
per week. Rudolph
Barnhill. 753-2674.
1982 CONTINENTAL
home by fire on Oct.
ment. Loeated at 1628-C
pentry, painting Big or
hardwood saw timber. GoodyearSteUa, Ky.
Whirlpool.
stereos, other furniture,
designer, loaded, two
29, 1986.
Mon.-Fri. & all day
Miller Ave. one block
small we do it all.
Call John Boyer at 753-0595.
tone paint, sharp $9500
WET BASEMENT"
small household items,
Special
thanks
from
Quality
work
done
campus.
753-0338.
to
for
$120
rent
on Saturday.
WOOD for sale. Call 759or best offer. 1972
make wet basements
Christmas
dolls,
some
and
less
Free
estimates
deposit.
Call 753-3415.
friends, churches,
4723.
Corvette, 4 speed, T 489-2663.
dry Work completely
Call:
15. Articles for Sale
gifts, lots of misc.
After 5 pm 753-7123.
schools, organizations
guaranteed
tops, 36000. Call
Call or
WOOD- you haul. $20
158EG Builders ExWE TAKE THE CAKE
JO-An's Varieties has a Call 438-5833.
ONE bedroom furnVed
write Morgan Con7 5 9 - 9 6 9 8
and merchants that
perienced builders of
MOVING
sale,
oc
variety
of
items
Apt.
to
suit
$165
a
month,
struction Co. Rt 2. Box
close
509 N. 7th St.
1984 THUNDERBIRD, 30,
provided
instant
any ladies taste Into campus, cable and wa- casional table, couch, 000 miles, 37,500. Call 753 houses, garages & 409A. Paducah. Ky
storage buildings. Call
753-9280
assistance to us. You
cluding: Holiday 26. TV -Radio
ter furnished. Available fireplace insert, coffee 4981.
42001 or call 1-442-7026
474-8000.
dresses, casual dresses, MAGNAVOX console
and your kindness
Dec 17th. No pets. Call table. Call 753-5385 or 1985
FORD Pinto, 4 DRIVEWAYS- white
753-8038.
denim
skirts
k
shirts,
SANTA Claus suit will be remembered gasoline jeans, color T.V., only $7 per 753-5980
.door. loaded. $5200 Call rocked or graveled
•!.
week. Rudolph TAKING applications
rental- Mr. Tuxedo
always.
753-8255 after 5 p.m.
91M0I
*
Also, top soil. Call
sweaters, lingerie, and Goodyear- Whirlpool. for Section 8. Rent 43. Real Estate
`71o/triatii
759-4073. Ask about New
LB., Shirley,
753-1537.
accessories including 753-0596.
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 ROPPERUD Realty 50. Used Trucks
Year's Eve special.
Brent Alien Ditching
Steve & Mitzi Parrish
MICE sales at Sears
the now popular gold &
BR. Apply Hilldale offers a complete range
1946 CHEVROLET now. Call Sears 753-2310
silver all at discounted 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
Beckhoe & Septic
Apts., Hardin, Ky. of Real Estate services
pickup, needs work, for free estimate for
prices. Remember, every
Equal Housing with a wide selection of
Tart
1984 WILLOW Creek
runs.
Call
after
5p.m.
day's a sale day at
needs.
our
6. Help Wanted
quality homes in the
14x60, 2 BR, 1 bath. Opportunity.
like to t 3"
would
753-7225.
Jo- An's, Court Square,
ENERAL Building
refrigerator & stove. THREE bedroom new city & in the county. All
Open
AIRLINES now hiring. Murray 753-9669.
all hi
1986 FORD pick-up, runs Repair- 20 years exprice
ranges.
Phone
Like
new. $9800. Call duplex, new appliances,
Flight Attendants,
Dec. 6, 1986
and vvi
753-1222 for courteous, good, body in good condi- perience. Roofing &
Agents, Mechanics, TM gift for someone 480-2868 after 5:3).m.
central neat and air. Call
competent Real Estate tion. $625. Call after painting, indoor & outspecial
Merry. C
beautiful
a
anta.m.-6
p.m.
9
Customer Service.
flOLLYPARI 1978. 753-7947.
m. 753-9348.
service. We make buy- 5.
door Odd jobs No job
759-1 15
Salaries to $50K. Entry ique clock. Call after 14x70. 2 BR, central gas
Homemade items, level
ing k selling Real 19
CHEVROLET to small 474-8057
5:00 .m. 753-6347
heat/air. 2 acres
positions. Call
7:te easy
for
_ua
c
pickup, 4 wheel drive. 4
made by your 805-687-8300 Ext. A-8156. WHIRLPOOL re- wooded lot. N. 121. Lynn Grove Apts. .;(4t1
speed. PS.PB. air,
uy.
frigerator. only $8 per 753-1953 or 489-2854.
1
bedroom,
newly
GOVERNME
NT
jobs.
hometown people.
repossessed house and lockout hubs. Call 753week. Rudolph
0/yr. Now
renovated, carpet, lot. 3 miles South of 9181 or 753 8124.
Crafts, Ceramics. $16,040-$59,23
hiring. Call 806-687-9000 Goodyear-Whirlpool. 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
Murray. Will sell is is, WILL accept trades on
mini blinds and apExt. R-8155 for current 753-0695.
Quilt Tops, etc.
2 t/Pt 3 BR, furnished or
where is, below cost a real sharp 1984 1/2
pliances
furnished.
federal list.
unfurnished,
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
some new
16. Home Furnishings
with very low down King Cab Nissan truck.
1607 W. Olive
LADY to live-in with
furniture, natural gasRental
assistance
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
payment
10
and
percent
Truck
has
many
&
opInvalid lady. Board & BABY bed with mat- electric, air con753-7359
APR ftruzncing or will tions, and new tires For
OVER
available.
tress and accessories. ditioned. Shady Oaks
salary. Call 759-1961.
finish for buyer. Call info call 753-6267 nights.
Dresser and a walker. 753-5209.
20 YEARS
Phone 753-8325
Mark Alcken collect
Call 492-8533.
Ix PE RI NC E
ID WOOD CABINETS 7.
MOBILE home fur5 1 . Campers
or
753-3293
1-842-2404.
RAISED PANEL DOORS•
DINETTE set, table and nished, carpeted, wood
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry•
1972 VW Pop-up camchairs. Call 753-4454 or stove, all utilities fur44. Lots for Sale
MANTLES
• BOOKCASES
GUNCASES
•
per Good condition
759-9428.
•
nished excepet electric. 34. Houses for Rent
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
16 ADJOINING lots- sleeps 4. After 6p.m
RICH back, gold tapes- Phone 489-2220.
•
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
2 BEDROOM house for New Concord area. All call 492-8152.
try chair. Good condi- SPhCIAL of the week COMPETITIVE PERCES Overt Bya Soar Our DIsollay
•
•
rent. Partially furfor $1200. Phone
tion. 753-0567.
bedrooms and 2 baths, nished. $225 per month
753.5940.
• 409 Sunbury Circle
53. Services Offered
436-5574.
MEM coimatch- Just like new inside plus deposit. Call 753
•••••••••• OOOOOOOOOOO
2 LOTS- I mile east of
Bennett & Associates has receiving love seat. $150. Call $150 a, month, $200 4070 or 753-6780.
Puryiear
Brick
S.
Murray,
x150
,
210
753-7187 after 4p.m.
deposit. Have own wa- 3 BR, 2 bath, partially
ed notice there will no No Rate In- SOFA
Maplewood Estates
Supply Co.
bed $60. twin
ter and electric meters
furnished house. No
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
mattress & box springs Located on Hwy. 641. 1 pets. $200 per month Leave message. Call
crease on the 'Proferred Pool"
BRICK-All Kinds
762-2451.
Gold
$25,
4
drawer
chest,
mile
SNver
North
$25
of
Hazel,
Ky
plus $200 deposit. ReMedicare Supplement Insurance
7-4 Mon.-Frl.
and 19" color T.V. $175. Call 492-8806. Leave ferences required 753- DOUBLE tot, 1315'x200',
Closed
Closed
city water, septic
8-12 Sot.
Call 753-1996 after 5p.m.
name and phone num- 9213.
Plans. We are pleased to make this
Yesterday
392.50
Yesterday
5.38
WHIRLPOOL fieavi ber on answering 3 BR house, 1508 Valen- system, landscaped.
Puryser,
Tn. 247-3232
announcement. Even though the
Opened
Opened
close
East
Elemento
service.
duty washer, only Pi per
tine St., newly painted. tary. $6,500. 753-0621.
Today
394.00 Today
5.37
plan will cover the new '520 deduc- week. Rudolph 29. Meting and Cooling Deposit required Call 436-2105
MEN want to do yard
evenings.
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
1.50
Up
Down
.01
753-2342.
work Tree trimming,
tible the cost will remain below
76S-0685.
WT-iave several use. VACANT 2 BR house In
removal of unwanted
Complinuint• of
U. Item*. for Sale
electric heaters for country. Rent reasonatrees & shrubbery,
'31.00 montly.
VERNON S PAWN SHOP
20. Sports Equipment
sale. Also, air com- ble. Call 753-7971
TWO story house, new hauling & wood for sale.
713 S. 12th Murray Ky 42071
For information call
LIKE new SthIl chain- pressors, new & used 3-4 BEDROOM house in roof, new wiring, gas No job to big or small
7S3 7113
saw with came. 18inch electric motors, battery city. $300 month plus heat, site on large lot at Free estimates ReWe buy Gold Solver & Denmonds
bar. After 6:30p.m. call chargers & electric deposit Stove and 1105 W
Main. Call ferences, experience
money
on ony th•no of traltto ,
Wr• loon
Murray, Ky.
753-7273
305 N. 4th
763-4034. Daytime 753- buffers. Dill Electric drapes, unfurnished
763-3642 days, 753-5738 Call 7 5 3 - 0 6 8 0 Hour
10 6 Daily Closed Sunday
750-1577.
9514.
nights
or 759-1683
496-8992.

Season's
Greetings

Knotty Pine
Quail Farm

Face
Brick
Start

753-8087

140"

Vowell &
Son Inc.

Limousine
Rental with
Chauffeur

Purdom
Motors,Inc.
753-5315

MOVING IN
SALE

NI

Bits & Pieces

.s

No Rate Increase on
Medicare Supplement
Insurance!!

Bennett & Associates
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Herbert Miller
Services for Herbert
Miller will be Sunday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home.
Burial will follow in
Palestine Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 4
p.m. today (Friday).
Mr. Miller, 88, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Palestine community, died Thursday
at 8:45 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
He was preceded in
death by his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus

FRIDAY". DECEMBER 19, 19841

1 Kremlin to resume nuclear

Miller; two sisters, Mrs.
Elsie Lovett and Mrs.
Alma Burkeen; and two
brothers, OWe Miller
and Gaylen Miller.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Mae Parrish
Miller; two daughters,
Mrs. J.D. (Mary) Morris, Rt. 1, Dexter, and
Mrs. Harold (Shirley
Sheppard, Rt. 3, Murray; one son, Charles E.
Miller, Rt. 1, Dexter;
one sister, Mrs. Hayden
(Bessie) Bogard, Rt. 3,
Murray; 10 grandchildren; three greatgrandchildren.

MOSCOW (AP)- The
Kremlin said it will
resume nuclear testing
after the first U.S. explosion next year
because Washington has
refused to join in the
Soviets' 16-month-old
unilateral test
moratorium.
"At a time when the
United States stubbornly continues to fulfill its
nuclear test program to
develop new nuclear
weapons and build them

up, the Soviet Union
cannot show unilateral
restraint indefinitely,"
the Kremlin said in a
statement distributed
Thursday by Taxes, the
official news agency.
"If this situation is
continued, grave
damage can be caused
to the security of the
U.S.S.R. and its allies,"
it said.
In Washington, White
House spokesman
Albert R. Brashear

testing

reiterated the U.S.
refusal to join in the
moratorium on the
grounds that testing is
needed for national
defense.
The Soviets first announced their
moratorium starting
Aug. 6, 1985, to corn.memorate the 40th anniversary of the U.S.
atomic bombing of
Hiroshima, Japan, at
the end of World War II.
The moratorium was

extended three times to
run through Jan. 1.
Soviet leader Mikhail
S. Gorbachev described
the unilateral move as a
goodwill gesture and a
step toward breaking
the disarmament
impasse.
Some U.S. officials
said when the
moratorium was first
announced that the
Soviet Union had completed a series of
scheduled tests anyway.
Since the moratorium
began, the United States
has conducted 24
nuclear tests at its
Nevada site. U.S.

sources say the next
underground nuclear ban unilaterally was
"dictated exclusively by

test is planned for Jan.
29.
The Kremlin statement urged Washington
to begin new talks immediately on banning
nuclear tests and offered again to observe a
joint moratorium.
"The U.S.S.R. is
prepared to continue to
respect its moratorium.
Yet it will resume
nuclear testing after the
first nuclear explosion
carried out by the U.S.
next year," it said. The
statement said the decision not to continue the

security Interests'

Hog market
Fedora.' Mole Market hem bervios
December IN. 11111
ILemlneicy Partime Arm***IMAM
Revert Ineleike 6 MAK INNINcee
IlaceMAs
016 FM. ISM Mamma
• ODD Seemty Sews Deady M 1.10
Meier
US I 2 MDR lbe.
IMSIS-641.76
US I I smog De.
2/611-2641111.16
UN
DRAM De.
11611.114-120.141
US &4 Ile 111 a..
$411.711-4111.21
Siewe
US 1 1 1111/1641 lbe.
$$S.SS'17.N
US I & 1110-166 as.
PLIP1.17.111
IA II 4110-blet a..
411740.441.1141
US 1 1 over MO Se
1411.611-1111.10
tens 411.81
UN 2-11 1**-6111 lbs
611.4111-161.111
Seem 721.110-33.110

Mrs. Elizabeth Daniel
The funeral for Mrs.
Burial will follow in
Elizabeth Daniel is to- Parker
Cemetery.
day at 2 p.m. in the
Mrs. Daniel, 96, Rt. 6,
chapel of Miller Funeral Murray,
died WednesHome of Murray.
day at 12:30 p.m. at
Officiating is the Rev. Murray-Callowa
y CounRichard West and the ty Hospital.
Rev. William McKinney. Music is by the
She is survived by her
Rev and Mrs. Eulas husband, Willis Daniel;
Greer.
three sons, Elbert MarPallbearers are Glen tin, Rt. 3, Murray, C.A.
Johnson, Hardy Martin, Rye, Texas, and
Outland, Billy Walker, W.G. Martin, Hazel; 22
Jimmy Parker and grandchildren; several
Eura.nd Parker.
great-grandchildren.

W.C. IDub) Elkins
Final rites for W.C.
t Dub
Elkins will be
Saturday at 10:30 a.m.
in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral
Home.
Dr. Greg Earwood
and -the Rev. G.T.
Moody will officiate.
Music will be by Nell
Earwood, soloist, and
Richard Jones,
organist.
Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Elkins, 68, of 1311

Wells Blvd., Murray,
died Wednesday at 5:50
a.m. at Murray Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Jo Robertson
Elkins; one daughter,
Mrs. Diane Gooch, and
one granddaughter,
Miss Rebekkah Lynn
Gooch, Salt Lake City,
Utah; one grandson,
Willis Manford Gooch
IV, Chicago, Ill.

Treas
Christmas Clearance

SALE

daughters, Mrs.
Frances Henry of
Hickman and Mrs. Judy
Williams of Detroit,
Mich.; four sons, Gerald
Alexander of Murray,
James Alexander of
Fulton, Billy Alexander
of Memphis, Tenn., and
Joe Alexander of
Paducah.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Marie
Jackson of Clinton and
Mrs. Bonnie Lobb of
Detroit, Mich.; 14
grandchildren and nine
great-grandchildren.
Mrs. Williams was
preceded in death by
one sister and three
brothers.

Ozzie Lee Graves
Ozzie Lee Graves, 41,
of Bridgette Street,
Paris, Tenn., died
Thursday morning at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
was a machinist at
Emerson Electric,
Paris.
Born July 30, 1945, in
Henpv _County, he was
theiaon of Mrs. Mary E.
Barnett Graves and the
late Alvin Graves.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Paulette Vinson Graves, to whom he
was married on Sept. 4,
1971; his mother, Mrs.
Graves of Paris; two
sisters, Mrs. Margaret
Ailene Chilcutt of Hazel
and Miss Mary Alice
Graves of Paris; two
brothers, George
Graves and Billy Joe
Graves, Parts.
Services will be Saturday at 11:30 a.m. at

West Wood Pentecostal
Church of God, Paris,
with the Rev. Clarence
Depew, the Rev. Ray
Lainhart and the Rev.
R.T. Bennett officiating.
Burial will follow in
Memorial Cemetery
with arrangements by
Ridgeway Morticians of
Paris, where friends
may call until the
funeral hour.

•Christmas
Ornaments
•Sweatshirts
•Plush
•Candy
•Much More
...MEMORIES,

1 GM QUALITY 1
LSERVICE PARTS

GM

01116111411 MOTORS CORPORATION

Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

*Stock Wood Interiors 25% Off

*Stock Carpet 20':0.' Already Low Sale Price

*Stock Decorator Framed Mirrors 25% Off

*Stock Congoleum Vinyl Flooring 20% Off Already Low
-Sale Price

Reg.
SALE
Metal Building 10x9
258.99 169.00
Safeguard Step Stool
16.99
9.25
Black it Decker 16" Hedge Trimmer
51.99
29.00
McCulloch 14" Chainsaw
239.99 185.00
Double Burner Gas Grill
171.99 100.00
McCulloch 16" Chainsaw
246.99
189.00
McCulloch 10" Chainsaw
135.99
105.00
Genie Garage Door Opener
195.50 169.00
Horizontal Brass Mail Box
44.99
24.00
Verticle Brass Mail Box
35.99
1900.
Telephone
39.98
29.00
ITT Desk Telephone
29.98
23.00
Delta Pick-Up Utility Box
120.99
75.00
Aluminum 6 Ft. Step Ladder
46.99
27.00
Amerock Antique Brass Towel Holder
30.99
19.00
Amerock Antique Brass Tissue Holder (Large). .. . 15.99
10.00
Amerock Antique Brass Tissue Holder (Small). . . . 11.99
8.00
Amerock Antique Brass Toothbrush Holder
14.99
9.00
Amerock Antique Brass Apothecary Jar. 21.99
14.00
Amerock Antique Brass Mirror
30.99
19.00
White Toilet Seat
7.19
3.99
Oak Vanity 20"x17"
129.99
95.00
White Vanity 20"x17"
73.99
49.00
KD Vanity 20"x17"
42.88
35.00
Economical 9x7 Glazed Garage Door
175.00 145.00
Ironing Board in Pine Cabinet
199.95 139.00
Double Burner Gas Grill
237.00 140.00
Christmas Paper 3 Rolls Black & Silver
3.99
2.99
Christmas Paper 3 Rolls Red
3.99
2.99
Christmas Paper 3 Rolls Green
3.99
2.99
Basketball Goal & Backboard Set
74.59
45.00
Basketball Pro Pole with Brackets
116.99
65.00
Shoperaft 10" Table Saw with Legs
199.99
139.00
Sagg Wood File Cabinet
119.95
45.00
G.E. Drip Coffee Maker
32.99
28.00
4 Pc. Knife Set with Block
44.99
22.00
West Bend 9 Cup Perkulator
15.69
13.00
Toastmaster 2 Slice Toaster
12.69
11.00
Toastmaster Toaster/Broil Oven
41.99
36.00
West Bend 4 Qt. Corn Popper
13.99
11.00
Hutch Fireplace Insert
699.95 500.00
Hutch Wood Stove (18" Logs)
449.95 320.00
Hatch Wood Stove (27" Logs)
499.95 370.00
Ray-0-Vac 6 Pk. Heavy Duty D Batteries
4.09
2.00
Ray-0-Vac 6 Pk. Heavy Duty C Batteries
4.09
2.00
Ray-0-Vac 6 Pk. Heavy Duty AA Batteries
4.09
2.00
Ray-O-Vac 8 Pk Alkaline AA Batteries
7.99
6.00
Ray-O-Vac 6 Pk. Alkaline C Batteries
7.99
6.00
Itay-O-Vac 6 Pk. Alkaline D Batteries
7.99
6.00

-Or

Prices good
at Murray only

a

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.
753-2617

641

S. legorrw,

PLIRCH A SE
ARIA

eAgamt
DEALER

Shop With Us!
We're Locally Owned & Operated
Lots of Convenient Parking.
Everything Listed Here Is At Cost or Bel
ow
No Refunds-No Dealers

Mrs. Mary Selma Williams
Graveside services
for Mrs. Mary Selma
Williams are today at 1
p.m. at Wesley
Cemetery with the Rev.
Charles Jobe
officiating.
In charge of arrangements is Hornbeak Funeral Home of
Fulton.
Mrs. Williams, 80,
died Thursday morning
at Clinton-Hickman
County Intermediate
Care Facility at Clinton.
Born Dec. 27, 1905, in
Hickman County, she
was the daughter of the
late Lee Alexander and
Mary Hamlett Fite
Alexander.
Survivors are two

No Rainchecks - Limited Quantities
Friday, Saturday ec Sunday Only

Eveready 4 Pk. D Batteries
.99
1.99
Eveready 4 Pk. C Batteries
.99
1.99
Monterey Delay 52" Paddle Fan
‘4.00
54.88
Palos Verdes 52" Paddle Fan with Light
44.00
54.88
Wagner 300 Power Painter Kit
125.00
167.99
Wagner 100 Power Painter Kit
79.00
100.99
Wagner 200 Power Painter Kit
91.00
117.99
Under Cabinet Knife Rack
15.00
30.99
Orient Express Desk Lamp
25.00
31.15
Desk Lamp
95.00
44.29
Desk Lamp
23.00
39.69
Arnerock Under Cabinet Spice Rack
15.00
30.99
Amerock Under Cabinet Message Center
15.00
30.99
Amerock Under Cabinet Cookbook Rack
15.00
30.99
Bemis Water Wheel 2 Sp. Humidifier
90.00
139.99
Bemis Water Wheel 1 Sp. Humififier
65.00
99.99
Solid Brass Door Knocker
16.00
18.29
Basketball, Goal and Net
9.50
19.19
Backboard Only
26.00
45.79
Black & Decker /
1
4" Power Band Saw
85.00
109.88
Sunbeam Food Processor
44.00
53.79
Kerosun Radiant Heater 13100
119.95 100.00
Corona 12,600 BTU Heater with Blower
237.99 155.00
Wirlaway Liteduty Disposer /
1
4 h.p.
39.00
50.69
Ultrasonic Humidifier
45.00
57.69
Cajun Electric Smoker
69.00
99.95
Vision 10" Skillet
12.00
20.99
Do-it /
1
4 h.p. Chain Drive Garage Door Opener . .. 139.99 100.00
6" Wooden Ladder
18.00
39.99
Work Light
7.00
11.99
Extension Cord Kit with Utility Light
19.00
31.69
Clip-On Light (White)
6.00
9.99
Clip-On Light (Red)
6.00
9.99
Earli-Gard Smoke Detector
6.50
10.99
Black & Decker Circular Saw
39.00
62.99
Skil Autoscroll Jigsaw
39.00
47.99
Black & Decker VSR 3/8" Drill
45.00
68.00
Black k Decker 3/8" VS11 M47 Drill
29.00
40.29
Black & Decker Trigger Feed Glue Gan
12.00
16.99
Wells Lamont Lined Grips Gloves
9.00
15.99
Vice Grip Home/Hobby Set
12.00
21.99
Vise Grip Gift Set
10.00
19.99
Basgo 10 Pc. 318" Socket Set
16.00
33.19
Jeweler's Screwdriver
2.99
5.19
Power Pal Portable Air Compressor yrlAccess.. . 142.99
95.00
Saw Horse 24 widex30 high
9.00
15.29
Dreme Hobby Moto-tool Kit with Free Glue Gun. 92.99
44.00
Magnavox Clock Radial Phone
40.00
53.69
ITT Desk Phone
44.00
56.95
Trost King S Qt. Hand Crank Ice Cream Freezer
23.00
33.99
White Mountain 6 Qt. Ice Cream Freezer
89.00
150.99

Trees Dottcenter.
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Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
Your complete home building supply center
*other locations - Benton and Lake City, KY*
All prices net - cash & U-haul - all items not in
all stores
Open 7 days a week
OPEN: Mon.-Fri.. 7:30-7:00, Saturday 8:00-6.00 & Sun
day 1:00-5:00
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